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This thesis coassts of three independently researched chapters (Chapters 2 , 3  and 4). 

Each chapter is completely selfcontallied with its own in-depth introduction and literature 

review, methodology, results, discussion and conclusions, and bibliography. This format is 

considered advantageous since it fàcilitates publication of the findings of the overall research 

effort. The three r e m c h  chapters are preceded by an in-depth iiterature review which 

concludes with a statement of the overall research problem (Chapter l), and foilowed by a 

tifth chapter in which the primary focus is to 0) provide a general surnmary of the research 

findings, (ii) put the various aspects of the research into focus and Ci) point out areas of 

fiiture research which have evolved as a natural consequence of this study. 



Abstract 

It is generally assumed that solute migration and dispersion in hydrogeological 

environments are controlled solely by the materid propertïes of the porous medium (Le., the 

spatial distributon ofhydraulic conductivity, porosity and reaction parameters). The inability 

of stochastic methodologies based solely on this premke to completely account for the field 

scale dispersion observed during the Stdord-Waterloo field tracer experiment (conducted 

at the Borden site) is welI documented and d i d  in the literature. As a r e d t ,  researchers 

have focussed on other mechanisms, including flow transients, as possible contributors to the 

phenomenon of field scale dispersion Several stochastic andy t id  formulations have 

attempted to quantifj. the impact of flow transients on the dispersion process [Rehfeldt and 

Gelhar, 1992; Dagan et al., 19961. Due to limitations in the quantity and quality of data 

coiiected during past field tracer experiments, proper validation of these andytical solutions 

is difficult. 

The current study utilized a numerical simulation experiment involving the fhite 

element modelling of the groundwater flow and mass transport equations to examine the 

impact of flow transients on sohite dispersion processes in hydrogeologic environments, with 

emphasis on dispersion processes observed at the Borden tracer test site. The numencal 

approach utiiized a limiteci Monte Carlo simulation in which the flow boundary conditions 

were treated as temporal but deterministic whereas the hydrauiic conductivity was treated as 

a heterogeneous, second order stationary, randomly correlateci process. The parameters 

characterizhg these properties were based on data coUected at the Borden tracer test site. 

. . 
ll 



Analysïs of the r e d t s  for the individuai simulations showed that plume evolution is 

affected by the temporal nature of the flow field. In particular, the transverse spreading of the 

individual plumes was wrnmonly enhanced under transient flow conditions compared to 

steady-state flow conditions. However, the magnitude of the enhancement varïed within and 

across realizations thus making prediction dï.f3icuit. In the longitudinal direction enhanced 

spreading is sometimes observed; however, this was not consistent across ali of the 

realizations. Cornparison of the ensemble average results to available stochastic analytic 

theories produced Mxed results. In general it was found that although the model of Dagan 

et al. Cl9961 reproduced the trends in the ensemble second moment data quite weli, it 

nonetheless over-predicted the observed data The asymptotic mode1 of Rehfeldt and Gelhar 

[1992] tended to over-predict the late t h e  transverse spreading present in the ensemble data. 

However, the enhanced longitudinal dispersion predicted by the model showed some 

agreement with that observed fiom the simulations. 

As part of this study, matrix methods for solving the system of equations which result 

fiom the nnite element discretization of the mass transport equation were also investigated. 

In this aspect of the study emphasis was focussed on the performance of the Amoldi modal 

reduction method (AMRM) relative to the Laplace Transform Galerkin (LTG) method. The 

performance was measured in terms of the accwacy and efficiency with which the methods 

could solve nwnerically challenging one and two-dimensional mass transport problems. Again 

the results were inconsistent in that for some classes of problems the AMRM greatly out 

pdormed the LTG method, whereas in other cases the results were revers&. However, for 

the more realistic case of steady-state flow and mass transport in heterogeneous second order 



stationary randomly comlaîed hydraulic conductivity fields, it was found that the AMRM 

greatiy out-perfonned the LTG method. 

Based on these results a "shift" version of the AMRM was implemented and 

evaiuaîed. The purpose of the shat was to improve the approximation of the eigenvaiues of 

the probiem and thus increase the convergence rate of the method. The r d t s  showed that 

s W g  could be a "double edged sword", in that some shifts could improve the convergence 

of the AMIW, whereas other shifts could degrade the convergence- Estimation of an 

"optimai" shift was shown to be a diicult (and perhaps an inefficient) task since the optimal 

shift varies with the nurnber of Arnoldi vectors considered, the matenal properties of the 

problem, the discretization of the domain, and the solution Grne considered. However, when 

utilized, the optimal shift was shown to improve convergence especidy when only a few 

Arnoldi vectors were utilized, 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The primary focus of hydrogeology during most of the 20th century has been on 

locating and evaiuating groundwater resources. in response to mounting public concems 

regarding public health, environmental protection and sustainable development, much of the 

focus in recent years has shifted fkom groundwater location and development to resource 

protection and remediation As a consequence much attention has been focussed on 

groundwater contamination by hatardous industrial wastes, by leachate f?om landfills, by 

agriculturai activities such as the use of fertiiizers, pesticides, and herbicides and by 

radioactive waste repositories located in deep geological formations Pear and Verruijt, 

1987]. In an attempt to reduce the potential of groundwater contamination various policies 

have been implemented by govermnents and agencies worldwide. In many instances these 

policies seek not only to regulate the nature and disposal of waste but also to regulate land 

use. The regulation of land use and waste disposal practices requires that the interaction 

between potential contaminants and the environment be understood fiom both physical and 

chernical perspectives. Achievement of this goal requires a thorough knowledge of 

hydrogeological and geochernicai processes. 

Perbps al1 groundwater contamination can be d e d  through the use of appropriate 

remediation schemes; however due to hancial and practical constraints remediation is not 

feasl'ble at ail sites. In those instances where remediation is considered feasible, the design of 



adequate yet cost effective, clean-up strategies generally involves some aspect of 

mathematical and probabilistic modehg8 For the modelling process to be successfbi, two 

conditions must be met The fïrst condition requires that the mode1 be based on a good 

understanding of the physics and chemistry governing the migration of the particular 

contaniinaats in the subswfâce, while the second condition rquires that parameters utilized 

adequately represent the real system, 

The fiindamental processes governing mass transport continue to be the source of 

much debate. One aspect of the debate has focussed on how best to pass fkom the 

macroscopic continuum level of a Representative Elementary Volume (REV) to some 

"effective" field-sale value which when incorporated into a mathematical mode4 reproduces 

r d t s  which are analogous to those observeci in the actual medium. Informative discussions 

and analyses which addresseci the issues associated with the use of "eEkctive" field-sale 

values have been providecl by Neuman [1982], Rubin and Gomez-Hernindez [1990], 

Indelman and Dagan [1993a and 1993b1, Beckie et al. [lm, and Sanchez-Via et al. [ 19951 

arnong others. Among the issues rai& by Neuman 119821, was whether a universal approach 

codd be defineci which would aüow averaged parameters to be defineci over a region without 

the use of  IUniting assumptions (Le., for the most general case can an equivalent porous 

medium be defined which behaves in a similar rnanner to that of the actual medium), and 

whether field based spathi variabiiity can be incorporateci into models using such a definition. 

Neuman 119821 conjectureci that "ifthe concept of average parameters is invalid under certain 

condiions, or ifthese averages cannot be determineci in a satisfktory manner fiom avdable 

data, what utiiity, ifany can the hydrologist hope to derive from the numba of sophisticated 



cornputer models that are presentiy at his disposal?" Since questionable estimates of field- 

scde parameters are of limiteci practid use to hydrogeologists, altemate approaches have 

been sought. 

One alternate approach for deteminiing hydrogeologicai parameters for use in 

numerical models is based on a statistical fhmework This statistical Eiamework is in tum 

based on a stochastic methodology, in which the variables of interest (e-g. hydrauüc 

conductivity, porosity and sorption pararneters, etc.) are essumeci to be random and 

comeiated in space. This spatial correlation is necessitated by the faa that in name geologic 

deposits tend to exhiïit definite spatial arrangements meuman, 19821. The probabilistic 

approach differs fkom the detefministic approach desmied eariier in that since some of the 

input variables are uncertain, the mode1 output also needs to be described in a probabilistic 

framework peuman, 19821. Note that in the stochastic fhmework material properties are 

most ofken assumed to be statistically homogeneous (constant mean) with fixed and finite 

correlation scales. Evidence supporthg the possible stochastic representation of 

hydrogeologic properties are found in the works of Sudicky et al. 119861 and Hess [1992]. 

The general assurnption of statistical homogeneity of hydrogeological parameters is 

an issue which has been the focus of much discussion in ment years. Sposito et al. [X 9861 

pourted out that stochastic models b d  on the assumption that hydraulic heterogeneities are 

statisticaliy homogeneous on a sale much srnaller than the region being studied are unable 

to account for the growth of the dispersivity parameter as a fhction of scale; the "scale 

effkct". In order to explain the " d e  effect* some researchers have adopted a hmework for 

solute transport based on a f k t a i  represatation meatcraff and Tyler, 1988; Wheatcraft 



and Cushman, 19911. Evidence supporting possiile fiactal scaling relationships for some 

hydrogeologid propertïes such as hydraulic mnductivity and porosity are found in the works 

of M W  and McCauley [1992], Kemblowsla and Chang 119931, Moiz and Boman 119931, 

and Desbarats and Bachu Cl9941 among others- 

Mass transport models based on these porous media concepts must be able to 

reproduce fieid observeci behaviours using physidy based parameters if these models are to 

be of any practical value. One aspect of solute migration under field conditions which has 

challenged researchers for a comprehensive explanation is the phenomenon of hy&@mmzc 

dispersion This phenomenon refers to the spreading of solutes beyond the region predicted 

by pure advection and was originally thought to be the result of two process operating at the 

pore level. At this level, the more dominant of the two processes is mechanical mixing which 

r d t s  fiom a combiition of velocky variations across pore throats and the shape and inter- 

connectivity of the pore structure of the medium, whereas the less dominant effect is 

molecular difision- Due to its importance in redistributhg solutes, the phenomenon of 

hydrodynamic dispersion has been extensively studied over the last few decades by numerous 

researchers using a variety of approaches, which range fiom field and laboratory 

investigations to nwnericai, mathematical and statisticai studies. In the ensuing discussion a 

summary of the finâings of these analyses is provided 

The mechanical component of dispersion is classically qumtified using a parameter 

termed the &spermîytY Bear [1972], descn'bed dispersivity as being a characteristic single- 

valued property ofa porous medium. This concept of dispersivity has been the subject of 

much debate in light of recent resuits k m  field expaiments and mathematicai studies. These 



r d t s  suggest that in heterogeneous hydraulc conductivity fields dispersivity displays a scale 

dependence. 

1.2 Sale  Dependence of Dispersion 

The discussion in thîs section sumrnarizes the curent findings regardhg solute 

dispersion in porous media Note that in an effort to control the length of this manuscript oniy 

the most notable studies on this subject which are of relevance to this thesis are discussed in 

the sequel. 

1.2.1 Laboratory Studies 

Laboratoty studies provide fast and inexpensive ways to study dispersion in porous 

media at a s m d  scale. Such experiments in which the longitudinal dispersivity of granular 

porous media were measured yielded values in the range of 104 m to IO-* m pear, 196 1 b; 

Shamir and Harleman, 1966; Lawson and ELrick, 1972; Reynolds, 1978; Robbins, 19893. 

Transverse dispersivity values for these experhents were usually found to be between 5 and 

23 times less than the reporteci longitudinal values [Shamir and Harleman, 1966; Lawson and 

Eirick, 1972; Robbins, 19891. 

Some labotatory shidies have demonstrated scak dependent dispersion. Martin [ 197 1 ] 

perfiomed a series of lsboratory experiments on dwerent lengths of Fontainebleau sandstone 

and observeci that the spreading pattern reached an asymptotic state after the injecteci tracer 

had travelied a large distance cornpanxi to the d e  of the heterogeneity. Süliman and 

Simpson [1987] using depth averaged break-hrough curves showed that scale effects can be 



demonstrateci under laboratory conditions for several types of heterogeneities. They 

concluded that the scale effect becomes negligibte as the scale of transport becomes large in 

relation to the scale of the heterogeneity. 

1.2.2 Field Studies 

As mentioned above, the resuits of field sûtdies conducted over the last 30 years have 

indicated that dispersion in heterogeneous porous media displays a scale dependence. 

Evidence supporting this assertion can be found in works as early as Fried [1972]. On the 

bais of studies at several field sites, Fried Cl9721 reported longitudinal dispersivities which 

ranged fiom O. 1 m to 0.6 m for the local scale (quifer stratum), 5.0 m to 1 1 .O m for the 

global scale (quifer thickness) and 12.2 m for the regional sale (several lan). The transverse 

dispersivity observed in this study showed no scale dependence. 

Oakes and Edworthy [1977J performed a series of two-well pulse and radial injection 

expenments in a sandstone quifer. An analysis of the experimental data revealed that the 

dispersivity value for a fuUy penetrating weil was 2 to 4 times the values for discrete layers. 

Pickens et ai. 119781 performed a two-weU injection test in a sandy aquifer- Analysis of the 

data coUected fkom a fUy penetrating weU was found to give a longitudinal dispersivity of 

0.5 m, whereas data coLlected by means of a network of multi-level point samplen fkom the 

plane of highest velocity yielded a much srnalier dispersivity. Pickens a al LI9781 suggested 

that this merence rnay be due to vertical averaging performed by the W y  penetrating weU 

of concentrations that were observeci with depth. 

On the basis of a number of field tests, Sauty [1980] concluded that dispersivity 



in i t i e  increased with distance and then remained constant a f k  a characteristic value (related 

to travel distance) had been reached. Sauty Cl9801 suggested that irreguiarities seen in the 

plume shape at travel distances less than 1.0 m were due to the influence of heterogeneities 

in the porous media At later times the plumes were observed to becorne much smoother 

[Sauty, 19801. The work of Diailin Cl9801 supportecl the h d i g s  of Sauty [1980]. Based on 

the analysis of break through curves obtained from a tracer experiment conducted in a 

heterogenwus alluvial aquzer, Dieieulin [1980] concluded that dispersivity increased with 

traveI distance. 

Sudicky et al. [1983] reported the results of a tracer experiment performed in a sandy 

aquifer at Canadian Forces Base, Borden, Ontario. Attempts to simulate the experimental 

results at each sample tirne by means of analytical solutions to the three-dimensional 

advection-dispersion equation provided poor fits to the observed data when a constant 

dispersivity was used. Instead, Sudicky et al. 119831 found that by increasing the dispersivity 

with the residence tirne of the tracer a better fit between the simulated and observed data 

could be achieved. The calculated dispersivity estimates showed that the dispersivity 

eventudy attained an asymptotic value. FarreU et al. El9941 re-analyseci the field data for this 

experiment using the method of spatial moments. Their results confirmed the earlier 

conclusions of Sudicky et al. 119831 that sale dependent dispersion processes were active 

in the aquifer. Further evidence supporthg the presence of a sa le  dependent dispersivity in 

the Borden aquifîer has been provided by Freyberg 119861 who pefiormed a spatial moment 

analysis of the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment data Based on his anaiysis, Freyberg 

[1986] found that during the course of the experiment (about 3 y-) the longitudinal 



dispersivity increased nom 0.06 m to its asymptotic value of 0.43 rn 

Garabedian a aL [1991] pre~etlfed the d t s  of a spatial moment analysis performed 

on solute concentration data coilected h m  a field tracer experiment conducteci in a sand and 

grave1 aquifer at a site in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Their results showed the presence of a 

non-hear trend in the longinidinal variance ofthe solute concentration during the first 26 m 

traveiled by the centre of mas. This e d y  time non-linear behaviour was shown to produce 

an increase in the apparent dispersivity. 

A critical review of data on field-scale dispersion (macrodispersion) in aquifers was 

perfomed by Gelhar et al. 119921 (see Figure 1). Theu work examineci 59 field sites at which 

the following information was avaiiable: aquifer type, hydrauiic properties, flow configuration, 

type of monitoring network, tracer, method data interpretation, overail sa le  of observation, 

and longitudinal, horizontai transverse and vertical transverse dispersivities. The data were 

then used to evaluate the reliability of the reporteci dispersivity information. Based on the 

criteria outlined by Gelhar et al. 119921, only two of the above field experiments were 

considered to produce dispersivity estimates which were of high reliability, the Stdord- 

Waterloo and Cape Cod experiments. The others produced results which were considered to 

be of either intermediate or low reliability. Even ifthe teliable data alone is accepted, then it 

appears that field-scale dispersion is a scale dependent process. 



1-23 Stochastic Anaüytic AnaIyses 

Stochastic models of dispersion have traditionaüy assumed that dispersivity is 

infiuenced solely by the material properties of the porous medium through which solute 

transport tekes place. Indeed, the majority of these models assume that the dispersivity 

estimatecl k m  field experiments redts exclusively fkom the spatial distribution of hydrauiic 

conducthdies. Whether this assumption is entirey valid wiil be addresseci in later sections of 

this chapter and in later chapters of this thesis. 

Ifthe structure of a medium can be determineci exady (Le. deterministically) and the 

hydraulic conductivity variation is known, it is possible to estimate the dispersivity of the 

medium by using indirect theoretical methods [Schwartz, 197n However, this approach is 

unredistic since a detailed description of a porous medium, as required for such an analysis, 

would require an unprecedented amount of data. To ciraunvent this problem, a number of 

researchers within the last decade have used a geostatistical description of say log-hydraulic 

conductivity [Y=Ln(K)l, specificaüy its mean, variance and integral scaie, to characterize 

hydrogeologic propedes of aquifers. When these geostatistical parameters are incorporateci 

into modern stochastic theories, they provide an indirect means of obtaining estirnates of the 

macrodispershhy. Several stochastic theories have been proposed which attempt to quant@ 

macrodispersivity using this approacb 

Using stochastic anaiytic method010gies baseci on a geostatisticai description of Lsl(nl, 

Gelhar and Axness 119831, and Neuman a al. [1987 presented in-depth analyses of 

macrodispersivity in heterogeneous porous media, for the casc where a solute plume has 

reached a constant (or asyrnptotic) rate of spreading. The resuits of the analyses dinér in 



several important ways. For example, Neuman et al- LI9873 showed that when the mean 

velocity is at an angle to the principal axis of statistical anisotropy, the asymptotic 

. * mac~odispersivrty tensor reduces to a single n o n a m  principai component- Gelhar and Axness 

[1983] demonsbatai that under such flow conditions more than one non-zero component will 

exist Neuman et ai. 119871 also showed that the p ~ c i p a l  axis of the plume will be offset in 

a direction opposite to that suggested by Gehr  and Axness 11983 1. Neuman et ai. 119873 

suggested that the reason for these discrepancies is that their approach is a consistent first- 

order analysis whereas the anaiysis of Geihar and Axness 119831 combines both first and 

second order approximations. 

Using ensemble averages, Dagan 119881 proposed a transient theory for the evoIution 

of the rnacrodispersivity in a heterogeneous statistically anisotropic porous medium. This 

work showed that the longitudinal rnacrodispersivity grows with travel tirne to an asymptotic 

value which is independent of the anisotropy ratio. In the transverse direction, the theory 

predicts that the spatial moments will tend to a constant value which is dependent on the 

anisotropy ratio. A fûrther result of this work is that the orientation of the principal 

component is dong the direction of mean flow in accordance with the theory of Neuman et 

al- [1987], 

Neuman and Zhang [1990], and Zhang and Neuman [1990] also examinai tirne- 

dependent dispersion. Their analysis involved the use of an extended quasi-linear theory 

describing the evoiution of the dispersion process fiom early to late t h e  in statistidy 

isotmpic and anisoappic media One ofthe main advantages of their work is that fluctuations 

in the log-hydraulic conductivity an not requireâ to be small. This requirement is necesîary 



in other thwries so thaî non-iinear ternis in the goveming w o n s  can be disregarded. When 

the variance in the log-hydraulic conductivity is l e s  than one (uy2 <1), aii existing theones 

show that the asymptotic longitudinal macrodispersivity is proportional to the product of O$ 

and the correlation length of the log-hydraulic conductivity in the direction of flow peuman 

and Zhang, 19901. For anisotropic media, the effect of non-Iinearities in the solution 

procedure can be pronounced even for q2 al. A short-coming with this proposed theory is 

that it predicts stronger vertical transverse dispersion than horizontal transverse dispersion 

[Sudicky and Huyakom, 19911- This prediction is inconsistent with the results of field 

experiments. 

Naff [1990] also examined the dispersion process using a stochastic methodology 

which showed certain similarities to the approach employed earlier by Geihar and Axness 

[1983]; however unlike prewïous models his considered the effects of local dispersion. NaE's 

examination of the dispersive flux in saturated heterogeneous porous media yielded several 

interesting results. In particuiar, it was shown that (i) when the medium is weli stratiiied the 

Iocal transverse dispersivity can become an effective means by which tracer mass can be 

transferred laterally, ci) local dispersion cannot always be used to explain the transverse 

dispersion observeci during field tracer experiments, and (Üi) the "global" dispersive flux takes 

the form of a cunvolution integrai which introduces non-Fickian' e f f i s  into the flux and non- 

Gaussian effects into the tracer cloud which will persist for a travel time of approxïmately 20 

length scales. 

' Under the 'Fickiann asswnption it is assumeci that the dispersive mass flux is 
proportional to the solute concentration gradient. 



The works desaiibed in the above paragraphs are based on the concept of an ensemble 

average concentration field which may be equated to the motion of a "single tracer particle" 

[see Dagan, 1990, and 1991; Rajaram and Gelhar, 1993a. and b]. In a recent series of 

publications Dagan Cl990 and 19911 and Rajaram and Gelhar [1993a, and b] have shown that 

analyses based on ensemble average concentration can overestimate the dispenivity associated 

with a plume of finite source sue. Ushg methodologies which relate the ensemble average 

second moment to the separation oftwo pamdes (the "two particle approach") these authon 

independently deriveci stochastic analytic expressions which describe the dispersion of a plume 

with finite source dimensions. The dispersion describe- by these models is generaliy found to 

be in better agreement with results of field simulations and numerical simulation studies. 

The applicability of dispersivities estimateci tiom stochastic models to r d  world 

situations is a concern. Dagan [1990] showed that the tendency towards an agreement 

between an "actuai effective" dispersion coeflicient detennined fiom a field test and that 

predicted by stochastic theory can be very slow, and that this tendency also depends on the 

initial dimensions of the real solute plume. Graham and McLaughh Cl9891 pointed out that 

while macrodispersivities describing the spread of an ensemble mean concentration solute 

plume are in reasonable agreement with those predicted by stochastic-analytic theory, plume 

concentrations and dispersivity values for individual realizations can be rnarkedly dfirent. 



1.2.4 Fractai Anaiyses 

The f i a d  concept provides another possible way to descfl'be large-scale 

hydrogeologic structures. Under this concept it is postulated that for hydrogeologic materials 

there is a self-simildty or self-afhity (at least in the statistid sense) in the variation of the 

process over many M i r e n t  d e s  [Geihar 19931. Unlike the volume averaging approach, the 

hc ta l  concept does not define one characteristic scale. A concise mathematical defuition of 

such self-aftine processes in hydrogeology has been summarited by a nurnber of researchers 

incuding Gelhar [1993], and Molz and Boman [1993] and is reproduced here for the benefit 

of the reader. A self-sirniiar random process such as the hydraulic conductivity of a formation 

essentially satisfies the following conditions: 

where Ef ] represents the mean or expected value, y represents the variogram of the process, 

mfi) is a single valued continuous b a i o n  in time or space, < represents a separation distance 

or time, fl  is a constant and H which represents the Hurst coefficient lies in the range O < H 

< 1. Thus the variogram is a funaion of the power of the separation distance or tirne. In 

addition, if z and rn are s d e d  accordiig to t '=Ur and m '=m/fi) it can be shown that the 

variogram of the process scales by Zn Mol2 and Boman, 19831. 

Fractal scaling concepts have been used to represent various physical properties of 

porous media. For example, Katz and Thompson [1985] reporteci on studies in sandstones, 

in which the porosities displayed ftactai characteristics; Burrough [1983a, b] studied the 



fiadal properties of soils; Muller and McCauley 119921 demonstrateci how a simple fia*al 

model can give an understanding of the fluid flow and hydraulic conductivity properties of a 

porous medium in temis of empirical relations such as the known Cannan-Kozeny and Archie 

laws; Barton and Larson [1985], and Ross [1986] showed how hcture networks may be 

characterized by hctal scaiing relationships; Kemblowski and Chang [1993], Molt and 

Boman [1993], and Desbarats and Bachu [1994] ail showed that the hydraulic conductivity 

at some sites may scale accordhg to a fiactal relationship; Chang et al. 119941 showed how 

the use of fiactai relationship to represent surface tension in soils can possibly explain 

hgeting in soils. 

Other studies have show that some observed sale dependent processes in porous 

media may be adequately described using fiactal concepts. For exarnple, Ayra et ai. [1985], 

Hewett [1986], and Wheatcraft and Tyler 119881 examined scale-dependent dispersion 

processes in oil resewoirs and heterogeneous aquifers using fiactal concepts. On the basis of 

their work, W h e a t d  and Tyler [1988] tentatively concluded that a fkactal model is able to 

explain dispersivities from field experiments better than avaiiable stochastic theories. Using 

a theoretical approach, Kemblowski and Wen Cl9931 hvestigated how the h c t a l  character 

of permeability distribution infiuences spreading and mucing in porous media In theu work, 

the porous media was perfkctly stratified with fracal scaling of hydraulic conductivity in the 

vertical direction. The results of this analysis showed that the asymptotic macrodispersivity 

depended strongly on the fhctai dimension of the hydrauüc conductiviy, the higher the M a l  

diiension the lower the maaodispersivity. 

None of the works previously describeci examined both flow and associateci mass 



transport in a hctal porous media using numerical simulation methodologies. The work of 

Wheatcd et al. Cl9901 did examine this issue. As a part of this work, Wheatcraft et al. 

[1990] designed a number of hydraulic conductivity fields based on a Sierpinski carpd (see 

Figure 2.2), each sharing the same hctal dimension, but where the length scales varïed for 

each design. Thqr then solved for the steaây-state flow field within the domah for a specified 

set of boundary conditions. The method ofcharacteristics was then used to solve the specined 

transport problem. Several important features are revealed in thek work: 

1. As the complexity of the fiactai pattern is increased, the particle paths through 

the domain become more tortuous; 

2. Dispersion increases with the fiactal scale with the observed rate of dispersion 

being greater than that predicted by other models; 

Wheataaft et al. [1990] suggested that f?actal d e s  present in hydrogeologic media can only 

be detennined by developing new field sarnpling techniques; standard techniques currently 

employai are inappropriate h c e  observed properties (e-g., hydraulic conductivity) and theïr 

variances are dependent on the scaie of measurement. Cushman and Ginn [1993] also echo 

similar sentiments. They point out that new theories are needed to desaibe transport in 

porous media displayhg ftactal scaling relationships since averaging volume concepts on 

which m e n t  models of mass transport are based are invalid when no one characteristic scale 

can be defineci. Current research into new theories descriiing mass transport and solute 

dispersion in porous media in which the hydraulic conductivity s d e s  according to a hctal 

For a detailed explanation outlining the construction of the Sierpinski carpet the 
reader is referred to Turcotte 11992, p. 91. 



law are found in the works of Cushman [1991], Cushman and Ginn Cl9931 and Neuman 

[1995] arnong others. 

Up to this point, the discussion in this section has focussed on site and case specific 

scenarios in which fiactal scaling relationships w a e  idenGfied or assumed for the property 

under study (e-g., hydraulic conductivity, porosity, dispersivity, etc.). The subsequent 

discussion examines the case of universal scaling relationships based on hctal concepts. In 

partidar the widely discussed "universal scaling" concept of Neuman [1990] is considered- 

Using apparent longitudinal dispersivity data collected fkom various sources for various sites, 

Neuman [1990] postulateci a universal scaling relationship between dispersivity and the scale 

of the study. The postulated relationship which was based on "unconditional stochastic 

theory'" was shown to be fiaaal in form It is impoxtant to note that Neuman [1991] explicitly 

stated that his model does not assume self-similarity in the log-hydraulic conductivity field at 

the Iocal scale but on the giobal scale self-sunilarity appears to be evident. Neuman [1991] 

fbrther points out that the proposed scahg rule should only be used to predict local 

conditions at a site if site s p d c  information is lacking. Application of the relationship under 

such conditions will produce results which are highiy uncertain. 

The scaling relationship proposed by Neuman [1990] has been the focus of much 

discussion. Anderson [1991] addressed the implications of the scaling relationship fiom a 

geologki perspective and pointed out that such a model was incapable of representing local 

%e "unconditional stochastic theoqi' utilued by Neuman [1990] assumeci the 
hydraulic wnductivity possessed a uniform mean, and accounted for spatial variability 
through the macrodispenivity parameter. Thus dispersivities derived nom models which 
deterministically accounted for spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity were not 
considered in the analy sis. 



peailiarities such as channehg offlow which results nom the presence of ~ 0 ~ e d e d  units 

of high hydraulic conductivity. For such cases Anderson Cl9911 mggesteci that effêctive 

parameters such as dispersMties were unsuitable for descriiing contaminant transport. At the 

regional d e ,  Anderson [1991] suggested that fh ta i  relationships such as that proposed by 

Neurnan [1990] rnay apply within geological facies assemblages and possibly within a set of 

assemblages. However under such cifcumstances the hierarchy of d e s  will extend only up 

to the s a l e  ofthe depositional system. 

The mode1 proposed by Neuman [1990] has also been disaissed by Gelhar et al. Cl992 

and 19931. The focus of these discussions centreci on several issues, the most important of 

which invoIved the reliability of the data utilized by Neurnan [1990]. As pointed out by Gelhar 

et al. [1993], the data utitized Neuman Cl9901 were taken fiom several secondary sources and 

were determined using a number of dserent procedures. Along these lines Gelhar et al. 

[l 9933 fùrther argueci that the data discrimination procedure and the interpretation procedure 

utiIized in the snidy were inconsistent, since some form of conditioning is implicit in the 

determination of dispersivities fiom field data Gellhar et al. 119931 fùrther argued that a 

fùndamental problern with the proposed mode1 is that it does not recognize the essential role 

of plume size in determinhg the degree of dispersion in scaleless heterogeneous media. 

1.2.5 Other Physid Frictors Xnnuencing Dispersion 

Stochastic models which wnsider dispersion to be strictly controueci by variations in 

hydraulic conductivity [e.g., Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Dagan, 1988; Zhang and Neuman, 

19901 have been unabk to predict the observeci horizontal transverse dispersion observeci 



during the Stdord-Waterloo tracer experiment [cf, Woodbury and Sudicky, 19911. This 

disagreement between theory and observation bas prompteci several researchers to investigate 

other potmtial causes of field scale dispersion. On the basis of studies conducteci on a solute 

plume emanating nom an abandoneci landfiil at the Borden site, Sykes et al- 119821 

conjectured that the obsewed enhanced transverse dispersion was perhaps caused by flow 

transients whkh were known to exist at the site- Later, Sudicky 119861 used a sirnilar 

argument to explain the enhanced horizontal transverse dispersion reporteci by Freyberg 

Cl9861 for the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment. 

The potential impact of flow transients on the dispersion process has been examined 

in several theoretical studies. The first such analysis was perfonned by Kinzelbach and 

Ackerer [1986] who considered the case of unsteady flow in a homogeneous aquûer. From 

their work, detenninistic expressions for the apparent transverse and longitudinal dispersivities 

due to unsteady flow, +a and a, respectively, were developed based on the tirne averaged 

groundwater velocities and the assumed true dispersivities associated with steady-state flow 

[cc Goode and Konikow, 19901. These apparent dispersivities were later incorporated into 

steady-state models to predict plume migration and evolution under transient conditions. An 

interesthg aspect ofthe relationships proposed in that work was that the sum of the apparent 

dispersivities w a e  approximateiy equal to the sum of the true dispersivities (Le. a, + a, = a, 

+ ard, where a, and a, are the assumed tnie longitudinal and transverse dispersivities 

respectively. Note that this result essentiaily implies a "consexvation of dispersivitf'. In other 

words, the dispersivity of a hydrogeologic system is a 6xed quantity. This relationship has 

been challengeci by Goode and Konikow [1990] who also developed a set of deterministic 



relationships for a similar problem. Con- to Kinzelbach and Ackerer 119861 theu results 

showed that the surn of the apparent dispersivities exceeded the surn of the assumed tme 

dispersivities observed under steady-state conditions (Le. aL + a, c a, + aJ- The study 

f.iirther demonstrated that increases in the apparent transverse dispersivity occurred because 

longitudinai dispersion aded in a dïection which was not pade l  to the mean fiow direction 

and that the increase in the apparent dispersivity was controlled by the magnitude of the flow 

angle variation and the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse dispersivity. 

NafFet al. Cl988 and 19891 postulated that smali-de velocity fluctuations could be 

responsible for large-scaie transverse solute spreadiig. This was iliustrated using a simple 

formulation in which tirnedependent fhquency components were added to the mean velocity 

field thereby creating a transient flow field paf fe t  al., 19891. Using this formulation it was 

shown that in theory a sigdcant increase in the transverse variance of the concentration field 

could be obtained [NafFet al., 19891. 

Rehfeldt and Gelhar [1992] extended the earlier proposed stochastic methodology of 

Gelhar and Axness Cl9831 in an attempt to evaluate the asymptotic values of 

macrodispersivity due to an unsteady fiow field. Their approach considered the aquifer 

hydraulic conductivity to be stationary and the mean hydraulic head gradient to be unifonn 

in space but fluctuahg in time about a constant mean Further, these fluctuations are assumed 

to be random and small. Theu formulation showed that for statistically ergodic4 plumes 

rnigrating under such conditions, enhancement in both the asymptotic longitudinal and 

nie ergodic hypothesis assumes that time or space averages associateci with a single 
realization can be used in place of ensemble averages [Geihar, 19931- 



horizontal tnmJverse dispasivity dative to those observeci under steady-state conditions can 

be expected The formulation hther suggested that after an extensive travel time the 

disperson m d d  by the gradient fluctuations can be treated independentiy fkom that induced 

fkom velocity fluctuations associateci with the aatural heterogeneity of the hydraulic 

wnductivity field. 

Farreli et al. [1994], utiü9og waterlevel data collected at the Borden site during the 

period fiom July 1989 to January 1991 in conjunaion with stationarity assumptions, 

znempted to use the Stanford-Waterloo tracer data to valiâate the proposed formulation of 

NaEet aL [l989 ] and Rehfelft and Geihar [1992]. Their findings suggested that whereas the 

formulation ofNafFet al. [1989] provided a poor fit to the observed second moment data, the 

proposed fomulation of Rehtieldt and Geihar 119923 provided a plausible exphnation for the 

observeci aihanad transverse dispersivity. Here it is stressed that the results were plausible, 

in iight of the k t  that the station* of the waterlevel data could not be verüied due to the 

short length ofthe time Sefies in relation to the assumed annual penodicity present at the site. 

Recently, Zhang and Neuman [19%], and Dagan et al. Cl9961 cited several perceived 

ditnculties in ihe formulation of Rehfeldt and Geihar [1992]. These diculties rwolved 

around: 

1. The independent treatment of the dispersion process at late times; 

2. The apparent Fickian horizontal transverse dispersion predicted by the mode1 

under UIljfOnn mean flow conditions conflicts with the zero transverse dispersion 

genedy observeû at iate time for steady-state fiow in heterogeneous formations; 

3. b the absence of local dispersive processes, the solute plume shodd sirnply 



î r a n s k  and rotate without spreading, hence the dispersion predicted by the model 

refiects un- associated with the random nature of the gradient fluctuations; 

4. The fàct that temporal periodicity in the hydraulic gradient field is not expected to 

have an impact on the ma~rodispersivity~ 

The models proposed by Zhang and Neuman 119961, and Dagan et al. 119961 are similar, with 

both revolving around the Lagrangian formulation found in the works of Dagan and CO- 

workers [Dagan, 1984 and 1989; and Rubin, 19901. In both cases t h e  dependent integral 

fùnctions were derived which characterized the longitudinal and transverse variances. It is 

noteworthy to mention that in both formulations separate treatments of the processes 

contn'buting to solute dispersion were not required. Finaliy, the hydraulic gradient utilued in 

both modeis was assumeci to be deterministic, which is contrary to the model of Rehfeldt and 

Gelhar Cl9921 which treated the hydrauiic gradient as  being part of a stochastic process. Both 

models showed that changes in the direction of the hydraulic gradient enhanceci the transverse 

dispersivity, while at the sarne tirne having minimal impact on the longitudinal spreading of 

the solute plume. 

1.2.6 Numerical Simulations: Scaio and Time-Dependent Dispersion 

Numerous numerical simulations of mass transport have been reported in üterature; 

however, very few have b a n  reported which ( i )  examine various aspects of the dispersion 

process and Ci) have been used to validate proposed stochastic analytic solutions. The 

foilowing presents a limiteci discussion of the resuits of these simulation experiments. 

M y  use of numerical meth& in the study of macroscopic dispasion is found in the 



work of Smith and Schwartz [1980]. In this work, Monte-Carlo simulations of two- 

diensional mass transport in steady-state velocity fields were used to assess the impact of 

spatial heterogeneity in hydraulic conductivity on the dispersion ofnonreactive solutes. The 

important findïngs of this work were that (i) maaodispenion results f?om large-scale spatial 

variations in hydraulic conductivity, ( i i  microscopie (iaboratory scale) dispersion theories 

cannot be scaied up to field-scale situations without a proper analysis of the hydraulic 

conductivity field, (iii arymptotic maaodispenivity occurs after an unknown travel distance 

which depends on the spatial structure of the porous medium, and (iv) modelling techniques 

based on the advedon-dispersion equation with large values of dispersivity do not reflect the 

physical process fer which predictions are being made. 

Quinodoz and Valocchi [1990] used detailed two-dimensional single reaiïzation 

numerical simulations to examine the practical conditions under which the ergodic hypothesis 

can be invoked. The reader should recall that most stochastic analytic solutions are based on 

ensemble averaging schemes, whereas the moment results fiom field tracer experiments are 

based on spatial averaging of one realization. In their analysis, the heterogeneous hydraulic 

conductivity field was randomly correlateci and second order stationary. In addition, fluid flow 

within the medium was assumed to be at steady-state. By varying the source dimensions for 

each simulation considemcl in the study, and caldating the second moments of the evolving 

plumes the authors were able to show (through a cornparison with the solution of Dagan 

119821) that for ergodic conditions to be învoked at aii times the source dimensions of the 

plume must incorporate severai integrai d e s  of log-hydrauiic conductivity- ûther two- 

dimensional simuations studies have ken performed in an attempt to examine the limitations 



of stochastic theones, notably ScheUenberg [198q. In that work single reabtion numerical 

experiments were performed and the resuiting spatial moments were compareci to existing 

stochastic theories with some degree of success- 

Burr et al. CI9941 sug~ested that two-dimensional smilation studies of field observed 

m a s  transport phenornena may in some m e s  be of restricted value, since the factors which 

infiuence mass transport in hydrogeologic media are three-dimetlsional in nature. Instead, they 

suggested that a M y  three-dimensional modebg approach incorporating heterogeneous 

porous media is needed when attempting to either c o h  the vaiidity of stochastic transport 

theories and or gage the relative importance of various hypothesized transport mechanisms. 

Although this is tme, three-dimensional simulation studies of mass transport are rarely utilized 

due to the excessive computationd resources required. This is especially the case for regional 

scaie studies (on the order of 100's of metres) where the areal dimensions of the formation 

under investigation are sigdicantly p a t e r  than its depth. For such studies two diiensional 

modeIs which incorporate depth averaged parameters are wmmonly utilized. This view is 

reinforced by Shapiro and Cvetkovic p990] who pointed out that for many practical 

probiems it is more convenient and consistent with measuring techniques (e-g., the 

determination of transmissivity as opposed to hydraulic conductivity in some pump tests) to 

consider flow and transport as an amal, two dimensional phenomenon. Although this does not 

fully justifjr the use of two-dimensional models it nonetheless shows that an in-depth 

understanding of the mechanisms influencing mass transport within such models is essential, 

especiaiiy when regional systems an king evaiuated. In aâdition, the work of Quinodoz and 

Valocchi p990] discussed above demonstrates to some degree the usefbiness of two- 



diensional simuIation studies- In the foliowing paragrapbs, a chronology of the most recent 

the-dimensional mass transport simulation studies is presented. 

Tompson and Gelher [199ûJ examineci the migration of noareactive solutes in a high 

resolution three-dimensional heterogeneous (second order stationary and randomly correlated 

in space) hydraulic wnductivity field in which steady-state flow conditions are enforceci. In 

this work the mass transport was simulated using a particle tracking methodology. The 

authors reported that the trajectory and longitudinai spreading of the solute plumes in 

hydraulic conductivity fields displayhg low variability compareci favourably with the spectral 

predictions of Gelhar and Axness [1983] at late times, with nonergodic effécts being observed 

at eariy times. In the more variable fields the simulations results over-estimated the predicted 

values of Gelhar and Axness 119831. 

Robin [1991] rnodeiied reactive and non-reactive mass transport in a statisticaliy 

anisotropic randomly correlated second order stationary hydraulic conductivity field. As in 

the above study mass transport was simulated in a steady-state flow environment, however 

contrary to that study flow and transport were both modelied using the finite element (FE) 

method. Rrsults fiom the nonreactive simulations showed that in the longitudiial direction, 

the theoreticai dispersivities of Gelhar and Axness Cl9831 and Dagan [1984] were two to four 

times larger than those obinecl fiom the simulation experiment- Robin [1991] concluded that 

this disagrment may be reflective of nonetgodic conditions which were known to be present 

in the simulation experiment. 

Chin and Wang [1992 ] combineci a three-dimensionai numerical simulation analysis 

with a Monte Cario analysis to O investigate the accuracy of approximations that are implicit 
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in first-order stochastic dispersion theories and ( i i  to identify the accuracy l i .  of £irst-order 

disperpon theories h isotropie prous media. As in the previous simulation studies, the mass 

transport ocairs in steady-state flow fields, with the transport beuig sirnulated by a particle 

tracking methodology. However, this study dSered fiom the earlier studies in that local 

dispersive e f f '  were ignored and the source dimensions extended over several integral 

scales of hydraulic conductivity, thus satisfjk~g the ergodic criterion. The authors found that 

their longitudinal d t s  agreed weli with the longitudinal dispersivity given by Dagan 119841, 

whereas the overail approach of Gelhar and Axness 119831 was shown to undereshate the 

longitudinal Fickian dispersivity. 

Burr et al. Cl9941 also used a numerical simulation approach coupled with a Monte 

Carlo analysis to investigate reactive and non-reactive solute evolution under steady-state 

flow conditions- Note that their sirnulation approach is similar in principle to that performed 

by Robin [1991]. Their findings for non-reactive transport showed that with regard to the 

macrodispersion the first-order stochastic analytic solutions of Geihar and Axness [1983], 

Dagan Cl9881 and N S  [1990] tended to over-predict the simulated temporal spreading 

behaviour and the estimateci asymptotic longitudinal macrodispersivity. 

NaEet al. [1996], using a simulation methodology similar to that utiiized by Burr et 

aL [1994], simulateci the transport of a nomeactive solute under a range of variances in log- 

hydraulic conductivity ($ s 0.9, where o; represents the variance in the log-hydraulic 

conductivity). Stochastic modeis which correded for the c&as of local transverse dispersion 

and which incorporated a second orda correction appesred to best explain the sirnulated 

corrected Ionadinai dispersivvities. Again, due to the source dimensions nonergodic S i s  



were generally obsenred- 

The simulation experiments d e s m i  above generally produced Mering results 

which are iduenced by the assumptions inherent in the models and the solution methods. 

However, despite these diierences they ail demonstrate a scale dependence of the 

longitudinai dispersivity which appears to mimic that observed in field tracer experhents. 

This c o ~ s  that to some de- the scale dependence of the longitudinal dispersivity 

observed in field tracer experiments is controlied by the heterogeneity present in the hydraulic 

conductivity field. However, the simulations described above are based on the simplifjing 

assumption of steady-state flow. As pointed out by Dagan et al. [1996] this assumption is 

usually onIy appropriate for transport of a relatively short duration. Nonetheless, the 

experiments illustrate how practical methodologies may be developed to evaluate proposed 

t heoretical hypotheses. 

The effect of flow transients on the dispersion process has been partidy examined 

with the aid of finite element numerical models by Goode and Konikow [1990]. Unlike the 

models discussed above, the mode1 considered by Goode and Konikow 119901 utilized a 

homogeneous hydraulic conductivity field. Their results showed that £low transients affecteci 

the evolution ofsolute plumes and enhanced the transverse dispersion process, due to the fact 

that longitudinal dispersion acteâ in a d'uection which was not pardel to the mean flow 

direction. Further, Goode and Konikow [1990] point out that in aquifers having large 

storativiiy, a high fiquency ofhydraulic head boundary condition changes would reduce the 

apparent dispersion effect because the boundary stresses would not propagate fkr into the 

aqwfer in a short period of tirne. 



The fàct that few high fesolution simulations have been perforrned under steady-state 

conditions and none under transient conditions is more than ükely due to the prohibitive 

computatiod costs involved with solving the large system ofequations at each tirne step. 

Note that for the transient simulations both the fiow and mass transport equations must be 

solved at each tirne step. In the following, methods aimed at efnciently solving the systems 

of equations which r ed t  fiom the mass transport fondation are discussed. 

1 -2.6.1 Fiite Element Solution of the Advection-Dispersion Equation 

Application of the finite element method to the govemuig mass transport equation 

subject to initial and boundary conditions results in a mat& diierential equation of the form 

where c is a vector of unknowns at the nodes ofthe finite element mesh used to discretize the 

domain Q, g i s  the "stifbesst' or "conductivity" ma* Mis the "mass" or "capacity" matrix 

and f is a vector which contains the effects of the boundary conditions as well as source/sink 

tenns. Both M and K are n x n matrices, with being K unsymmetric, and M being symmetric 

and positive-definite. Here n represents the number of nodes in the f i t e  element grid. It is 

important to note that the matrix g i s  composed of advective and dispenive tenns. 

The traditionai approach to solving the above matrix dinerential equation is to apply 

a finite diierence approximation to the time derivative followed by a timestepping routine 

such as the Crank-Ndson routine (sa for example Pider and Huyakorn, 1983). Applying 

the Ctank-Nicolson routine to (1 -2) gives 



where At  is the timestep between evaluation periods and s is the current time step. If the 

thestep remains constant during the simulation, the solution of (1 -3) is obtained by applying 

an LU decomposition to the LHS, foiiowed by matrix-vector multiplications of the RHS and 

repeated back-solves. 

It is apparent that the cost of soiving the above expression will be a fûnction of the 

size of the matrices K and M, as wel as the number of time-seps requùed to reach the 

desired tirne. In addition, for simulations involving transient flow conditions or non-constant 

dispersivities, the matrix Kmust be reformeci and the LHS of the system in (1 -3) decomposed 

at each tirne aep. Thus for large systems requiring many tirne steps and numerous 

decompositions the described approach is computationally expensive. The enonnous cost 

associated with the described solution scheme is fiirther demonstrated when data storage 

costs are taken into account. Assuming that the bandwidths of M and K are stored in double 

precision the storage requirements in bytes for each matrix may be approximated by, 

n *[2 *@+ i)]*8, where R is the Merence between the maximum and minimum node numbers 

for an elment* For large three-dimensional simulations n and R can be extremely large, thus 

ieading to overwhelming storage requirements. 

The desire to mathematicaiiy mode! cornplex hydrological systems realistidy has 

prompted researchers to examine various altemate approaches for ~olving (1.2). The 

foiiowing summarizes some of these methodologies. 



1.2-6-2 Iterative Matrix Solvers 

An altemate approach for solving (1.3) is through the use of iterative techniques. 

Iterative methods start with a guess for the solution vector, which is then refied in successive 

stages of the iteration produre  until a desired level of accuracy is attained. Depending on 

the level of a m a c y  required, solution times using iterative methods can be vexy short- 

Angeleri et al. Cl9891 pointed out that in iterative schemes the matrix is preserved in its 

original form so that there are no fiil-in elements encountered in the factorization. For very 

sparse matrices with large bandwidths, this can lead to signifïcant savings in storage over 

factorization methods. Despite these advantages iterative methods suffer corn the 

disadvantage that convergence can only be proved for symmetric positive definite matrices. 

Several iterative schernes are currently employed in the solution of flow and mass 

transport problems in the field of hydrogeology. Of these methods, Sudicky and Huyakom 

[ 19901 described the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient @CG) method as the most 

promising for handling sparse three-dimemional numerical solutions. In addition, through the 

use of various extensions, the PCG method can be applied to problems involving asymmetry. 

One such extension is the ORTHOMIN formulation Behie and Forsyth, 19841 which has 

been applied increasingly in subsufiace contaminant transport and variably saturated flow 

simulations Sudicky, 19901. Other iterative methodologies which have been employed to 

solve flow and transport problems in variably saturatecl porous media include the generalized 

minimal residuai (GMRES; see Saad and Schultz, 1986, and Vanderkwaak et al., 1995) and 

the conjugate gradient stabiition scheme (CGSTAB; see van der Vorst, 1992, Chin and 

Forsyth, 1993, and Vanderkwaak et al., 1995). 



1.2-6.3 Laplace Transform Galerkin Method 

The Laplace T d o m  Galerkin (LTG) method has been applied to the solution of 

the mass transport pmblems by Sudicky [1989] and Sudicky and MacFarlane [ 1 9901. Under 

the LTG formulation a Laplace transfonn is applied to the governing m a s  transport equation, 

and the initial and boundary conditions. This procedure eiiminates the temporal derivative and 

results in a matrix equation of the form 

where C is the Laplace transformed vector of nodal concentrations, f is the Laplace 

transformeci vector containing the effects of the boundary conditions as weU as source and 

sink temis, andp is the Laplace transform variable. Equation (1 -4) is then solved using either 

direct methods or iterative methods. Sudicky [1990], Robin [ I W  11, Burr et al. 119941 and 

Naffet al. [lm aii report using the ORTHOMIN method to solve this system of equations. 

The solution obtained in Laplace space is then inverted back to original space using suitable 

numencal inversion schemes. The advantages of the LTG method are [Sudicky, 1989 1: 

1. The method provides a highly accurate and robust solution for grid Peclet 

numberss (PeJ which are in excess of 30; 

2. The method allows the-contïnuous solutions to be obtained; 

3. The method is well suited for high speed execution on parailel processing 

cornputers; 

The grid Peclet number is defined as Pei = (v,*AxjD, ( i=I ,  2, 3) where 
r e p c e ~ e n f ~  the p u n d ~ g f e t  vdocity in the f" d9ecbion, Axi is the maximum grid spacing in the 
i* direction, and D, is the ii component of the hydrodynamic tensor [see Bear, 19721. 



4. The method is weli suiteci for hancihg convolution ktegrals which describe rock- 

fluid interactions in dual porosity formulations. 

Sudicky 119891 has shown that for reasonably simple m a s  transport problems 

involving steady-state groundwater fiow and constant dispersivity, the LTG method out 

performs the standard finite element approach 

1 -2.6.4 The Arnoldi Modal Reduction Method 

The Arnoldi modal reduction method is based on the reairsive Arnoldi algorithm. 

Using this algorithm a matrix differentiai equation such as (1.2) is transformed into a smaîier 

system ofequations, the size ofwhich is depend- on the nwnber of modes (Amoldi vectors) 

chosen. The reduced system is then solved using an appropriate numerical procedure in- 

conjunction with a time-stepping scheme such as the Crank-N~colson approach. The solution 

in the original space is then obtained fiom the reduced space using matrix vector 

muttiplications, 

Nour-Omid et al. [l99 11 and Woodbury et al. [1990] have shown that application of 

the Arnoldi modal reduction method to (1 -2) results in a ma& differential equation of the 

fonn 

where H is an m x nt upper Hessenberg matrix, Q, is a matrix of Amoldi vectors and w is a 

vector of length rn which is chosen such that 



It is important to note that in general m H n. Equation (1.5) may be solved using the 

traditional tirne-stepping method previously d e s c n i  The solution in the original space is 

eady obtained nom the reduced space through the use of matrix vector multiplications. 

Woodbury et ai. 119901 have shown that for reasonably simple mass transpon 

problems involving steady-state groundwater flow and constant dispersivity, the Amoldi 

modal reduction method is much fâster than the standard fhite element approacb 

1.3 Summary 

Dispersion phenomenon in porous media has been examined ushg a variety of 

approaches. Several detailed field tracer experiments designed to examine field-scale 

dispersion processes have been conducted in mildly heterogeneous sand deposits. The results 

of these experhents have shown that both the longitudhai and horizontal transverse 

dispersivities initiaiiy grow with travel distance before reaching asyrnptotic values. Some 

researchers have argued that hydrogeologic conditions observed at a site can be considered 

as one realization of a stochastic process. Using ergodic assumptions, various stochastic- 

aMLytic theories have beai proposed to explain field observeci behaviours. To date no single 

stochastic theory proposed can explain the whole spectrum of observecl behaviours. 

Depending on the assumptions made, only certain aspects can be explained. Furtha, due to 

the design of the conducteci field tests, data necessary to vaüdate 0 t h  aspects of proposed 

stochastic theones are unavailable. Therefore, it is evident that refinement of available 



stochastic theories is requued, as weil as additional data from better designecl field tracer 

experhents. 

Other researchers have shown that in some cases hydrogeologic media may be b a t  

represented by fractal scaling relationships. The study of dispersion in heterogeneous media 

represented by fhctai scaling concepts is a new area of research and as a result has been the 

focus ofvery féw studies. However, limited theoretical and sbnplistic numerical studies have 

s h o w  that in such environments dispersion is influenced by the fhctal dimension and the 

fiactal scaling length. Detailed field stuclies of dispersion in media displaying fracal scaiïng 

relationships are currently unavailable. One of the main reasons for this is that methods for 

obtaining detailed fkactal scaling relationships fiom field data are unavailable. As a result, 

proposed theones of dispersion in fiactai media still require validation. 

Mass transport formulations derived fiom volume averaging approaches are 

cornmonly used due to their easy numerical implementation, and the fact that in some cases 

closed form analytic solutions are avdable. The main disadvantage of this approach is that 

variables such as dispersivity and hydraulic conductivity are valid only at the level of the 

averaging volme used. For hydrogeologic environments which contain several length scales 

the choice of the appropriate averaging volume poses a problem; a poor choice of averaging 

volume can in some cases result in s a l e  dependent dispers~ties which although appearing 

plausible misrepresent the tme physical situation. The d e  dependence observed in such 

cases usually results in dispersivities which are orders of magnitude p a t e r  than those 

obtained fiom detailed tracer experiments and stochastic theory. Although the use of these 

scaie dependent dispersivities can produce acceptable solutions when caübrated against field 



observed plumes, the approach is not justüïed from a theoretical perspective. 

Several recent research efforts have shown that numerid simulation techniques 

combined with Monte Car10 analysis can be used to investigate various aspects of solute 

d i i o n  in heterogeneous hydrogeologic media In these sllnulations, some field observed 

and theoreticaliy predicted behavious have kai displayed Although the simulations reported 

are based on the simpüfying assumption of steady-state flow, they nonetheless appear to be 

reasonably successful at reproduchg some field obsenred and theoretically predicted 

behaviours. As observed by Burr et al- (1994), simulations based on steady-state flow will 

produce significant longitudinal dispersion values and negligiile horizontai transverse 

dispersion. Note that current field evidence does not necessarily support the latter 

observation. Several researchers have wncluded that much of the transverse dispersion 

observai at field tracer test site rnay be attriiuted to the presence of fiow transients Farrell 

et al., 19941. If numerical simulation techniques are to aid in our knowledge of dispersion 

processes in hydrogeologic media, then it is necessary for these modets to account for such 

features as transient flow. Based on the success of studies conducted to date it appears that 

numerical simulation techniques have the potential to play a vital role in validating new 

theories associated with rnass transport as well as aid in the design of finue field-scale tracer 

experiments. However, in order to achieve this goal more field based phenornena (e-g. the 

dynamic behaviour of flow systerns, the spatial distribution of reactive parameters and the 

intefactions of geochemid pmceses among others) must be încorporated into the numerical 

simulation procedute- Accounting for such processes in the simulation procedure requires 

more field and laboratory data as wdl as faster and more &&nt matrix solution techniques. 



1.4 Research Objectives 

An understanding of the dispersion process in hydrogeologic media has been gained 

primarily through the use of field tracer experiments, laboratory experiments and 

mathematical studies- Although tracer arperiments provide valuable information they are tirne 

consuming and prohïïeiy expensive to perfionn. Whereas in most cases laboratory studies 

of dispersion are convenient and generally inexpensive to perform, they generally fd to give 

information regarding large sale proasses which are comrnonly seen at the aquifer level. 

Mathematical studies provide informative Uisights into the dispersion phenornena However, 

due to the simplifjling assumptions required to achieve tractable solutions, these studies in 

most cases over-simplify the reai physifal situation and as a result are only applicable to the 

simplest of cases. Numaical simulations provide a relatively inexpensive means of obtaining 

some information about mass transport processes in the subsurface as weU as ailowing 

mathematical theories to be evaluated. In addition, these simulations can act as valuable 

predictive tools and so aid in the design of cost effective remediation or experirnentd 

strategies. 

The primary aim of this study is to investigate the e f f i s  of groundwater flow 

transients on the wolution of no~eactive or inert solutes. In order to evaluate these impacts 

a numaical simulation procedure will be employed. As a result, part ofthis work d l  focus 

on the construction of a numerical simulator which is capable of efficiently solving the 

coupled groundwater flow and mass transport equations. The simulator will then be utiiïzed 

in limited Monte-Carlo simulations involving solute transport in second order stationary 

heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity fields under both steady state and transient flow 



conditions The resrhs of the sunulations under steady-staîe and transient conditions will then 

be compared to determine the importance of unsteady flow on solute migration. The 

simulation data will also be used in an attanpt to validate analytical models which predkt 

solute migration and dispersion under transient flow conditions. It is noteworthy to point out 

that the advantage of the Monte Cario approach as appüed in this analysis is that it does not 

htroduce any assunptions regarding the miall variations in the hydraulic conductivity field 

[Gelhar, 19931. However, the disadvantages of the approach are that (9 a large nurnber of 

simulations are required in order to acairately estimate the statistical moments and CU) 

changes in the value of the random parameter fiom element to element must be small if a high 

degree of amuracy is to be maintaind It is clear that sati-g the latter two wnditions can 

result in a computationally intensive system. 

As discussed eariier, simulations of this naaire are limited by the efficient and accuracy 

of available matrix solvers. In response to these limitations, part of this work focuses on 

evaluating the performance of the h o l d i  modal reduction mat& (AMRM) solver relative 

to other solvers for various classes of problems encountered by the practising computational 

hydrogeologist. The goal being to identify the classes of problems for which the Amoldi 

modal reduction method is best suited As well, some effort will be spent exarnining methods 

designed to improve the performance of the method. 

In particular the foilowing wili be examineci 

1. Whether many of the fatuces observeci in field tracer experiments can be 

simulated using realistic hydrogeologic envkonments (Le., unsteady flow and 

stochastidy generated hydraulic wnductivity fields) dong with local-scale 



dispersivity values; 

2. The conditions under which the equations for predicting asymptotic 

macrodispersivity, such as those proposed by Rehfeldt and Gelhar [1992], are 

applicable; 

3. The applicability and performance of the Amoldi modal reduaion method for 

solving various cIasses of problems associated with mas transport in 

hydrogeological environments, 

1.5 Scope 

in order to achieve the objectives of this work and to reduce the computational cost 

of the proposed approach the foliowing wili be considered: 

* The competitiveness of the Amoldi method compared to other new solution 

methods such as the Laplace T d o r m  Galerkin method [Sudicky, 19891 wiU be 

examined for various numerically difiïcult hydrogeologic problems [e.g., highly 

advective systems and high grid Peclet number problems]. The focus here will be 

on accuracy and computational efficiency. 

* Examination of possible improvements to the Amoldi algorithm which increase 

the rate ofconvergence so reducing the wmputational cost and yet maintain the 

acairacy ofthe solution. The focus here will be on a 'shift' variant of the Arnoldi 

algorithm. Shiftùig is known to increase the rate of convergence whüe reducing 

the number of Arnoldi vecton required to achieve a desireci level of accuracy. 

Efficient methods for incorjmrating observeci time-dependent hydrauiic heads into 



the simulation procedure. 

* Efficient methods for sbnuiating coupleci flow and mass trariJp0r-t in high 

resolution simulation experiments. 
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Figure 1.1 : Field longitudinal dispersivity data classified accordiig to reliability (from 
Gelhar et aI., 1992)- 





Chapter 2 

Numerical Modelling of Mass Transport in Hydrogeologic 
Envuonments: Performance Cornparison of the Laplace 

Transfonn Galerkin and Amoldi Modal 
Reduction Schemes 

2.1 Introduction 

The advection-dispersion equation (ADE) is cormnonly used to mode1 solute aanspon 

in hydrogeologic environments. Hydrogeologic environments typicaliy wnsist of irregular 

domains, heterogeneous material properties and wmplex boundary conditions- Due to these 

factors closed fonn analytical expressions describhg solute transport in such environments 

are impossi'ble. An aitemate approach to solving the ADE over such domains involves the use 

of numerical formulations. Of the numerical formulations proposed, the finite element (FE) 

and finite dEerence (FD) methods are by E u  the most utilized. In both methods, spatial 

discretization of the ADE is performed. Depending on the approach being utilized, temporal 

discretkation of the ADE may be performed, and an appropriate time marching scheme 

employed to yield a solution at the desired time. 

Numerical modelling of the advedon-dispersion equation using either of the above 

approaches requires that certaùi critena be met in order to obtain a stable and accwate 

solution. For the FE formulation employing linear basis hc t ions  these criteria can be 

mathematidy stated as [Huyakorn and Piider, 1983; Daus a al., 1983; Celia and Gray, 

1 9921 : 



Pe, = 
(vikii) s2 

4 

where Pei represents the grid Peclet nurnber in the i" direction, Cn, represents the Courant 

number, vi represents the groundwater velocity in the iok direction, D, is the f" diagonal 

component of the hydrodynamic tensor, mi is the maximum local grid spacing in the P 

direction and at is the time step. In cases where the advective displacement ovenuhelms the 

dispersive advance, such that the solute fiont is relatively sharp, an exceedingiy fine spatial 

and temporal discretization is required to enswe an accurate solution [Sudicky, 19891. The 

need for proper grid design and tirne step selection is fùrther necessitated by the fact that in 

natural geologic environments the groundwater velocity may vary considerably in magnitude 

and direction throughout the domain. 

Additional constraints are comrnonly placed on the mesh discretization when 

simulating fluid and mass transport in correlated hydrauiic conductivity fields. For such 

simulations it is acknowledged that the mesh discretization must be smaller than the 

correlation sale of the process. However, there appears to be no unanimous agreement on 

the ratio of the mesh discretization to the correlation scale- This general lack of agreement 

is illustrateci in ~ompson and G e k ,  1990; Chin and Wang, 1992; Ababou et al., 19891. In 

these works, the discretizations ranged fiom onohaif to one= of the comlation sale of 

the hydraulic wnducSMty field. Chin and Wang [1992] mggesteci thpt a discretkation on the 

orda of onbhalfthe comlation d e  of hydradic condudniity may be too large to accurately 



detexmine the velocity flow field. It is t h d o r e  apparent that for many realistic problems, in 

partïcular those invoivïng d correlation d e s ,  a f ie  mesh discretkation may be required- 

Dependhg on the sire of the domain, the use ofa fine discrethaîion can result in grids which 

contain several hundred thousaad nodes and elements. Application of the FE method to such 

problems typically requires large amounts of data storage and CPU tirne. For problems 

requiring d time steps, the computational costs can be prohibitive. 

Several numerical approaches have been developed which attempt to efficiently solve 

the system of equations which result fiom the spatial discretization of the advection- 

dispersion equation using the finite element approach- These approaches include the use of 

iterative solution algorithms, matrix exponentials, numerical Laplace transforms, Rayleigh- 

Ria reduction and symmetrized rnatrix algonthms. A summary of these methods is provided 

by Woodbury et al. Cl9901 and the reader is therefore referred to this article for ftrther 

information, 

In this work, the focus is on comparing the accufacy and efficiency of the continuous 

in t h e  Laplace T d o r m  Galerkin &TG) method [Sudicky, 19891 and a subspace method 

based on the Amoldi modal reduction strategy ~ o o d b u r y  et al., 1990; Nour-Omid et al., 

19911, hereafter referred to as the Amoldi modal reduction method (AMRM). In addition, 

the class ofproblems for which each method is best suited is detennined. To accomplish these 

goals, one- and two-dimensiond solute transport simulations are performed in both 

homogaimus and heterogeneous meda utiüzing a variety of boundary conditions. Emphasis 

is placed on the pafomance of the solvers for problems involving heterogeneity since 

heterogeneity of material propeities is typid  of hydrogeologic environments and is known 



to iduence f ie ld-de  m a s  transport. 

At this point it is important to mipress upon the reada that the AMRM describeci in 

this work should not be confûsed with Amoldi like iterative solvers such as genefalized 

minimal residual (GMRES [Saad and Schultz, 198q). The Merence between these will be 

made obvious later in this work 

2.2 Theory 

2.2.1 The Mass Transport Equation 

Solute transport is governed by the foliowing differential equation, boundary and 

initial conditions [Bear, 19721: 

where c is the solute mass concentration, q, is a specified mass fi- f is a source/sink term, 

D is a tensor of dispersion Coeflicients, v is the transport velocity which depends on the spatial 

coordinates, n is the unif-outwarâ nomai, and z is time. Q denotes the interior of the domain 

under consideration whose boundary is r. The components of D for an isotropie medium are 

given by [Bear, 1972 1: 



where Do is the d c i e n t  of molecular diEsion in the porous medium, and a, and a, are the 

longitudinal and transverse dispersivities respectively. 

2.2 -2 Traditional Solution of the Finite Eiement Formulation 

Application of the finite element method to the governing mass transport equation 

subject to initial and boundary conditions results in a matrk derent ia l  equation of the form: 

Mi+Kc=b (2-5) 

where c is a vector of unknowns at the nodes of the finite elernent mesh used to discretize the 

domain Q, K is the "stiifhess" or "conduaivity" matrk and M i s  the "rnass" or "capacity" 

mat* For the mass transport equation K is utl~ymmetric while M i s  symmetric and positive- 

definite. Finaüy, b is a vector which contains the effects of the boundary conditions as weli 

as source/sink terms. 

The traditionai approach to solving (2.5) involves applying a finite dxerence 

approximation to  the t h e  denvative. This is then followed by the application of a tirne 

stepping scheme such as the Cm&-Nkolson scheme. Application of the C&-N~colson 

scheme to (2.5) yields: 



where At  is the tirne-step. Equation (2.6) is then solved using direct solven such as the LU 

decomposition scheme. If the tirne-step and flow parameters rernain CO-t during the 

simuIation, the solution of (2.6) can be obtained using an LU decomposition of the left hand 

side, foiiowed by matrix-vector multiplications ofthe RHS and repeaîed back-solves. Utilking 

this approach, the cost of solving (2.6) is dependent on the sùe K and M matrices as weU as 

the number of the-steps required to reach the designateci tirne. Therefore, for large problems 

requiring many back-solves a high computational cost can be incurred. 

2 -2 -3 Laplace Transfonu Galerkin Method 

Sudicky LI9891 provided a comprehensive development of the theory of the LTG 

methoci, hence the interested reader is referred to this work for background information. The 

method essentidy involves applying a Laplace transformation to the ADE and boundary 

conditions, thus eliminating the temporal derkative- The solute concentrations at nodes in the 

transformed space @-space) are then solved for using a Galerkin formulation. The matrix 

difEerential equation resulting fkom the Galerkin formulation is given by[Sudicky, 19891: 

Here S s  the transformed vector of nodal concentrations, p is the Laplace aatuform variable 

and bis the trandonned vector containing the e f f i s  of the boundary conditions as weli as 

source and sùik texms. The m a s  matrPr Min (2.7) is computed using a consistent formulation 

as opposed to lumped since it has been shown to be superior for reducing numerical 

dispersion in tirne marching solutions to linear problems [Sudicky, 1989 and Daus et al., 
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19851. Note that this is not unique to the LTG method but is also the case for the traditional 

approach previously describeci. Due to the unsymmetric nature of M the coefficient matrix 

in (2.7) is also unsymmetric. A solution to (2.7) therefore requires the use of either 

preconditioned iterative solvers such as the preconditioaed ORTHOMIN solver [Behie and 

Forsyth, 1984; Mendoza, 19911, or d i i  matrix solvers such as LU decomposition- 

The inversion of the solution in Laplace space is pesomeci numerically. For the 

bene& of the reader, a briefdisaisson of the invexsion procedure used is presented. Inversion 

algorithms generaily require knowledge of the value of the transformed variable fbr dzerent 

values of p=p, k=O, 1, 2, ... 2K [Sudicky and McLaren, 19921; here K is a user specined 

variable. As a result, (2.7) mua be solved anew for eachp, [Sudicky and McLaren, 19921. 

The inversion approach used is based on the algorithm of de Hoog et al. 11982; Sudicky and 

McLaren, 19921 : 

Here c,(a is the time domain concentration, 2T is the period of the Fourier series 

approxïmating the inverse on the interval [O. 2T], Re denotes the real part of < i'= -1, E is 

an error term, p,=p-[(In E)nU, h=p0 +nLT and p is the order of 5 0) [assumed exponential 

such that Icj@ 1 r &xp@t), g constant]. Sudicky [ 19891 suggests that p = O and E = IOd are 

adequate for general cases- Equation (2.8) indicates that the inversion process mua be 

repeated for each solution the.  The advantage of (2.8) over the Cnunp Cl9761 algorithm 

initially used by Sudicky [1989] is seen in the form ofa more efficient convergence [Sudicky 

and McLaren, 19921. 



Several advantages of  the LTG methodology have beem reported in various works. 

These may be Summarized as  foflows: 

1. The method provides a high degree of accufacy and robustness for Pe >> 2 

[Sudicky, 19891; 

2. The rnethod is independent of Courant constraints and aliows for the generation 

of tirne continuous solutions [Sudicky, 1989; Sudicky and McLaren, 1992; Xu 

and Brusseau, 19951; 

3. The solutions in p-space are independent [Sudicky, 1989; Xu and Brusseau, 

19951, therefore the method is adaptable for parallel processing; 

4. The method is weii suited for handling convolution integrals which describe rock 

fluid iterations in dual-porosity formulations [Sudicky, 1 9891. 

A potential shoxt-coming of the LTG formulation was recently addressed by Xu and 

Brusseau [1995]. In this work they showed that the negative dispersion which is inherent in 

the Galerkin nnite element scheme can be potentially problematic when the LTG method is 

applied to highly advective problems under high grid Peclet number conditions. In addition 

to this shortaming, the LTG approach is known to be ümited to problems involving iinear 

mass transport in steady flow fields. 

2.2.4 The Arnoldi Modal Reduction Method (AMRM) 

The AMRM rnay be appropriatdy descn'bed as a subspace method. The mathematical 

development of this method and its application to the solution of the generalized transport 

equation is descriid by Nour-Ornid a al. [199 11. Further work by Woodbury a al. [1990] 



expbred the applicability and feaslïiiity of the method for reducing the computational cost 

associated with m o d e h g  twodimensional mass transport problems- 

At this point it is pmdent to present a summary of the denvation of  the AMRM as 

applied in this work so as to draw the distinction between it and iterative methods based on 

the Amoldi process. Aithough this derivation is documenteci in Woodbury et al- [I990] a 

surnmary is nevertheless provided in an atternpt to avoid needless confusion on the part of the 

reader- 

The application of the AMRM to the m a s  transport problem is initiated by 

multipiying (2.5) by K-' to produce: 

At this point the aim is to reduce (2.9) to a srnalier system of equations which can be solved 

accurately and efficiently. Application of m steps of the recursive Arnoldi algorithm 

woodbury et al., 19901 to the rnatrbc K-'M, results in the foiiowing system of equations: 

where e, is the last colurnn of the m x m identity, H is an m x rn upper Hessenberg matrix, Q, 

is an n x nt (n » m) math of Amoldi vectors and r, is a residual vector. Both Qm and rm 

satisfjr the foiiowing orthogonality conditions 

(2.1 la) 

(2.1 lb) 



The Rayleigh-Ritz reduction procedure rquues that an approximate solution be defineci as 

the linear combination of Arnoldi vectors, Le. 

c=5=Qmw (2.12) 

Suice C is an approximation to the tme solution, substitution of (2.12) into (2.9) produces a 

residual vector p,: 

The vector w is computed such that pm is M orthogonal to the set of Amoldi vecton Q, 

Therefore premultiplying (2.13) by QmrM gives: 

Using (2.1 1 a), (2.1 1 b) and (2.1 O), (2.14) reduces to: 

HW+w=g 

where 

The reduced systern of equations, (2.15), is then solved using a suitable time stepping 

procedure such as the Crank-N~colson method. Woodbury et al. [1990] indicated that the 

time required fw the t h e  stepping procedure is not signïficant i fn  M m. However, this is oniy 

the case ifthe number of thne-steps quired is not excessive. The reader should M e r  note 



that due to the form of (2.12), inversion of the subspace solution is computationally 

inexpensive and cwtn'butes We to the overail computational cost. At this point it should be 

stated that the reduction procedure descn'bed moodbury et ai., 19901 can be hplemented 

using eÏther direct or iterative solvers. 

Compared to more conventional methods, the main advantage of the AMRM is its 

efficiency. This efficiency can be £ùrther enhanced due to the fkt that as a result of the 

Arnoldi modal reduction the nodal spacing has effectively been increased so that in theory a 

larger time step can be employed without violating the Courant constraint. The efficiency to 

be gained fkom the implementation of the AMRM is currently only available for problems 

involving steady groundwater flow. For problems involving transient flow, the K matrix must 

be rdormuiated and the reduction process repeated each time the velocity field changes. This 

process is computationaliy expensive and severely reduces the efficiency of the AMRM. 

2.3 Numerical Simulations 

In this work, the penormance of the LTG and Anioldi modal reduction approaches 

were tested using one- and two-dimensional problems for which analytical solutions were 

available. In particular, the test problems were designed to examine solute transport under 

highly advective conditions 0-e. negligible dispersion) as well as for grid Peclet numbers, 

greater than two (Pe, > 2). As stated d e r ,  the aitena useâ in evaluating the performances 

of the numerical solvers are efficiency and accwacywacy 

The efficiency of numerical algorithrns can be measwed in terms of the number of 

floating point operations (FLOPS) performed. Woodbury a al. Cl9901 utiiized this 



methodology in their analysis of the efnciency of the AMRM In their work, the modal 

reductions were pdorxned with the aid of a band matrix solver based on the LU 

decomposition A count ofthe number ofFLOPS imrolved in the LTG approach has not been 

perforrned. Howwer, the versbn of the LTG algorithm implernented in this work requires the 

LU decomposition and back-solve of a bandai system of cornplex valued equations for each 

value of p, In addition, a de Hoog inversion of the Laplace transfonned concentrations is 

perfonned at each desired tirne. Since the solution tirne increases as the number of FLOPS 

increase it is used as an indirect means of evaluating the efficiency of the numerical 

algorithms. 

The solution accuracy was estimated by cornputhg the root-mean-square error 

(RMSE) between the computed solution and the analytical solution for the posed problem: 

Here e = P - d, where t? is th ie solution computed using the numerical method. r' is the 

solution computed using the ana1ytica.i method and n represents the number of nodes used in 

the discretizatior Although the RMSE was the primary error eshate  reported in this work 

other error estimates such as the absolute error, the standard deviation of the error and the 

average resïdual emr, were also recordeci and used to evaluate the acairacy of the generated 

solutions. The spatial distniiution of emrs was not offen assessed. However, experïence does 

indicate that spatiaüy, the largest mors will ocair in regions whae large concentration 

gradients are present. Such areas would include the near source region and regions in which 



large contrasts in materid properties are observed. Thus some attention was paid to the 

solutions in such areas, 

The diiemrna f k c d  in this work is that whiie soluîion a~airaçy for the various schemes 

is known to improve with an maease in the number of p-space variables and Amoldi vectors 

used, the computational COR also increases. This tradeoff between improved accuracy and 

reduced efficiency wili be addressecl later. 

Implernentation of the AMRM and the LTG method involves the solution of rnatrix 

equations of the form Ax=b. The solution of this system can be accomplished ushg either 

iterative or direct matrix solvers. Iterative solvers are generdy found to be more efficient 

than direct solvers for problems involvulg large bandwidths, such as those associated with 

three-dimensional FE meshes. However, for most two-dimensional problems reordering 

techniques can be employed to improve the efficiency of direct matrix solution methods. In 

addition, iterative solvers have generaiiy been shown to be best suited to problems hvolving 

symmetric positive semidehite matrices. For unsymmetnc systems such as those associated 

with mass transport, preconditioning based on incomplete decomposition techniques is 

genedy required befon iterative solution techniques can be appiied. The nature and degree 

of the preconditioning utilized adds over-heads to the solution procedure and is generaüy 

problem dependent and subjective. By contrast direct solvers can be applied to both 

symmetric and u~l~ymmetric systems without the nad  for preconditioning, hence mlliimizing 

any potential subjective ôias asso&ed with pnconditioning. As a r d t ,  a direct solver based 

on the LU decomposition technique was utilized in both the AMRM and the LTG method. 

The use of direct solvers based on the LU decomposition technique raises other 



questions regarding the fàimess of the analysis being conducted. For example, use of the LU 

decomposition technique with the LTG method requires that a costly tactorkation and 

backsolve of (2.7) be perEonned in the compla domain for each p-space variable; whereas 

for the Amoldi reduction procedure oniy one fàctorization of the K matrix (for r,=Kg'p see 

Woodbury et al., 1990) foiiowed by m (where rn represents the number of Amoldi vectors) 

backsolves is required- Kiterative solvers are utilized then the systems yK-*p and (2.7) must 

be solved for each Arnoldi vector and p-space variable respectively. The effect of iterative 

solvers on the cornparison is an issue which will be addressed later in this work- 

The numerical simulations were perfionned on a SUN SPARC 1' work station Nnning 

version 4.1 -3 of the Sun operating system and version 1.3 of the SUN Fortran77 compiler. 

The computer code used for the simulations consisteci of three modules (see Figure 1); the 

pre-,rocessor, the processor and the psf-procwrro The pre-pracessor served two purposes, 

(i) it read the data required for the simulation, and initialized all essential variables; and (i) 

it built the global m a s  and stiffhess matrices. Theptocessm was used to build and solve the 

system of equations required for the simulation. Wtthin this module, the LTG method and 

AMRM were implemented. It is noteworthy to mention that the matrix solvers implemented 

in these approaches utilized the factorkation subroutines DGBFA and ZGBFA, and the 

backsolve subroutines DGBSL and ZGBSL contained in the LINPACK package IDongarra, 

19791. In order to  minimize any potential bias ail thhg routines were placed within the 

processor module of the code (see Figure 2.1). The timing subroutines utiiized are the 

DTIME and ETIME subrouthes contained in version 1.3 of the Sun Fortran77 library. The 

fûnction of thepmt-procesw is to write the results of the simulations to output files for later 



analysis. 

2 -3.1 One-Dimensional Simulations 

One-dimensional simulations are generaily not representative of field-scale 

hydrogeological phenornena. However, to ülustrate various aspects ofthe numencal schemes 

under consideration the results nom such problems will be examined in this section. It is 

important to note that the parameters used m the one-dimensional models were homogeneous 

and uniformly distributed. The initial and boundary conditions for the models were 

The analytical solution for this general problem was given by Ogata [1970; Freeze and 

Cherry, 19791. 

2.3.1.1 High Grid Peclet Number Analysis 

The foiiowing demies the mode1 parameters used for this portion of the analysis. 

The system was of lengtb, L = 50 m. with gmundwater velocity, v = v, = 0.1 m/ciay and 

Dirichiet boundary conditions imposed on both the up-Stream and down-stream ends of the 
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domain (see (2.17)). The longitud' i  dispersivity of the system, ab was 0.05 m and the 

coetlïcient of mo leda r  &sion, D*, was 4.3~1 O-' It was assumed that the source 

had been in place for 250 @sS The solute concentration profile for this problem 250 days 

after emplacement of the source was obtained using (2.18)- 

The numerical simulations performed in this analysis involved the use of three nodal 

spacings, dx = 0,0625 nt, 0.125 m, and 1.0 m. These produced mesh discretizations of 800, 

400 and 50 elements and grid Peclet nurnber values of 1.3, 2.5, and 19.8, respectively. The 

value o f  Courant number for each simulation was kept fixeci at 1.0. These parameters are 

summarized in Table 2.1. At each nodal spacing, numencal solutions were generated for 

various numbers of p-space variables In.& = 2K + I ;  (see page 58)J and Arnoldi vectors. 

Using the analytical solution, RMSE vaiues were estimateci for each numerical solution. in 

addition, RMSEs were computed based on the numencai solutions generated by the 

traditional FE approach. Figure 2.2 shows plots of the RMSE versus the number of p-space 

variables and Arnoldi vectors utilized. 

The results show a general decline in the RMSE associated with each scheme as the 

numbers of p-space variables or  Amoldi vectors are increased. It is aIso evident that the 

degree of  accuracy achieved by the numerical schemes increases with reduced grid Peclet 

number. For example, use of the Arnoldi method on the 800, 400 and 50 element mesh 

discrethtions resuited in RMSE values at convergence of approxhately SxlUs, 1. 0xIC3 and 

3 x 1 ~ ~  respectiveh whereas use of the LTG method on idaitical mesh disaetizations resuited 

in KMSE vaiues at convergence of approxhate1y 1 O-', 3x10' and 4xlC3 respectively. nie 

RMSE value of approxhately IO* associated with the 800 element LTG simulation is 



dubious and essentialy reflects the influence of the user suppiied relative error (E = 1x1û-9. 

Nevertheless, the LTG results appear to support Sudiclty's 119891 assertion that the LTG 

. . scheme mauitauis a high level of acairacy at relatively high grid Peclet numbm. Figure 2.2 

dso shows h t  at convergence the RMSE values associateci with the AMRM approxïmate 

those obtained using the traditional FE approach. This is to be expected since as the number 

of Arnoldi vectors increases, the AMRM approximates the traditional FE method. 

The simulation d t s  aiiow the level of accuracy attained by the two methods to be 

compared. As a starting point, compare the accufacy of the two schemes on similar mesh 

discretizations. For this comparison, the LTG method shows better convergence than the 

AMRM. This tendency is best exemplifiecl by comparing the results of the 400 and 50 

elements simulations shown in Figure 2.2. Further compare, the level of accuracy achieved 

on a warse mesh by the LTG method can be compared to that achieved on a refined me& 

by the AMRM. Again the LTG method shows better convergence than the AMRM despite 

a 200% increase in the grid Peclet number. This is ülustrated by comparing the RMSE values 

at convergence for the LTG method (approximately 3x10') to the RMSE values at 

convergence for the AMRM (approximately 5x1@). A comparison of the results for the 400 

and 50 element simulations, indicates that for this problem the supenor acairacy of the LTG 

method (over the AMRM) extends up to grid Peclet number increases ofapproximately 600% 

to 7000!. Heace for this test problem, the LTG method outperforms the AMRM with respect 

to accufacyaccufacy In the foiiowing discussion the edficiency of both numerical methods is examined. 

As mentioned earlier, computational tirne can be used as a measure ofthe dnciency 

essociated with various aspects of the numerid schemes. For the AMRM three components 



of the solution time were recordeci: O the time associated with the total solution (TJ; (iii the 

time required to pedionning the the-stepping or resolution procedure (TA; and ci) the time 

requirrd for the numerical invasion of the solution in reduced space (TA. The reader should 

note that execution time for the Arnoldi modal reduction (TAJ is simply T, - (Tm + TJ. 

Thme components ofthe solution tirne were also recorded for the LTG solution: (i) the total 

LTG solution tirne (TJ; Cii) the time required to p d o m  the de Hoog inversion (TL J; and Cui) 

the time required to solve the nP, complex matrix equations which result fkom the LTG 

formulation (T',. The recorded t h e s  show that the-stepping, re-solution and inversion 

procedures accounted for less than haif of the AMRM's total solution the. The majority of 

the remaining t h e  involved executing the recursive Arnoldi algorithm. Note that as the 

number of time-steps increases, the re-solution tirne will increase; however its contribution 

to the overail solution time will grow slowly due to the low cost associated with solvhg the 

smaii systern of equaiions (Woodbury et al, 19901. For the LTG methoci, solution of the nP, 

matrix equations occupied the majority of the solution time with the De Hoog inversion 

process requirïng Little computational effort. The fact that both methods required very linle 

overall time to solve the system of matxix equations is not surprising in light of the small 

bandwidth associated with one-dimensionai FE formulations. 

The trade-off between the efficiency and accuracy for the two methods is examinai 

by considering plots of the RMSE versus the total solution time (see Figure 2.3). The figure 

shows that f9r Sniilar diJcretization the LTG m d h d  converges to a desired level of acairacy 

faster than the AMRM To ilhistrate this consider a desud level of accuf8cy of 10-~. For the 

800 element mesh, the AMRM attained this level of accuracy in appro>Omately 1 3 seconds 



whereas the LTG method attained it in approximately 2 seconds. On the 400 element mesh, 

the AMRM convergeci to the desired level of acaugcy af€er approximately 8 seconds while 

the LTG method attained this level of accuracy afkr approximately 1 second. Therefore, it 

appears that the LTG method is computationally more acairate and efficient than the AMRM 

for homogeneous one-dimensional problems involving moderate amounts of dispersion. 

2.3.1 -2 S harp Front Analysis 

In this section, the acniracy and efficiency of the LTG method and AMRM are 

investigated for the solution of sharp fiont problems. Sharp fkonts are characterized by Little 

mixing beyond the advective fiont. Such fiorrts occur where the dispenive transport processes 

are negligible compared to the advective process. Due to the negiigiile dispersion, these 

zones are cornmortiy characterized by steep concentration gradients. In order to accurately 

reproduce these gradients as well as satisfL the grid Peclet criterion, a smail spatial 

discretization is cornmonly required. The use of a smali spatial discretization may necessitate 

the use of a smaii timastep in order to meet the Courant criterion. As a result, application of 

the traditional FE approach to the solution of sharp fiont problems can be expensive with 

respect to computational time and data storage. 

The efficiency of the LTG method for solvhg such problems was alluded to by 

Sudicky 119891 Who suggested that as the grid Peclet number increases no significant increase 

in the numba of p-space variables is required to generate an acauate numerical solution. If 

this is indeed the case, this property, wupled with no t h e  stepping, suggests that the LTG 

method may be suitable fôr the solution of such problems. In light of the work perfonned by 



Xu and Bnisseau 119951, it should be pointed out that for highïy advective systems, upwind 

methods puyaicorn and Pider, 19833 should be coupled with the LTG method and the 

A M R .  to minimize spatial discretization. 

The simulations in this section utiiized two models which differed only with respect 

to the magnitude of the longitudinal dispersivitty. The first model represents a hydrogeologic 

environment in which a moderate longituduial dispersivity of 0.02 m is present whereas in the 

second model the longinidinal dispersivity was assumed to be negligible, thus producing a 

sharp fkont. 

The simulated system was of length, L = 0.9 m with initial and boundary conditions 

for the mass transport problem being identical to those previously given in (2.17). The 

groundwater flow was v = v, = O. 1 &&y and the coefficient of moleailar difntsion, D *, was 

4. 3xIQ5 d/cIgy. A spatial discretization, Ax = I. &IV m, which yielded 9000 elements was 

applied to the domain. This discretization which resulted in grid Peclet numbers of 

approximately 0.005 and 0.23 for a, = O. O2 m a d  0.0 m, aliowed the grid Peclet critenon 

to be satisfied for both simulations. The value of Courant number for this analysis was 

maintained at 0.1 for both dispersivity values. A summary of these parameters is provided in 

Table 2.2. Using the outlined parameters solute concentrations were estimated for tirne, t = 

4.0 rloys after emplacement of the source. The RMSE was again used to evduate the 

accuracy of the numerical solution. 

Figure 2.4 shows plots of the RMSE versus the number of  p-space variables and 

Arnoldi vectors utiüzed, whmas Figure 2.5 shows plots of the RMSE versus the total 

solution tirne. The plots shown mimic those descniïed in the previous section and as a result 



a Iimited disaission is presented. For both models the plots show the LTG method to be more 

efficient than the AMRM. This is exernplified by the 67 seconds required by the AMRM to 

attained an RMSE of7x10-' compared to the 33 seconds required by the LTG method to 

attain a s d a r  level ofaccuracycy It is important to note that the AMRM utilized 15 Arnoldi 

vectors in achieving dis level of accuracy whereas 1 1 p-space variables were required by the 

LTG method (see Figure 2.4). 

In terms ofacairacy, the d t s  for the case a, = O nr show that 1 1 p-space variables 

were again required by the LTG rnethod to attain a level of accuracy similar to that observed 

for the case a, = 0.02 m. The computational thne required to generate this solution was 

approximately 42 seconds; a marginal increase fiom the computational time reportexi for the 

previous model. For this model, the AMRM required 75 Amoldi vectors to attain a RMSE 

of approximately IO4. The computational time required for this solution was approximately 

8 11 seconds, with about halfof this time being spent perforrning a re-solution at each of the 

40000 the-steps required. This represents a signiticant increase in computational tirne 

compared to the previous model. These results show that for problems requiring many tirne 

steps, the LTG method can be significantly more efficient than the AMRM. 

It is important to note that in terms of accuracy, the LTG results (i) are consistent 

with Sudicky's 119891 assertion; and ci) demonstrate the robustness of the method. The 

r d t s  for the AMRM suggest that as the srnoothness ofthe solution deteriorates, increaSing 

numbers of Arnoldi vectors corresponding to the s m d  wavelengths (larger eigenvalues) 

containeci m the analytical solution are rquireâ to maintain accuracy. This leads to increased 

storage and computational requirements. 



2-3-1.3 Two-Dimensional Simulations: Homogeneous Medium 

Mass transport in hydrogeologic systems is commody modeiIed using two- and three- 

dimensional forms of the ADE. This necessitates that the performance of any proposed 

numerical scheme intended for practical use be evaluated in at least two-dimensional space. 

The use of two-dimensional models to investigate various aspects of proposed numerical 

schemes in hydrogeology is not new [Huyakorn et al., 1984; Frind and Hokkanen, 1987; 

Beljin, 1988; Sudicky, 1989; Woodbury et al., 19901. In this section, the acairacy and 

efficiency of the AMRM and the LTG method are examineci for two-diensional problems 

for which analytical solutions are availabte, 

The problem domain (see Figure 2.6) utilized was similar to that used by Sudicky 

[1989, Figure 11. The domain was rectangular with length, L, = 30 m and width, Lz = 2 m. 

On the upstream boundary Dirichlet conditions were imposed such that c = c, = I for Osz 

50.5 m and c = O for z > 0.5 m. On dl other boundaries zero flux conditions were imposed. 

The initial condition utilized was c(x. z t = 0) = O. A uniform groundwater flow was specined 

with the magnitude of the flow being v = v, = 0.1 di@. The longitudinal and transverse 

dispersivities as weU as the coefficient of molecular diision were specified to be a, = 0.05 

rn, a, = 0.005 rn and D* = 4.3~10' dhhy respectively. It should be noted that since the 

longitudinal dispenMty pafauels the mean flow direction, off diagonal terms in the dispersion 

tensor can be ignored. Two diSCTetiZations of the domain were considered; (i) dr = Az = 0. 1 

m and 0) Ax = 1.0 m and Az = 0.1 m- These discretizationq result in 12000 (refined mesh; 

6321 nodes) and 1200 (coarse me& 65 1 d e s )  trianguiar elements, and produce grid Peclet 

numbers ofPes = 1.98 and 19.8 respectively. The Courant number for the simutations was 



maintaineci at approximaîeiy 1.0. A summary of these mode1 parameters is given in Table 2.3. 

Using the two models solute concentrations were generated with the AMRM and the LTG 

method for times t, = 50 abys and t2 = 150 &ysS The exact analytical solution for this Iine 

source problem was derived by Sudicky [unpubüshed report, 19851. The results of the 

simuiations performed are discussed in the following paragraphs- 

Plots of the RMSE versus the number of p-space variables and Amoldi vectors (see 

Figures 2-7 and 2.8) are similar in forrn to those reported earier. The figures show that on 

the refined mesh the level of convergence achieved by the two methods at solution times t, 

and i, was approximaîely 0.003. This contrasts with the results obtained earlier for the one- 

dimensional analysis, where in tenns ofacairacy, the LTG method consistently outpefionned 

the AMRM- On the coarse mesh, the results are more reflective of the previously reported 

results. For this mesh, the convergence of the AMRM was approximately 0.0 14 at both times, 

whereas the LTG method converged to approximately 0.007 and 0.004 at solution times t ,  

and t, respectively. The reader should note that the similar levels of convergence attained by 

the LTG method on both mesh reflects the robustness of the method. 

In terms of accuracy, the one- and two-dimensional simulations complement each 

other, since they show that (i) the LTG method maintains a high degree of accuracy despite 

large changes in the mesh discretization and Ci) the accuracy of the AMRM is sensitive to 

changes in the mesh discretization. As in the previous sections, the former warrants that the 

LTG solution on the coarse mesh be compareci to the Amoldi modal reduction solution on 

a refined mesh. This cornparison will be pdormed later in this section. 

The influence ofmesh discretization on the number of p-space variables and Amoldi 



vectors required for convergence was addressed in the one-clÜnensional analysis. For the two- 

dimensionaî analysis results similar to those reported eariier are again observed. Again, 

changes in the mesh d i d t i o n  had minimal influence on the number of p-space variables 

required by the LTG method for convergence, whereas for the AMRM the ratio of the 

number of modes utilized to the maximum number of modes available increased as the mesh 

discretization was reduced. The simulation results also indicate that as the transport tirne 

increases, fewer nurnbers of Amoldi vectors were rquïred for convergence. For example, on 

the rehed  mesh the AMRM required 40 vectors to achieve convergence for the 50 day 

simulation and 30 vectors for the 150 day simulation. This result reafkms the conclusion 

drawn earlier in which it was stated that the nurnber of Arnoldi vectors required to achieve 

an accurate solution was influenced by the smoothness of the solution. 

As in the case of the one-dimensional analysis, the efficiency of the two mahods 

warrants a comparison. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show plots of the RMSE versus solution t h e  

for the two methods. In order to perform meaningfd comparisons of the solution times, 

RMSE values greater than some RMSE- must be considered. For the purposes of this 

anaîysis and due to its poorer convergence, the value of RMSEinii is chosen to be the value 

to which the AMRM converges. For RMSE values p a t e r  than RMSE- Figures 2.9 and 

2.10 show the AMRM to be computationdy more efficient than the LTG method. 

As pointed out earlier, the efficiency of the LTG method on the coarse mesh can be 

cornparrd to that of the AMRM on the rehed mesh As a starting point in this comparison, 

consider the results ofthe 50 day simulation. A comparison oCFigures 2.7 and 2.9 indicates 

the best choice for the vdue of RMSE, to be 0.007, the RMSE associated with the LTG 



solution at convergence- Figure 2.9 shows that on the warse mesh the LTG method attained 

this level of convergence after approxbteiy 40 seconds whereas the on the r&ed mesh the 

AMRM attained it after appmxùnately 100 seconds. For the 150 day simulation the value of 

RMSE, is approximately 0.04,  the RMSE associated with the LTG method at convergence 

(compare Figures 2.8 and 2.10). On the warse mesh, this level of convergence was attained 

by the LTG rnethod after approximately 42 seconds, whefeas on the refined mesh the AMRM 

atbined this convergence &a approxhately 1 10 seconds (see Figures 2.10). Hence, at both 

simulation times and for sirnilar levels of accuracy, the LTG method appiied to the coarse 

mesh is more efficient than the AMRM on the rehed mesh. 

The analysis in this section is concluded by examùiing the components of the solution 

times. For the AMRM analysis, the components of the solution t h e  are similar to those 

observed for the one-dimetlsional simulations; i.e., the modal reduction process requires over 

half of the total execution, with the re-solution and inversion processes requiring relatively 

little time. The results of the LTG analysis show that the tirne needed to solve the nP, 

complex rnatrix equations again f o m  a significant wmponent of the totai solution time, with 

the De Hoog inversion process requiring very little tirne. These results are therefore quite 

simüar to those reported for the one-dimensional simulations and thus appear to be insensitive 

to changes in dirnensionality. 

2.3.1 -4 Two-Diiensional Simulation: Heterogeneous Medium 

Homogeneous hydrogeologic properties are rarely encountered in nature. Instead 

hydrogeologic properties tend to vary spatiaily and in some cases spatiaiiy. As a r d t ,  any 



numerical scheme intended for modelling %al" hydrogeologic environrnents must be 

evaiuated under such conditions. In this d o n  the relative perfocmances of the AMRM and 

the LTG methods are evaiuated for problerns imrolving heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity 

values. 

The solution of the mass transport equation in a heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity 

domain requires a definition of the velocity field within the domain. Fluid flow in a rigid 

saturated porous medium involves solving the foilowing differential equation 

a a~ 
-(K@)?) a% =s- at 

where H represents the hydraulic head, K(x)  represents the hydrauiic conductivity as a 

fùnction of space and S' represents the specific storage of the medium. Note that under a 

finite element formulation the hydrauüc conductivity K(r) becornes an element property. 

Using (2.19), the velocity field, v,(x), needed to solve the mass transport equation is 

approximated by 

where 8 represents the porosity. 

Hydrauiic conductivity values observeci in several quifers which have been studied 

in great detaii appear to be comlated and log-nomaily distri'buted Fr-, 1975; Sudicky, 

19863. Based on this evidence, the synthetïc hydraulic conductivity field used in this analysis 



conforrns to such a disaibution. Synthetic hydrsullic conductivity fields displaying such 

properties are commonly generated using random correlated field generators. Note that 

hydrauîic oonductivity fields generated in this manner wül represent r d t y  only to the extent 

that the statistical mode1 on which they are based does [Robin et al., 19931. Several methods, 

each having various advantages and disadvantages, exist for generating spatidy correlated 

fields in two- and t h r ~ e n s i o n ~ ~  These indude the spectnl method w j a  and Rodriguez- 

Iturbe, 1974; Robin et al., 1993; Ruan and McLaughlin, 19951, the matrix decomposition 

method [Clifton and Neuman, 19821 and the tuming bands method  elh homme, 1979; 

Mantoglou and Wtlson, 1982; Mantogiou, 1987; Tompson et al., 19891. Of these, the easiest 

to implement is the matrix decomposition method For small systems involving severai 

hundred elements, the computationai costs associated with this method are generally not 

excessive. As a result this method was used to generate the desired hydraulic conductivity 

field- 

The problem domain u t i W  was rectangular in shape with dimensions Lx = 9.6 m and 

L, = 4.8 rn (see Figure 2.1 1). For the simulations two mesh designs were considered dx = Ar 

= 0.2 nr and 0.4 m. These discretizations produced 2304 and 576 triangular elements, or 1 152 

and 325 nodes respectively within the domain. Flow in the domain was assumed to be at 

steady-state with the mean flow parallel to the x-axis. In addition, the porosity of the system 

was specified to be 30 %. The synthetic hydraulic conductivity field described a silty sand 

with a mean hydraulic conductivity, KR= 0. OSOI d&ay (log*, R= -1.3); an integrai scale, A, 

= 2.8 nt; and a standard deviation, a, = 0.40 dckry- Figure 2.1 1 shows the hydraulic 

conductivvity field utilized in the simulations. Note that on the t&ed and coarse meshes 14 



and 7 elements respedvely were contauid withm an integral d e .  Realistic local dispersivity 

values based on laboratory and field experiments were used in the mass transport simulations; 

0-05 m == =r, 1.0 rn and 0.005 m < a, < 0.1 m- The boundary conditions required to solve 

the flow equation across the dornai. were (see Figure 2.12): 

while boundary conditions for the mass transport problem were (see Figure 2.12): 

Using the boundaxy conditions defineci in (2.21), and the synthetic hydraulic 

conductivity field the steady-state fonn of (2.19) was solved for the unknown hydraulic heads. 

The wmputed hydraulic head field was then used dong with (2.20) to estimate the velocity 

field across each element. Application of the element velocity field dong with the initial and 

boundary conditions specified in (2.22) aliowed the mass transport equation to be solved 

using the AMRM and the LTG method. For the purposes of this study solute concentrations 

were estimateci d e r  350 and 600 days of solute transport- 



Since anaIytic solutions were not available for this problem, convergence was 

determineci using a two-step approach In the first step, the solutions generated using m, and 

m, (m, > rnJ p-space variables or h o t d i  vectors were compared using the RMSE. If the 

computed RMSE was less than some prescriied tolerance, in this case approxhately 10". 

it was assumed that convergence had been achieved. In the second step the accuracy of the 

solutions was fiirther examined by comparing the converged LTG and AMRM solutions to 

asoertalli whether the computed RMSE was within a specified tolerance, in this case IO4. In 

general, plots of the computed solutions were irregular in shape- This is to be expected based 

on field tracer experirnents [Sudicky et ai., 1983; Freyberg, 19861 where such irregularities 

are comrnonly attributed to local variations in the flow field which result fiorn variations in 

the hydraulic conductivity field. 

A summary of the &ciency analysis is presented in Table 2.4. In accordance with the 

results of the previous sections the AMRM again appears to be considerably more efficient 

than the LTG method on an identical mesh when several hundred the-steps are required. For 

these simulations the AMRM is approximately 4.5 times more efficient than the LTG method. 

A breakdown of the solution times feveals trends similar to those previously presented in the 

discussion of the homogeneous two-dimensional results. Hence no fùrther discussion is 

presented. 

As pointed out earlier, two mesh discretizations were considered. A compaxison of 

the coarse and fine mesh shows that one element of the coarse mesh contains four elements 

of the fine mesh. The element hydraulic conductivity values requùed to solve the continuity 

equation (2.19) on this new mesh were obtained by averaging the elernent hydraulic 



conduciMty values of the fine mesh (see Figure 2.13). Gelhar 11 9931 showed that for two- 

dimensional steady-state fiow in a statisticaliy isotropie medium the geometric mean is the 

most appropriate averaging scheme. In addion to the geometnc mean, the arithmetic mean 

was also wmputed for iiiustrative purposes The hydraulic conductivity fields generated using 

the geumetric and arithmetic means visudy displayed d of the major spatial characteristics 

of the origuial field (Figure 2.12). Semi-variograms of these fields showed that although the 

computed integral scales approximated that of the original field, some smoothing occurred 

redthg in a 50% reduction of the variance. 

The boundary conditions needed to solve the flow and mass transport equations 

across the new mesh were identical to those previously given (see (2.21) and (2.22)). Using 

the procedures outlined eariier the coupled flow and mass transport equations were solved 

on the new mesh, Note that both the AMRM and LTG methods were again used to solve the 

mass transport problem. Procedures similar to those previously described were again used to 

evaluate the accuracy of the solutions. 

Cornparison of the solutions on the coarse and refined mesh show merences in the 

dimensions of the plumes. These ciifferences can be iuustrated by taking longitudinal and 

transverse profiles across the plumes (Figure 2.14). The figure shows that in both directions 

the solution on the coarse mesh overpredias its counterpart on the refined mesh, with the 

overprediction being most signincant when the arithmetic mean was used. It is ais0 

noteworthy to point out that although not shown in Figure 2.14, the concentrations in the 

near-source region ofthe coarse me& exhiiited some enhanced transverse spreading relative 

to those observed on the refined mesh. 



The cause of these overpredictions has been investigated using additional simulations 

which incorporated the AMRM and the LTG methd. These simulations utiiized several mesh 

discrrtizatons, dr = 0.4 m md 0.6 m, and Ay = 0.2 m. For each discretization the geometric 

mean was again used as the averaging procedure. Both solution methods yielded similar 

r d t s  niese resuits show that in the transverse direction the overprediction with respect to 

the soluîion on the refiaed mesh was minimai; hence no enhanced spreading ocnirred in this 

direction. However, in the longitudinal direction the overprediction was more signifiant, 

being most noticeable for the case dx = 0.6 m. Note that for the two-dimensional simulations 

involving homogeneous material properties, no overpredictions were observed when Ax was 

inaeased nom 0.1 m to 1 .O m. This suggests that some of the overprediction observed may 

be a consequene of the averaging procedure. These results suggest that mesh discretization 

and associated averaging of the material properties contnbuted to the enhancement of the 

plume dimensions. 

As in the previous cases, solution times for the simulations perEormed were rewrded 

in order to examine the efficiency of the two methods (see Table 2.4). As expected, these 

solution times are signifiwitly smaller than those associated with the refhed mesh. The 

AMRM is again appears be more efficient than the LTG method. However, the factor of 4.5 

efficiency previously reporteci fiom the use of the AMRM as opposed to the LTG method 

decreased to 2.5. The decreased efiiciency of the AMRM relative to the LTG method results 

mainly fiom the reduced bandwidth and the smailer system of equations which the LTG 

method was required to solve in Laplace space. 



2.3.1.5 The Impact of Iterative Solvers on the Comparative Analyis 

This section addresses whether the choice of maîrk solver biassed the simulation 

redts. To adâress this issue the ORTKOFEM package [Mendoza, 19911, which utilizes the 

ORTHOMIN iterative solver, was implemented h o  both the LTG scheme and the AMRM. 

ïhïs implementation required that the systems q=Kgfp and (2.7) be solved iteratively at each 

recucsive step in the Arnoldi reduction process and for each p-space variable respectively. For 

the sllnuiations perfomed an absolute convergence criterion of IO4 was deemed satisfactory. 

Figures 2.15 and 2.16 display the results of the comparison based on these irnplementations 

for the 50 days simulation on the two-dimensionai refied mesh (refer to section 2.3.1.3). 

The results show that use of the iterative solver resuIts in a marginal increase in the 

number of Arnoldi vectors required for convergence, whereas for the LTG method no such 

increase in the number of p-space variables is apparent. With regards to efficiency, the 

solution times reveal that itnplementation of the iterative solver enhances the efficiency of the 

LTG method by between 30% to 50% when compared to previous results generated using 

the direct solver. Unlike the LTG method, implementation of the iterative solver into the 

AMRM r d t s  in an approxhmtely 500 % deaease in efficiency when compared to previous 

results. The net result of these changes in efficiency is that the most efficient implementation 

of the LTG method is as efficient as the most efficient implementation of the AMR.. It is 

noteworthy to mention that as the convergence criteria used in ORTHOMIN becomes 

stricter, increases in the solution times for the A M R .  and the LTG method will occur. 

The reduced solution tirnes obtained for the LTG method suggest that complete 

fâctorization of (2.7) for each p-space variable is a computationally inefficient process. For 



the AMRM, the ORTHOMIN procedure is infierior to the LU decomposition approach since 

the complete system has to be solved for each r /  in the recursive Amoldi algorithm. This 

analysis thus shows that there is some degree of bias in the maaOr methods applied. It should 

be pointed out that the gains to be expected fiom the efficient implernentation of the AMRM 

will be controlled by the size and matrix bandwidth of the problem being solved and as a 

result the performance differentiai between the most efficient implementations of the AMRM 

and the LTG method may Vary. 

2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

This work examined the relative performance of two techniques, the AMRM and the 

LTG method, used to solve the system of equations which result fiom the application of the 

finite element approach to the ADE- The problerns utilized in the evaluation were 

representative of problerns experienced in computational hydrogeology. They included (i) 

mass transport in homogeneous and heterogeneous flow fields, Çi) m a s  transport under 

highly advective conditions and @) mass transport under high and low grid Peclet numbers. 

In generai, the results showed that in terrns of accuracy, both methods were stable and robust, 

and in many cases either out-perform or were as reliable as the traditional method described 

earlier. This resuh agrees weii with the resuits reportai by Sudicky [1989] and Woodbury et 

al. [1990]. In ternis of  efficiency, the results showed that both schemes greatly out-pediorm 

the traditional tirne-marching approach. Again, this result is supportecl by the earlier works 

o f  Sudicky [1989] and Woodbury et al. [1990]. 

Several conclusions may be drawn fiom the cornparison performed in this work. One 



important conclusion is that the choice of matrix solver utilited in both the AMRM and the 

LTG method plays an important role in the efficiency of the methods. As discussed and 

demonstrateci eariier, the efficiency of the AMRM was greatest when direct solvers were 

utked, whereas the Bciency of the LTG method was greatest when iterative solvers were 

titilueci. This indicates that for accurate evaluation of numerical algorithm a thorough 

understanding of the structure of the algorithm being used is important. With this in rnind, a 

summary and disaission of the results of this work is presented- As a starting point the results 

of the cornparison preformed using direct solvers in both the AMRM and the LTG methods 

is presented. 

The simulation results obtained fkom the use of direct solvers in both the AMRM and 

LTG methods d o w  several conclusion to be drawn- One obvious conclusion is that the 

relative efficiency of the solution schemes appears to be in£iuenced by the nature and 

dimemionaiity ofthe problem being modeUed. For example, when one-dimensional transport 

in a homogeneous medium was modeiled it was found that the LTG method was more 

efficient and accurate than the AMRM for the two classes of problems considered [simulating 

mass transport (1) under high grid Peclet numbers and (2) in highly advective systems]. For 

the two-dimensional problems considered the converse was generally observed with respect 

to &ciency, i.e, the AMRM was generaiiy found to be more efficient than the LTG method 

on identical mesh and at similar levels of accuracy. For the more realistic case of mass 

transport in a heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field, the simulation results (using the 

direct solver) showed that both the AMRM and the LTG method maintaineci similar levels 

of acairacy but direci with respect to efficiency. In this case the AMRM was found to be 



superior to the LTG method with respect to efficiency- When iterative solvers were 

implemented in both solution schemes the simulation results show that this result can be 

reversed, such that the most efficient Uaplementation of the LTG method compares 

favourably with the most efficient implementation of the AMRU 

Furdier, this work showed that under homogeneous conditions the LTG method could 

accommodate large charges in the grid Peclet number, through reduced mesh discretization, 

with out sadcing accuracy- In this way the efficiency of the method could be enhanced. 

However, under heterogeneous conditions this work showed that the efficiency gained in this 

manner can be at the expense of accuracy, particularly in the near-source region. This 

observation has important implications. It suggests that simulations for which a high degree 

of ac- is essential (e-g-, the validation of hypotheses or the simulation of the migration 

of an extremely toxic substance) attempts to Unprove the efficiency of the LTG method 

relative to other adable  methods or to take advantage of features observed in homogeneous 

simulations, may have an adverse impact. For exarnple, in the near-source region and 

particularly in the transverse direction, increasing the mesh discretization can enhance the 

dimensions of the simulated plume and thus affect the applicability of the near-source mass 

and dispersivity calculations. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that although the applicability of the rnethods to 

three-dimensional problems was not ditectiy addressed in this work, the methods are 

applicable to such problems. I n d d  the works ofRobin [1991], Themien [1993] and Burr 

11994 showrd that by using iterative solven the LTG method can be utüued in the solution 

of mas transport problems in three-dimensions. As shown in this work, iterative solvers can 



dso be Unplemented in the AMRM, however, no studies have been reporteci regarding the 

performance of this solution scheme for mass transport problems in three-dimensions. 
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Table 2.1 
Mode1 Parameters for OnoDimcnsionl Modck 

High Grid Peclet Numbtr Anaiysis 

Grid Peciet Number 1.3, 2,5, 19,8 

Courant Number 1 .O 



Table 2.2 
Mode1 Parameters for One-Dimensional Modei: 

Sharp Front Analysis 

1 Courant Number 1 0.1 1 

L (m) 

v = v, (dday) 

a~ (ml 
D' (m2/day) 

Ax (ml 
Elements 

Grid Peclet Number 

0.9 I 

O. 1 

0-02, O 

4 .3~10'~  

1 .0x104 

9000 

0.005,0,23 



Table 2.3 
Modei Parameten for Two-Dimensionai Modek 

Homogcncaus Medium 

Elements 1 12000, 1200 

Nodes 1 6321,651 

Gnd Peclet Number 1 1-98, 19.8 

Courant Number 1 1.0. 1.0 



Table 2.4 
Solution Times for Simutations in Heterogeneous Medium 

SOLUTION TIMES 
(seconds) 

1 350 Dny Simulation 1 600 Diy Simulatiom 

Refined Mesh 27 1 290 1 28 1 270 

I I 

Coarse Mesh 

AMRM 

5-2 

LTG 

34.3 

AMRM 

5.5 

LTG 

33.6 



Chapter 3 

Numerical Solution of the Advection-Dispersion Equation: The 
"Shift" Amoldi Modal Reduction Method 

3.1 Introduction 

Recent developments in wmputer techology and stochastic theories have resulted 

in considerable emphasis being pfaced on the use of numerical models as predictive tools in 

assessing the fàte of contaniinants in complex subnaface aiviromnents. The accuracy of these 

predictions is dependent on how weli the physical, chernical and biologicai processes 

governing the transport are expressed, as well as the accuracy of the solution technique used. 

As a consequence, these requirements may result in large numerical systems which are 

computationally expensive to solve using traditional finite difference (FD) and finite element 

(FE) techniques. The demand for accurate and efficient numerical techniques has lead to the 

development of such methods as: the method of characteristics [Konikow and Bredohoeft, 

1974, 19781, random walk particle models Cpnckett et al., 198 1; Tompson and Gelhar, 1990; 

Hunter et al., 19931, the boundary element method prebbia and Skerit, 19841, multigrid 

methods WcCorrnick, 19891 and local adaptive grid methods [Neuman, 1984; Cady and 

Neuman, 1987; Yeh, 1990; Bhujan a al., 1990; Wolfkberg and Freyberg, 19941. 

In spite of the various methods avaiiable, variants of the FE method still form the core 

of modehg packages commoniy used by practising hyârogeologist. This is in part due to the 

methods abiity to handle irregular domains and complex boundary conditions. Application 

of the fimte dement approach for two- and t h t e e d ' i s i o n a l  probkms comrnonly r d t s  in 



sparse matrices. The dimensions of these matrices are dependent on the degree of spatiai 

discretization employed, which is in tum controUed by the grid Peclet aiterion [cf. Daus et 

al., 1983; Huyakom and Pinder, 1983; Celia and Gray, 19921. The estimation of solute 

concenaations at any time on the spatially discretized domain g e n d y  dictates thaî a time 

integration be perfomeâ. The temporal discretization used to perform this integration is 

controlled by the Courant criterion Daus a al., 1983; Huyakom and Pinder, 1983; Celia 

and Gray, 19921. In a FE formulation such as desmied, the spatially discretized system of 

equations must be solved at each tirné step. Depending on the dimensions of maalces 

involved and the number of time steps required to attain the desired solution, this process can 

be computationally expensive. As alluded to earlier, several variants of the FE method exkt 

for modelling mass transport in the subsurfhce. Included in these are Laplace transfonn 

methods v u  et ai., 1987; Sudick 19891, modal reduction schemes woodbury et al., 1990; 

Nour-Ornid et al., 19911, matrix exponentiai methods boakiga and Marino, 19871, semi- 

analytic methods w p e r ,  1973; Sahuquillo, 1983; Hwang et al., 1984; Umari and Goretick, 

19861 and iterative methods [Schmid and Braess, 19881. Of these the approach which is of 

relevance to this chapter is the modal reduction method based on the recursive Amoldi 

algorithm woodbury et al., 1990; Nour-Omid et al., 199 11, and hereafter refend to as the 

Amoldi modal reduction method (AMRM). 

The AMRM essentiaily transfonns a systern of equations nom an ViitiaI space to a 

much smalla space, the size of which is determineci by the number of Arnoldi vectors 

considered. The reduced system is then solved using an appropriate numerical method and 

then immied by a ünear ~ r r n a t i o n  back into the original. T'hi works of Woodbury et al. 



Cl9901 and F a r d  et al- 11997; cf Chapter 21 iiiustrated how the method can be successfUy 

applied to mass transport problems in hydrogeology. In both works it was shown that the 

considerable time savings observeci when compared to the conventionai FE solution approach, 

were due to the reduced time needed to solve the smaüer system of equations at each time 

cep- 

The foais of this paper is to introduce and inv&gate the properties of a 'shift' variant 

of the Arnoldi algorithm. The investigaiion to be perfiorrned wiii focus on the p d c a l  aspects 

of the methal for s o h g  mass transport problems commonly encountered in hydrogeology. 

3.2 Theory 

3.2.1 The Mass Transport Equation 

Solute transport in an incompressible fluïd is govemed by the following Merentiai 

equation, boundary and initi J conditions [Bear, 1972, p. 6 13-6 171: 

(3. la) 

(3. lb) 

(3. lc) 

(3. ld) 



where c is the solute mass concentration, q, is a specified mass flm f is a source/sirrk term, 

D is a t a w r  of dispersion coefficients, v is the transport velocity which depends on the spatial 

coord'ulsites, n is the unit-outward normal, and t is tirne. Q denotes the interior of the domain 

under consideration d o s e  boundary is r. The components of D for an isotropie medium are 

given by Pear, 19721: 

where Do is the coefficient of molecular d i s i o n  in the porous medium, and a, and a, are 

the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities respectively. 

Application of the finite element method to the governing mass transport equation 

subject to i d a l  and boundary conditions results in a matrix di&xential equation of the form: 

where c is a vector of unknowns at the nodes of the finite element mesh used to discretize the 

domain 4, K is the "stifbess" or "conductivity" matrix and M i s  the "mss" or "capacity" 

maaix. For the mas transport equation K is unsymmetric while M is symmetric and positive- 

dennite. Finally, b is a vector which contains the effêcts of the boundary conditions as well 

as source/sink terms. 

3 -2.2 The Shifted Arnoldi Approach 

A discussion of the application of the standard AMRM to the solution of the rnass 
- 

transport problem has b a n  gîven by Woodbury a al. [1990], Nour-Omid et al. 11 99 11 and 

116 



F a r d  et al., [1997; â Chapter 21. As a rem& the theory outlining this approach wiil not be 

reproduced here, instead, the foais of thk section will be on the development of the shift- 

AMRM method, 

The generalued eigenvalue problem which arises nom the application of the hite  

eiement formulation to the ADE is of the form: 

where s/ and A, represent the eigenvectors and associated eigenvalues of M'K- Nayar and 

Ortega Cl9931 have shown that application ofthe Arnoldi algorithm to this system reailts in 

the formation of an upper Hessenberg matrix L, the eigenvalues of which approximate those 

of the matrix M'B, especialiy those in the outer part of the spectrum (Le. the largest 

eigenvalues). Note that the solution of the ADE is controlied by the smallea eigenvdues of 

Md% which form the largest eigenvalues of E'M. Thus an efficient way of estimathg the 

smallest eigenvalues of M'K is to first use the Arnoldi algorithm to generate the largest 

eigenvalues for the system K-'M and later invert these values usïng what is cornrnonly tenned 

a ''shift mid inwrt" strategy Ericsson and Ruhe, 1980; Nayar and Ortega, 19931. These 

relationships are expressed mathematidy as: 

(3 Sa) 

- 
where a represents a shifk in the eigenvalue spectnim. Hem the eigenvdues of M'B close to 



a correspond to eigenvalues of p with the largest absolute value as determinecl by an 

application of the Arnoldi aigorithm to (3.5a). 

The modal reduction process which fonns the basis of this work is initiateci by addig 

-aMc to both sides of (3.3) to give: 

where &=(g -nit@. Multiplying both sides by Bi' gives: 

K;'M~ +(.+ OK~'M)C 

Atter m Arnoldi steps, the recursion results in the foilowing system of equations [cf 
Woodbury et ai-, 19901: 

where e, is the last column of the rn x rn identity ma& H which has been previously defined 

is an m x m matrur, Q,,, is an n x m (n » m) matrix of Amoldi vectors and r, is a residual 

vector. Both Q, and r, satisQ the following orthogonality conditions: 

The Rayleigh-Ritz reduction procedure requires that an approxhate soiution to (3.7) be 

defined as the linear cornbition of Arnoldi vectors. That is: 



Since t! is an approximation to the tme solution substitution of (3.10) into (3 -7) produces a 

residual vector p,: 

Multiplying (3.1 1) by QmTM to take advantage of the orthogonatity relationships gives: 

93~ p , = d ~ ~ f ~ ~ m ~ + a ' ~ ~ + ~ ~ f M ) ~ l l l w - a ' ~ i l '  (3.12) 

M e r  manipulation (3.12) reduces to: 

~ s ~ ~ M Q , ~ + ~ Q ~ s ~ ~ M Q ~ ) . = ~ s ~ ~ ~  (3.13) 

Equation (3.13) can be m e r  simplüïed by multiplying (3 -8) by QmrM and recognizing that : 

As a result, (3.13) reduces to: 

The reduced systern is then solved for w ushg a aitable t h e  stepping procedure such as 

Crank-Nwlson [Woodbury a al., 1990; Farrell et al., 1997, cf. Chapter 21. The solution is 

then inverteci back to the original space using the linear trandonn (3.10) which has been 



shown to be wmputationally inexpensive [Woodbury et al., 1990; FarreU et al., 1997; cf 

Chapter 23. 

An operations wunt cornparison between the standard LU decomposition approach 

and the A .  was performed by Woodbury et al- 11990, Table 11- The results of a similar 

analysis Wonned on the 'shiff' Amoldi approach are presented in Table 3.1. It is important 

to note that in this anaiysk the operations count aswciated with calcuiating Km, has not been 

taken into account, since this step occurs prior to the initiation of the Amoldi process. 

However for the sake of completenes the operations count associated with this step is given 

here as nn, - The r d t s  show that implementation of the shiA-AMRM does not produce a 

signïfkant increase in the operations count compared to the AMRM. 

3.3 Numerical Simulations 

In this work, the perfionnance of the shifLAMRh4 approach is fist examùied for both 

one- and two-dimensionai mass transport problems for which andytical solutions are 

available. The problems, which are similar to those presented in FarreU et al. 11997; cf. 

Chapter 21, are designed to examine the accuracy and stability of the approach at high and 

low grid Peclet numbers. The solution accuracy is estimated by computing the root-mean- 

square error (RMSE) between the computed solution and the analytical solution for the 

problem posed: 



Here e = 8 - &, where 8 is the solution cornputed ushg the numerical methoâ, e' is the 

solution based on the analytical method and n represents the number of nodes used in the 

d i i o n  As in Chapter 2, the RMSE was the primaiy error estimate used in the anaiysis 

although other estimates were computed. 

The grid Peciet number, Pe. is defined as [cf, Daus a al., 1983; Huyakom and Pinder, 

1 983 ; Celia and Gray, 19921 : 

where v, represents the groundwater velocity in the ih direction, D, is the diagonal of the 

hydrodyMmic tensor and Ax, maximum local grid spacing in the i* direction. It is important 

to note that in order to maintain numerical accuacy and stabiiity a grid Peclet number less 

than two (Pe, c 2) is cornmonly used [cf., Daus et al., 1983; Huyakom and Pinder, 1983; 

Celia and Gray, 19921. A firrther criterion used to ensure numerical accuracy and stability is 

the Courant criterion (Cn) [cf, Dauss et al., 1983; Huyakom and Pinder, 1983; Celia and 

Gray, 19921: 

where A t  is the thne step used in the time integration. 

The numerÏcal simulations were perfonned on a SUN SPAZC 1+ work station 
- 

running version 4.1.3 of the SUN operating system and version 1.3 of the SUN Fortran77 



compiler. The compter code utüized in this study was similar in stnicture to that utilized in 

Farrell et aL, 1997; cf Chapter 21 and as a result a limiteci description is presented here. The 

solution scheme utüized a banded matrbc data siorage scheme and a direct mat& solver which 

was based on the factorkation subroutine DGBFA and the backsolve subroutine DGBSL 

containeci in the LINPACK package pongarra, 19791. 

In the analyses pefiormed only real values of the shift were considered. The 

eigenvalues associated with mas transport problems are generally found to be distributed 

symmeûidy about the positive mal axis. As a resulf real values of the shifi are obtained by 

averaging the eigenvalues ofthe problem with an averaging "volume7' centred dong the real 

axis. Not aü sMts  are desirable; some shats resuit in improved solutions while others produce 

degraded solutions. Therefore, an ''optimal'' SM is desirable. The optimal shZt is considered 

to be that value of shift which results in the most improved solution for the problem using a 

given number of Arnoldi vectors. A priori knowledge of the optimal shif€ is generaliy not 

available for most realistic problems. Approaches based on averaging the eigenvalues have 

been proposed to approximate the optimal shift pricsson and Ruhe, 19801; however these 

methods have been found to produce values which are less than optimal. One approach to 

detennining the optimal shifi involves the use of an iterative procedure in which N shifts are 

systematidiy chosen and evaiuated to see which produces the minimum root-mean-square 

error (RMSE). Although this approach is inefficient, it never-thaless provides additional 

information regarding the behaviour of the solution over a large range of shifts. 

F i y ,  fkom a cornputer propmming stand point, the implementation of a real SM 

requires Little modification of the code used for the AMRM d y s i s .  



3 -3.1 One-Dimensional Simulations 

As part of this anaiysk a Senes of one-dimeasional simulations were used to evaluate 

the convergence which results h m  the implementation of a shift. Although one-dimensional 

simulations are not in most cases representative of field-scale hydrogeological phenornena 

However, such simulations can be important for evaluating various aspects of a proposed 

numerid formulation, 

The parameeters used in the one-dimensional mode1 are assumed to be homogeneous. 

As a result a constant velocity across the domain can be assumed. The initial and boundary 

conditions being considered are: 

where L represents the length of the system. Similar boundary conditions were also utilized 

by Farrell et al. [1997; cf Chapter 21 in their cornparison of the LTG method and the AMRM. 

The analytical solution for this one-dimensional problem was given by Ogata [1970; c-f, 

Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 39 1, equation 9-51: 

Using (3.16) an estimate of the accwacy of the numerical solution can be detennined. 



For this anaiysis two onedimensional models were wnsidered- The models were 

designed to examine the improvements in the solution to be gained fiom shifting under high 

(model #1) and low (model #2) grid Peclet numbers- The parameters for these models are 

listed in Tables 3.2a and 3.2b. 

In mode1 #1, the grid Peclet number was adjusted by varying the domain 

d i i o n ,  dr. whüe in model #2 the grid Pedet number was adjusted by varying the value 

of the dispersivity, a,. These models allowed a qstematic evaluation of the effeas of 

dispersivity and disaetization on the optimal s W t  to be studied. In these si.mulations, RMSEs 

were generated for over 1000 shiAs. 

3.3.1-1 Mode1 #1 

The purpose of this model was to investigate the behaviour of the optimal shift as the 

dornain discrethtion varied. An undersiandhg of this behaviour is essentid fiom a numerical 

modelling perspective since in most cases the domain discretization is varied in order to 

improve the accuracy of the numericd solution d u ~ g  the calibration. The discretizations 

considered and their associated grid Peclet numbers are summarized in Table 3 -3. Note that 

in the simulations the Courant number is maintained at 1.0. Plots of the RMSE vs shiA over 

the intaval O s a s -1 for several numbers of Arnoldi vectors (20,35 and 50) are shown in 

Figure 3.1. 

The plots in Figures 3.1 are composeci of two sections, which wmlate with small and 

large values of shift. The plots show that at large SW the RMSE displays exponentially 

decreasing growth with the magnitude of the growth behg côntroiied by the number of 



Arnoldi vectors ut*zed (see Figure 3.1). At srnail shats plots of the RMSE also appear to be 

infiuenced by the number of Amoldi vectors utiiized. For example, when large numben of 

Arnoldi vectors are ernployed an apparent Linear relationship appears to exia between the 

RMSE and the shift (see Figure 3.1). The dope of this hear relationship is negative and 

appears to be independent of the number of Arnoldi vecton utilized (provided enough 

Arnoldi vectors were considered). This is illustrateci by the 1600 element simulation which 

shows the linear relationship for 35 and 50 Amoldi vectors to be identical. When smaller 

numbers of Amoldi vectors are utilited the apparent iinear relationship deteriorates into a 

small amplitude, s d  wavelength o d a t i o n  This suggests that the apparent linear behaviour 

descnied rnay a d y  represent a long wavelength low amplitude oscillation. This oscillation 

may be related to eigenvaiues captured in the numencal solution. The value of shift to which 

the apparent lineaity persists depends on the number of Amoldi vectors utiiized; the greater 

the nurnber of Arnoldi vecton utilized, the fùrther the iinear persistence. To illustrate this 

consider the plots for 50 and 35 Amoldi vectors in Figure 3. Id. The plots show that for 35 

Amoldi vectors the linear behaviour persists up to a shifi of approximately -0.20 whereas for 

50 Amoldi vectors the linear behaviour persists up to a shift of approxhately -0.45. 

To investigate the possible signincance of the observed linearity, ordinary least 

squares (OLS) lines were fitted to the small sWt regions of the plots. Figure 3.2 provides a 

plot of the cornputeci dopes of the OLS fits versus the grid Peclet nurnber. The figure shows 

an inverse relationship betweai the grid Peclet number and the slope. This indicates that as 

the mesh discretkation increases, the e&as of shiffing on the RMSE are reduced (Le., the 
- 

RMSE becornes insensitive to shift). 



To this point the existence of an optimal shift has been neither addresseci nor 

demonstrated- Figure 3.3 shows plots of the RMSE versus shïfk (based on 35 Atnoldi 

vectors), over the range -0.01 r a r 0, for the four discretizations being considered. The plots 

show that the RMSE attallis a minimum value at some value of shift, which is assumed to be 

the optimal sbat The figure also shows tbat the optimal shiff is not constant, but varies with 

grid discretization, In f k t  for the problem under consideration the optimal shift deaeases as 

the grid discretization increases; i.e. as the grid Peclet number decreases- It is worth noting 

that for the 1600 elernent simulation presented in Figure 3.3, the optimal shiA does not appear 

within the range shown However, within this range the 1600 elernent simulation does appear 

to attain a minimum value, thus supporthg the contention that the smaN shift behaviour is 

dominated by long wavelength small ampiitude osciiiations. 

An investigation of the influence of the number of Arnoldi vectors utilized, on the 

optimal shift was pediormd. Table 3.4 Iists some of the results of this investigation. The table 

demonstrates that prior to convergence the optirnal shift varies with the number of Arnoldi 

vectors utilized. An examination of Taôle 3 -4 and Figure 3 -4 shows that for s m d  numbers 

of Arnoldi vectors the optimal shift appears to be large and erratic; however as the number 

of Amoldi vectors inaeases the optimal shifi appears to converge. Recall that as the number 

of Amoldi vectors ut*zed increases, the numerical solution converges, Le. the RMSE tends 

to its minimum value. Therefore, the remlts in Figure 3.4 suggest that as the numerical 

solution converges, the optimal SM also convergences with the convergence value for the 

mode1 under consideration behg zero. Whether or not this result can be generalized requires 

fiirther investigation. 



Figure 3.5 illustrates the impact of the optimal shift on the numerical solution. Note 

that the figure compares RMSEs computed unda both the optimal and zero s m .  The graphs 

show a significant deviation between RMSE, and RMSE, when few Amoldi vectors are 

utilized. One approach to quan-g this deviation is through the use of a "percentage 

improvement", where the percentage improvement is calculated using the expression shown 

at the bottom of Table 3.4. The table shows that under optimal shifüng signiscant 

improvernents in the numerical solution can be achieved, particularly when the convergence 

of the solution is initially poor. For exarnple, applying the optimal shift (-0.077) to the 

simulation involving 20 Amoldi vectors produces a 29% improvement in the numerical 

solution. In wntrast to this, application of the optimal shif€ (-0.002) to the simulation 

involving 50 Arnoldi vecton produced ody a 2% Unprovernent in the numerical solution. 

Figure 3.6 shows that this phenornenon is also obsewed for the other discretizations. The 

reader should recall that for the posed problem 20 Arnoldi vectors yielded poor convergence, 

whereas 50 Amoldi vectors yielded a much improved convergence. 

3 -3.1.2 Mode1 #2 

As earlier stated, the purpose of this model was to investigate the behaviour of the 

optimal shift as the model dispersivity varied. An understanding of this behaviour b essential 

nom a numencal modehg perspective since in most cases the dispenivity is one of the 

parameters commody varied in the calibration procedure. In this analysis, dispasivity values 

of a, = 0.01,0.015 and 0.02 m were considered (Table 3 -2b). The domain which was 0.9 m 

long -le 3.2b) was disaetizcd usïng a nodal spacing of 1 .0x1o4 m, which resulted in 9000 



elements The grid P d e t  nnibers associateci with these disperSivities are üsted in Table 3.5. 

The Courant number for the simulations was maintained at 1, and the numerical solution 

sought was for solute asnspon &er 3 days. Plots of the RMSE versus shifi for various 

Arnoldi vectors (5, 10, 15, and 20) are shown in Figure 3.7. 

The plots in Figure 3.7 are similar in fonn to those previously presented. As in the 

previous analysis, the slope of the apparently linear section of the RMSE versus shi .  plots 

was examineci. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 3.5. The slopes appear to 

be positive and d, approximately IO-' (see Table 3 -5). On the basis of the data presented 

in Table 3.5 a proportional relationship between the grid Peclet number and the magnitude 

of the dope is again piausiile, since as Pe increases the magnitude of the dope also increases. 

Since the increase in the grid Peclet number results fiom a decrease in the dispersivity, it may 

be inferred that the slope is invenely proportional to the dispersivity. Thus, as dispersivity 

decreases, the SetlSitivity of the RMSE to small changes in shift can be expected to increase. 

Note however that the small slopes in the RMSE versus shift plot (for small shifts) indicate 

that for small grid Peclet numbers such as those associated with this problem the sensitivity 

of this relationship is quite smd. This tendency is also apparent in mode1 #1. Fiaily, the 

reader should note that the apparent linear relationship between the grid Peclet number and 

the slope ofthe linear portion of the plots is sunlar to the results presented in the previous 

section; however, the positive gradient contradicts that determined earlier. This apparent 

contradiction is influenaxi by the location of the optimal shift within the smd shift region. 

For acample in the pmblen pfeviously considered the optimal SM was located close to zero 

(see Figure 3.1) whenss for the current problem under consideration the optimal shifi is 



located close to the transition point between the small shift and large shift regions of the 

graphs (see Figure 3 -7). Note that if the absolute value of the slope is considerrd then there 

does appear to be some consistency. In this case the srnaIlest slopes correlate to the srnaIlest 

grid Peclet numbers and the largest slopes comlate with the largest grid Peclet numbers. 

Using the methodology outlined earlier the optimal SM associated with various 

numbers of Amoldi vectors was detennined. Plots of the optimal shift versus the number of 

Amoldi vectors utilized are pmsented in Figure 3.8. The figure shows that for small numbers 

of Arnoldi vectors the optimal SM is located close to zero; however, as the number of 

Arnoldi vectors utilued increases, the optimal shit? moves away fCom zero. This tendency 

diBiers nom that described in the previous section (recall that the optimal shift decreased as 

the number of Arnoldi vectors were increased) and illustrates the difnculties associated with 

predicting the behaviour of the optimal shift. 

Whether there was a significant predictable change in the optimal shift due to a 

modication of the model dispersivity may be addressed using the information contained in 

Figure 3.8. The figure shows that when large numbers of Arnoldi vectors ( r  20) are utilized 

the optimal shift decreases as dispersivity increases. In this case the change in the optimal shift 

(i-a, at each set of Amoldi vectors, the optimal shat for a, = 0.01 m minus the optimal shift 

for a, = 0.02 rn) mged fiom approxhately 4.0 at 20 Arnoldi vectors to approximately 4.7 

at 30 Amoldi vectors. Beyond 30 Amoldi vectors, the maximum change inmeases 

signincantiy, due to the apparent convergence of the optimal shat associated with the a, = 

0.01 m model. When less than 20 Arnoldi vecton are utilued no patterns can be discemed 

since ody  rninor changes occur in the optimal shift as the model dispersivity varies. For 



example, when 5 Amoldi vectors are utdiad no change in the optimal shift is obsenred and 

little change (approxïmately 1 -2) is obsewed when 15 Amoldi vectors are uîiiized. Whether 

this behaviour can be generaiïzed cannot be detennined due to the Limiteci number of 

simulations perfonned. 

The effect of the optimal shift on the numencal solution is illustrated in Figure 3 -9 

which shows plots of the RMSE- and RMSE, versus the number of Arnoldi vectors utilized. 

As seen in the previous section, the use ofthe optimal SM r d t s  in signifiant improvements 

in the numerical solution, with the greatest gains occurring when srnail number of Amoldi 

vectors are utilized. Table 3.6, sumxnarizes the results for the case a, = 0-01 m. The table 

shows that for small nwnbers of Amoldi vectors (less than 15) the accuracy of the numerical 

solution can be irnproved by over 64 %. At convergence when larger numbers of Amoldi 

vectors are utilized, improvements in the numerical solution of approximately 30 % are 

possible. It should be noted that Figure 3 -9 shows that as the dispefs~ty increases a general 

deciine in the improvement in the solution obtained fiom the use of the optimal shift occurs. 

3 -3.1.3 Two-Dimensional Mode1 

For most pracfical problems involving mass transport in hydrogeologic systems two- 

or three-dimensional foms of the ADE are cornmonly applied. As a result, any numerical 

scherne intended for practical use should be evaluated in two-dimensional space. Evaluation 

of numerical methodologies in two-dmensional space has been performed by several 

researchrs CHuyakoom et al., 1984; Frind and Hokkanen, 1987; Belgin, 1988; Sudicky, 1989; 

Woodbury a al., 1990; Farreli et al., 1997; d Chapter 21. ~ o l l o w i n ~  these examples, two- 



dimensional models were used to evaluate the improved performance gained nom the use of 

the optimal SM. 

The problem domain (see Figure 3.10) was similar to thaî used by Sudicky [1989, 

Figure 11 and Farreil et al. 11997, Figure 6; cf Chapter 2, Figure 2-61. The domain was 

rectanguiar with length, L, = 30 m and width, I, = 2 m. On the upstream boundary a Dirichlet 

boundary condition was imposed for the wlute concentration such that c = c, for Or z 4.5  

m and c = O for z > 0.5 m, white on ail other boundaries zero flux boundaries were imposed. 

The initial condition imposeci was c h  z, r = 0) = O. The hydrauiic conductivity of the domain 

is treated as detenninistic and homogeneous, and groundwater flow was restncted to a 

direction parallel to the x-axis. The magnitude of the groundwater velocity was v = v, = 0.1 

dw. The longitudid and transverse dispersivities as weil as the coefficient of molecular 

diffusion were specified to be a, = 0.05 nr. a, = 0.005 m and D* = 4 . 3 ~ 1 ~ '  d/&y 

respectively. A ainnnary of these parmeters is provided in Table 2.3 of Chapter 2. Note that 

since the longitudinal dispersivity parailels the mean flow dieciion, off diagonal terms in the 

dispersion tensor were ignored. 

For this analysis, two discretizations of the domain were considered. One 

discretkation consisted of Ax = Az = 0.1 m, while for the other Ax = 1.0 m and Az = 0.1 m. 

These discretizations resulted in 12000 (rehed mesh; 6321 nodes) and 1200 (couse mesh; 

65 1 nodes) trianguIar elements and produce Pe, values of 1.98 and 19.8 respectively. In these 

simulations the Courant number was maintained at one. Agah the reader is referred to Table 

2.3 of Chapter 2 for a aunmary of these parameters. The simulations wnsidered involveci 

generating numerical solutions to the poseci boundary value problem at early (t, = 50 days) 



and later tirne (t, = 150 days). Of partidar interest were the optimal shifk and RMSEapt 

associated with various nurnbers of Arnoldi vectors and the irnprovement in the numerical 

solution Since the solution at two tirnes was sought, a tirne dependence of the optimal shift 

was investigated- 

Plots of the RMSE versus shift for the coarse and refined meshes at 50 and 150 days 

are shown in Figure 3.11 for the interval -1 s a s O. Figure 3.11b shows that within this 

interval, the 150 day simulation on the rehed mesh displays al1 of the features previously 

descriid in the analyses of rnodels #1 and #2, Over the same interval, a similar plot for the 

50 &y simulation on the r h e d  mesh (Figure 3.1 la) is dominated by small shift behaviours, 

i.e. linearity over the interval. A more in-depth analysis shows that the slopes of the linear 

sections of the plots mer, with the magnitude of the slope appearing to increase with 

increasing simulation tirne. This is exemplified by the -0.03 slope computed for the 50 day 

simulation and the -0.05 slope computed for the 150 days simulation (see Table 3.7). This 

indicates a possible tirne dependence of the RMSE versus shiff relationship. Plots of the 

RMSE versus shift for the simulations on the coarse mesh (Figures 3.1 1c and 3.11d) also 

appear to be domuiated by smail shift behaviours over the interval -1 s a s O. Estimates of 

the slopes of the hear sections of these plots are -0.53 for the 50 day simulation and -0.88 

for the 150 day simulation (see Table 3 -7). niese appear to support the assertion of a time 

dependence of the RMSE verrais shift relationship. It is also noteworthy to point out, that as 

in the adysis of mode1 #1, an inaease in the mesh discretization results in a reduction of the 

magnitude of the dope of the linear d o n  of the RMSE versus shift relationship (see Table - 
3.7), Le. the RMSE became less sensitive to changes in the shiA. 
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Plots of the optimal shift versus the nwnber of Amoldi vectors utilized are shown in 

Figure 3.12. The plots reiterate the point that when few Amoldi vectors are utilized the 

optima sMt tends to be both hi* variable and unpredictable (see also Table 3 -8). However, 

as the number of Amoldi vecton inmase, the optimal shift tends toward convergence. Table 

3.8 illustrates this tendency for the 50 days simulation on the refined mesh. 

Other cornparisons can be made based on Figure 3.12. The figure shows that as the 

grid discntization inmeases (Le, the grid spacing reduced), the optimal shift associated with 

given numbers of Amoldi vectors decreases. Further, as the simulation tirne increases, the 

magnitude of the optimal shift for a given number of Arnoldi vectors appears to converge. 

This tendency is fiirther illustrated in Figure 3.13 which shows a plot of the optimal SM 

versus simulation tirne for 20 Amoldi vectors. The reader should recall that as the simulation 

t h e  increases the concentration gradients at the solute fkont are reduced. As a result, fewer 

numbers of Arnoldi vectors are required for convergence of the numerical solution. Hence, 

the optimal shiff associated with a given number of Amoldi vectors should aiso converge. 

The improvement in the numerical solution gained from the use of the optimal shift 

is presented in Figure 3.14. In generai, the figure reiterates the earlier findings which showed 

that the most substantial irnprovements in the numerical solution occur when few Arnoldi 

vectors are utiljzed. A comparûon of the results reveals that as the simulation tirne increases, 

the peroaitage improvement in the numerid solution gained fiom the use of the optimal shift 

decreases. To demonstrate this consider the solution on the refined mesh. When 5 Amoldi 

vectors are used the improvement in the solution from the use of the optimal SM is -71 % 

at 50 days and -23 % at 150 days. Similar results wae also obtahed at ail other numbers of 



Arnoldi vectors considered. This general result is independent of the number of Amoldi 

vectors ub*zed and the mesh disaetidon mnsidered It therefore suggests that for practicai 

problems involving transport over long periods of tirne, determination and use of the optimal 

shift may not always be required- 

3.4 Eigenvalue Analysis 

In the previous sections the accuracy of the shift-AMRM method was examined for 

various one- and two-dimensional problems. The analysis produced severai observations 

which required fiirther explanation. The discussion in this section attempts to these 

observations through an eigenvaiue analysis. This approach is chosen since the solution of the 

problem is controlied by the eigenvalues of the system. The more accurate the approximation 

of these eigenvalues (particularly the smalier eigenvalues) the more accurate the solution to 

the problem. Since the eigenvalues associated with the upper Hessenberg matrix, H, 

a p p r o h t e  those contained in the outer spectrum of the B;'M, this analysis focuses on H. 

Note that the "shzji and imert " strategy describeci by (3 Sb) is employed in order to obtain 

the eigenvalues of the generaiized eigenvalue problem, M'K. The eigenvaiues associated with 

H are computed using the QR algorithm press et ai., 19891. 

As a starting point in thk analysis, the solutions on the 1600 element mesh described 

in mode1 #1 are considered. Figure 3.15a shows the inverse of the eigenvalues estimated 

d i i l y  fkom H (Le., i/p,=A,.), whereas Figure 3.1 Sb shows the eigenvalues for the posed 

problem (Le-, those associated with M'B). Due to the advection present in the system the 

eigenvalues for this problem are cornplex valued and distn'buted symnietridy about the 
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positive real axis (see Figure 3.1 Sb). Note that for purely diffusive m a s  transport problem 

the eigenvalues are distn'buted dong the r d  iuris (ie, the imaguiary components are zero). 

In addition, the magnitudes of the computed eigenvalues are generdy found to be less than 

one, Further, it should be noted that as the number of Amoldi vectors utiiized inmeases the 

gap between the largest and smaliest eigenvalues also increases (see Figure 3.15b). Within the 

eigenvaiue spannmi an intense clustering of the eigenvaiues generally occurs at the low end 

of the spectrum redting in a non-uniform distri'bution. Figure 3.1 Sb aiso ahows that under 

optimal shifting the eigenvalues estimated based on the various numbers of Arnoldi vectors 

converge. These obsewations are reiterated by Figure 3 .15~ which shows plots of the 

magnitude of the eigenvalues versus the positive phase angle for the various simulations- 

The impact of shifting on the computed eigenvalues is illustrated in Figure 3.16. The 

inverse of the eigenvalues estimated directly fiom H are presented (Figure 3.16a). as weii as 

the eigenvalues associated with M'K (Figure 3. la). h the figures the estimates displayed 

are based on shifts of = 0, optimal, -0.1, -0.2, -0.3 and -0.4; note that 35 Amoldi vecton 

are used to solve the posed problem. R e d  fiom Figure 3. ld, that the -0.1 and -0.2 values 

of shifk correlate to the smali shift behaviour, the -0.3 value correlates to the transition 

between the small and large shift behaviours, and the -0.4 value correlates to the large shift 

behaviour. Assuming that the eigenvalues associated with the optimal shiff provide the best 

representation of the eigenvalues which control the system, then it is apparent that the 

eigenvalues estimated by shiffs less than -0.3 are those which exert minunal control on the 

solution (Le., the larger eigenvalues). This is boume out by the poor results obtained when 

a shifk of -0.4 is applied. 



In the following sequel the impacts of the reduced redution are examineci. The 

magnitude and phase of the complex eigenvalues are related accordhg to 

where Z=a+ib, and p> represents the phase of the eigenvalues. Plot of these quantities for the 

various shifts considered are shown in Figure 3.16~. The figun shows that for shifis between 

-0.2 and O (Le., the iinear portion of Figure 3. Id) only changes in the magnitude of the 

eigenvalues are apparent. Thus the small shift behaviour appears to be due to small changes 

in the magnitude of the eigenvaiues. At shif?s in the range -0.3 to -0.4 sigdicant changes in 

both the magnitude and phase of the eigenvalues are observeci. These changes indicate that 

the larger eigenvalues are dominating the solution. The impacts of these changes on the 

numerical solution are shown in Figure 3.17. The solution shows that when the larger 

eigenvalues in the solution are resolved at the expense of the smaller eigenvalues large 

oscillations are produced in the numerical solutions. These large oscillations render the 

numencal solution meaningless for modehg purposes. 

3.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this work, a 'shift' variant of the Amoldi algorithm is introduced and its 

performance analyzed. Here the pngnarY objective ofshiffing is to improve the approximation 

of the eigenvalues of the system and hence improve the convergence of the numencal 

solution. The shift Amoldi algorithm is simiiar to the standard Amoldi algorithm which 



reduces the finite element matrix differential equation of size n to a much smaiier system of 

size m by means of orthogonal matrix transformations. The smaller systern consists of a new 

capacity matrix H which is upper Hessenberg in form, and a conductivity rnatrix fZArH). Note 

that when a = 0, the eigenviûues o f H  approximate those of the original problem- The smaller 

system of equations is then solved using a suitable time stepping procedure such as the Crank- 

Nicolson algorithm. The solution at the desired tirne is then inverted back into the original 

space using a linear transfom. An operations count perlormed on the algorithm shows that 

it is as computationaiiy efficient as the standard Arnoldi algorithm. This implies that 

significant w s t  saving can be achieved by using this method in place of more traditional 

methods [Farrell et al., 1997; 6. Chapter 21. 

The pnmary focus of this work, was an evaiuation of the performance of the shift 

AMRM approach for solving the system of equations which result fkom the FE method was 

evaluated. The evaluation problems consisted of simple one- and two-dimensional models for 

which anaiytic solutions were available. Since a priori information regarchg the effects of 

shating on the numerical solution of the selected problems was not available, numerous shifis 

were considered. The consideration of many shifts resulted in several interesting conclusions. 

However, the mon general conclusion obtained was that some shifts improved the numerical 

solution while others produced degraded solutions. Hence, the choice of shift is extremely 

important. 

Of the many shifts considered, the most important shift is the optimal shifi. This is 

defined as the shifi which mllumitbd the RMSE. This mùiimiurtion occurs since the optimal 

shiff e f k t k d y  provides the best estimeton of the tme eigenvalu&i of the system. In generai, 



use of the optïmai stiiff was found to both improve the absolute convergence of the numerical 

solution as weU as increase the rate of convergence. However, scient estimation of the 

optimal shifl is a dif6cuit task and forms the basis of current and fiiture research, 

The aiuses ofdegradeci solutioris m the numerid procedure were investigated as part 

of this work On the basis of an eigenvalue analysis, it was concluâed that degradation 

o d  when sWong CeSulteci in poor approximation of the eigenvalues of the system Two 

aspects of the degradation process were identifieci; that due to magnitude effects and that due 

to phase effects. In general, smaii r d  shifts away from the optimal shift were found to 

increase the magnitudes of the eigenvalues without signifïcantly increasing their phases. By 

contrast, in addition to increasing the magnitude of the eigenvalues, large real shifts also 

r d t e d  in phase increases. As a result, knowledge of the effects of shifting on the numerical 

solution is important. 

The ultimate aim ofthis work was to examine whether the shift-AMRM approach can 

be applied to problems comrnonly modelied in hydrogeology. As a result, the impact of 

several, common and potential, mode1 calibration procedures on the optimal shift were 

investigated. These included, choice of the number of Arnoldi vectors, mesh refinement, 

dispersivitty uncertainty and simulation time. The results showed that each of these impacts 

iduenced the optimal shiil in ways which were not always predictable. As a result, for each 

new calibration run a new optimal s W  must be estimated. Therefore, unless efficiently 

automated, the estimation process can be computationaliy expensive and tirne consumiog, 

thus making the approach inefficient for practicai use. 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results for mode1 # 1 :  Comparison of the percentage improvements in the numerical 
solution under various discretizations due to the optimal shift versus the number of Arnoldi 
vectors utilized. 



Figure 3.7: Simulation results for mode1 #2: RMSE versus shift (a) o, = 0.010 m; @)a, = 
0.015 m; (c) cl, = 0.020 m. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.14: Simulation d t s  for two-dimensional model: Cornparison of the RMSE versus 

the numkr of Arnoldi vectors for the cases o = O Gd o = optimum (a) 50 days; 
@) 150 days. 



Figure 3.15: Distribution of the eigenvalues at the optimai SB for the 1600 element problem 
(a) Inverse of eigenvalues estimated directly fiom H; @) Eigenvalues for posed 
problem (M'g); (c) Phase agie  vs magnitude relationship for eigenvalues. 
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Figure 3.16: Eigenvalues wmputed under varying shifts for the 1600 element problan; (a) 
Inverse of eigendues estimated directly from R; (b) Eigenvalues for posed 
problem ( ' ;  (c) Phase angle vs magnitude relationship for eigenvalues. 





Table 3.1 
Operations Count for S bift-AMRM. 

For every Amoldi vector 
Re-solution 
Matrix vector multiplication 
Inner or scalar-vector produas 

For m Amoldi vectors 

Solution of reduced system 
Decomposition of upper Hessenberg matrix 
Ma& vector multiplication 
Scalar multiply and addition 
Re-solution 

For NT time steps 

Total 

Point O p e  



Table 3.2a 
Parameters Dcfiaing the Phys id  System for 

One-Dimensionai Modds 
(Model #1) 

1 Solution Tirne, t (ciays) 1 250 

System Length, L (m) 

Gmundwater Velocity, v (Wday) 

50 

O, 1 

Table 3.2b 
Parameters Definhg the Phys id  System for 

OnoDimensiond Modcls 
(Model #2) 

~ongitudïnal Dispersivity, aL (m) 

Molecular Diniision CoeîEcient 
D* (mt/day) 

System Length, L (m) 

0-05 

4 ,3~10-~  

Groundwater Velocity, v (dday)  

Solution Time, t (days) 

hngitudïnai Dispetsnrity, aL (m) 

Moleculat Düiùsion Coefncient 
D* (m2fday) 

; 

- 

O. 1 

3 

0.01,0,015,0.02 

4 .3~10-~  



Table 3.3 
Summary of Domain Discretkations for Modcl#1 

Mesh Discretization 
A?c 
(ml 

0.25000 

O. 12500 

0,06250 

0.03 125 

Number of 
Elements 

200 

400 

800 

1600 

Grid Peclet Number 

4.94 

2-48 

1 -24 

0-62 



Table 3.4 
Results of Optimai Shift AnaiysW for Modd #1 

(number of elements = 1600) 

I 50 I 4.002 

% Improvement = 100*(RMSE,, 

Number of 
Arnoldi 
vectors 

Optimai Sùift 



Table 3.5 
Dispersivity-Slope Data for Mode1 #2 

Dispenivity 
(m) 

0.0 1 

0.015 

0.020 

Gnd Pcclct 
Numbcr 

9.6~10'~ 

6.5~10'~ 

4.9~10'~ 

Slopc 
(RMSE vs Shift) 

4-9x10-' 

3.3~10" 

1.9~10'~ 



Table 3.6 
Results of the Optimal Shift Anaiysis for Modd #2 

(q = 0.01 m) 



Table 3.7 
Smali-Shift Results for Two-Dimensiond Simulation Modtls 

Mab Simulation T i e  (days) 

refined 1 50 

Slopc 

4.03 



Table 3.8 
Two-Dimension Simulation Rcsuks 

(rehed mesh; 50 days) 

optimal S M  Root Mcui Square Error @/O 
Impnwement 



Chapter 4 

Dispersion Under Transient Flow Conditions: 
A Numerical Simulation Analysis. 

4.1 Introduction 

Early approaches to the study of solute migration in subsurfàce environments 

considered large-sde spatial heterogeneity of natural formations as the pRmary factor 

influencing dispersion Dagan, 19881. This view was reinforceci by early field experiments (for 

reviews see Gelhar et al., 1992) which coliectively showed that spread'mg increased with the 

scale of the experiment. To date, much theoretical work has been focussed on relating the 

evolution of solute plumes to spatial variabiiity of aquifer properties such as hydraulic 

conductivity. Ln most of these studies the flow field is assumed to be steady and recharge is 

generally assumed to be spatialiy uniform. However, the assumption of steady-state is only 

appropnate for transport of a relatively short duration Pagan et ai., 19961. 

The inability of stochastic approaches based on steady flow and spatially variable 

hydraulic conductivity to niily account for the horizontal transverse dispersion observed 

during the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment is weU documented [Naffet al., 1988 and 

1989; Zhang and Neuman, 1990; and Woodbury and Sudicky, 19911. This disagreement 

between theory and observation lead Sudiciy 119861 to conjecture that the enhanced 

dispersion observed during the expairnent may have been causeci by groundwater flow 

transients known to be present at the site but not taken into account. The possible infiuence 

of flow transients on the dispersion process at the site had earlier been addressed by Sykes 



et al. Cl9821 who suggested that this phenornenon rnay be partialiy responsible for the 

enhanced disperson obsaved in a leachate plume migrating eom a landfill at the site. Though 

plaunile, these conjectures were not substantiated by their proponents 

The potential impact of flow transients on the dispersion process has been examineci 

in a limiteci number of theoretical studies- The fist signincant investigation dong these lines 

was performed by KinzeIbach and Ackerer [198q for the case of unsteady groundwater flow 

in homogeneous hydraulic conductivity fields. As part of their work. detenninistic 

relationships were developed which utilized wmponents of the deterministic time-averaged 

groundwater velocity and the assumeci true dispersivities to approximate the apparent 

dispersivities observed under transient flow conditions. These apparent dispersivities were 

later incorporated into steady-state models to predict solute migration. The relationships 

developed in that work indicated that for the case of temporal variability in the direction of 

flow the sum of the apparent dispersMties was equal to the surn of the true dispersivities. The 

validity of these proposed relationships was questioned by Goode and Konikow [1990] 

following their studies of the effects of temporal veiocity fluctuations on caliirated 

dispersivities and the conditions under which transverse spreading of a plume is enhanced by 

transient changes in velocity. Contrary to Kinzelbach and Ackerer 119861, Goode and 

Konikow p990] found that the sum of the apparent dispersivities exceeded the sum of the 

tme dispersMties. As weli, th& study demonstrated that inciceases in the apparent transverse 

dispersivity occurred because longitudinal dispersion acted in a direction which was not 

p d e l  to the assumeci flow direction. This in- in the apparent dispersivity was show 

to be contn,Ued by the magnitude of the flow angie variation and the ratio of the longitudinal 



to transverse dispersivity. 

Pnoi to the work of Goode and Konikow [1990], Nafht al. [1988] had postulated 

that the enhanceci transverse spreading observed during the Stanford-Waterloo experiment 

may have been due to d temporal directional changes h the flow field relative to the mean 

flow direction In a foUow up study BaBet  al., 19891, the plausibility of this hypothesis was 

iliustrated using a det aniiaiStic tirne-dependent mode1 along with hydraulic conductivity and 

tracer data obtained fiom the Sbnford-Waterioo tracer experirnent. However, due to the Iack 

of adequate hydraulic gradient data for the Borden site, NafF et al. [1989] were unable to 

validate thek proposed model. 

The impact of flow transients on the dispersion process has also been studied using 

stochastic formulations. In the fkst such study, Rehf'eldt and Gelhar 119921 extended the 

eariia work of GeIhar and Axness Cl9831 and showed that for ergodic plumes, aaasients in 

the flow field can enhance the transverse asymptotic macro-dispersivity without significantly 

aecting the asymptotic macro-dispersivity in the longitudinal duection. In thek approach, 

the temporal fluctuations in the hydraulic head were assumecl to be random and smaii. Their 

approach fiirther assumed that f i e r  an extensive travel time the dispersion induced by the 

fluctuatuig hySdraulic gradient can be treated independently fiom the dispersion induced by the 

veloaty fluctuations assoàated with the natural heterogeneity of the hydraulic conductivity 

field [cf Dagan et al., 19961. 

In a recent study, Farrell d al. [1994] used waterlevei data coliezted at the Borden site 

during the period July, 1989 to January, 1991 dong with stationarity assumptions, to 
- 

detamine whether the proposed formulations of NaEet al. 119891, and Rehféldt and Gelhar 



[1992] could possily account for the horizontai transverse dispersion observed during the 

Stdord-Waterioo experhent. Farrell a ai. CI9941 showed that whereas the detemiinistic 

approach of Naff et al. 119891 fàüed to adequately account for the observed transverse 

dispersioa, the stochastic approach of ReWldt and Geihar [1992] provided a reasonable 

estirnate of the observed asymptotic transverse macro-dispersivity. 

Zhang and Neuman [1996J, and Dagan et al [1996] recently expressecl several 

reservations regarding the approach utïiized by Rehfeldt and Gelhar [1992]. Of particuiar 

concan to these authors were O the independent treatments of the dispersion processes, (ii) 

the f a a  that periodic fluctuations in the hydraulic gradient were not expected to affect the 

macrodispenivity and ci) the non-zero transverse dispersion at late tirne. In contrast to the 

approach utilized by Rehfeldt and Geihar [1992J, Zhang and Neuman [1996], and Dagan et 

ai. [19%] adopted formulations which (i) did not treat the various processes wntriiuting to 

the dispersion phenomena separately and Ci) dowed the dispersivity to be calculated at any 

point dong the migration path. In addition, both approaches considered the temporal variation 

in the hydrauiic head gradient to be detemilliistic and the spatial moments to be independent 

of tirne. The latter condition is applicable if the duration of sampling periods for the plume is 

small compared to the smaliest periods present in the hydraulic gradient time series. Both 

formulations showed that under transient fiow conditions transverse dispersion can be 

enhanced without any si@cant enhancement of the longitudinal dispersion. At this point it 

is woiui noting that the formulations of Zhang and Neurnan [1996], and Dagan a al. [1996] 

are quite sirnilar with both behg extensions of the Lagrangian fondation presented by 

Dagan and co-workers Pagan, 1984 and 1989; Rubin, 19901. Thus the similarity in the 



results of the rnodels is not surprising. 

The criticisms presented by Zhang and Neuman [1996]. and Dagan et al. CI9961 

emphasize the need to dewlop methodologies to systematidy evaluate proposed hypotheses 

regarding solute migration and evolution in hydrogeologic environments. Numerical 

approaches such as utüized by Goode and Komkow [1990], though enlightening, cast the 

mass transport problem in a h e w o r k  which over-simplifies the relevant hydrogeologic 

parameter; in particular the assumption of uniforni hydraulic wndu&ty is an unredistic 

simplification In recent years, several numerical simulation experiments have been performed 

to evaluate proposed hypotheses related to spreading in heterogeneous envkonments 

[Tompson and Gelhar, 1990; Chin and Wang, 1992; Robin et al., 1992; Burr et al., 19941. 

However, in ail of these experirnents a findamental simplifjrkg assumption has been steady- 

state flow. Although fiom a computationai perspective steady-state models are advantageous, 

they do not necessarily represent natural hydrogeologic phenornena- 

The present work focuses on the use of two-dimensional simulations to evaluate the 

effect of unsteady flow on the migration of non-reactive plumes. The proposed approach 

utilizes a limitecl Monte Carlo analysis involving twenty detailed fiuid flow and mass 

transport simulations for nomeactive solutes migrahg in heterogeneous statisticaiiy isotropie 

hydraulic conductivity fields. It is important to note that for the simulations both the statistics 

of the hydraulic oonductivity field and the temporal dependence of the hydraulic gradient are 

representative of the Borden tracer test-site. In order to determine whether spreadïmg is 

enhanced under transient flow conditions, the results of the simulations are compared to 

simiiar simuiations pdormed under steady-state fiow conditions. in addition, the sirnulated 



results are also compared to similar simulations perfomed in homogeneous hydraulic 

conductivity fields. Note that wherever possible, the results of the simulations will be 

compared to reporteci analytical soIutions. At thïs point, it is important to mention that in this 

work the analytic solutions ofDagan a al. 119961 (as opposed to Zhang and Neuman [1996]) 

are utiüzed in the subsequent dispersion analysis. The choice of the Dagan et al.[1996] mode1 

is based prùnerüy on the fkt that their formulations are more expticit than those of Zhang and 

Naiman [1996] and that the former have been applied in the analysis of field-scale dispersion 

[see Bellin et al., 19961. 

4.2 Simulation Methodology 

The methodology applied in the simulation part of this study is sirnilar in concept to 

that previwly reported by Tompson and Gelhar (1990 1, Robin et al. 1199 11, Chin and Wang 

119921 and Burr et al. [1994]. in these studies, large-domain numericai simulations of local- 

scale contaminant migration were used to characterize the field-sale behaviour of solute 

plumes [Burr et ai., 19941. In this study, the solute under consideration is non-reactive and 

as a resuh its migration is expected to be controiied by local velocity fluctuations. Hence an 

understanding of the factors intluencing the local velocity field is important. 

The approach considereâ in thk work utilues the simpli6ied case of two-diensional 

flow in a saturated confineci aquifer. As in previous simulation studies, the hydraulic 

conductivity of the aquifer is assumed to be d a r  at the local level purr a al., 19941. 

However, at the d e  of the domain the buik hydraulic conductivity is statistidy isotropic. 

This is consistent with the findings of Sudicky 119861 and later Woodbury and Sudicky 



[i991] for the horizontal component of the hydrauiic conductivity structure of the Borden 

aquifer- The variabiiity within the hydraulic wnductivity structure is represented by: 

where f i s  the mean such that KG = expm is the geometric mean and f(x) is a second-order 

stationary spatidy-correlateci random field characterized by a zero mean and variance of. 

Contrary to prevïous high resolution studies, flow within the simulation domain is 

treated as unsteady. The conventional approach for modehg  unstead'mess in the flow field 

is to pefiorm a complete transient analysis in which temporal and spatial variations in 

boundary conditions, recharge rates, pumping and injection rates are prescribed. For the 

waterlevel monitoring period (July, 1989 to January, 199 1) insufficient information is 

available for these variables. Even if available, incorporating such information into a 

mathematicai mode1 for the site could prove to be problematic (with regards to the size of the 

model) since the primary source of the groundwter flow transiency is located some distance 

fiom the tracer experirnent and waterlevel monitoring sites. To overcome this potentid 

problem while at the sarne thne reproducing a hydraulic gradient field which replicates that 

observed at the Borden site during the waterlevel monitoring penod, a quasi steady-state 

modelling approach is adopted [c.f Goode and Konikow, 1990; and Rehfedt and Gelhar, 

19923 in which unsteadhess in the fiow field is intoduced into the mode1 domain through the 

flow boundary conditions. The approach essentially requires that at each thne step a steady- 

state solution to prevaüing boundaty conditions be sought. Thus in order to reproduce the 

field observed hydraulic gradients the periodicity present in the Waterlevel data as reported 



by Farrell et al. [1994] must be incorporateci into the flow boundary conditions. It is 

irnpoxtant to note that the quasi steady-state approach is applicable only ifthe source of the 

unsteadiness is located outside of the model domain and is advantageous for relatively small 

ccsimple" domains. It is important to recognize that this approach proposed implies that the 

quifer storage in the model is negiig'ble, so th boundary stresses propagate instantaneously 

through the domain. Although this assumption is physidy unreaüstic, it nonetheless ailows 

flow fields (and hydraulic gradients) representative of the those observeci during the 

watdeveI monitoring pexïod to be reproduced FeMeldt and Geihar, 19921. HaWig defined 

the diffefence ôetween fidl transient flow models and the quasi steady-state flow model used 

in this work, the reader's attention is drawn to the fact that in the rest of this work the tenn 

"transient" will often be use in reference to the quasi steady-state flow model. This decision 

is taken in order to avoid possible contiision with the steady-state flow model used in this 

work. 

As stated earliier, the simulations in this study are performed in a two-diensional 

domain The choice of a two-dimensiond domain as opposed to a three-dimensional domain 

has been influenced by the degree of discretization required, the transient nature of the 

simulations and the adable  computational resaurces. Although the use of two-dimensional 

models to simulate naairal threeimensiond syscems is an idealization Burr et al., 19941, the 

results fiom such simulations are usefd in understanding the mechanisrns wntrolling solute 

migration, especidy at the regional d e  where such models are commonly applied. 



4.2.1 Flow Problem 

Fiow and transport in saturateci porous media is a coupled process. For the case of 

a CO-e d u t e  for which density effects can be ignoreci, the flow aspect ofthe coupling 

is independent of the transport. The equation commonly used to mode1 fiow in a domain Q 

with boundary r is given by: 

where K represents the hydraulic wnductivity tensor, h is the hydraulic head, S, is the specinc 

storage of the medium, t is tirne, h, is a specined head, % is a specified flux and q is a unit 

outward normal vector to the boundary of the domain. 

The spatial structure of the hydraulic conductivity fields considered in this anaiysis is 

controlled by a covariance fùnction embedded in f(x). On the basis of field studies at the 

Borden site, Sudicky [1986], and Wooâôwy and Sudicky 1199 11 showed that the horizontal 

component of this covariance fiinction is exponential and isotropie in fom: 

H a e  r is a separation vector in two-dimensional space and If is the cordation scde of the 

process. In this study, fields displayhg this structure are generated using the spectral method 
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of Robin et ai. [1993]. The input statistics for the generated reaüzations f i  = 5.0 m. ai = 

0.18 m. and &. = 6.18 nr/&zy] approximate the estimates reported for the site by Woodbury 

and Sudicky 1199 11. 

The implementation of the unsteadiness into the model requires some discussion. As 

mentioned earlier, the unsteadiness in the model is generated through time dependent 

Dinchiet boundary conditions /h=h,(ii on rJ in which the t h e  dependence of the boundary 

conditions is modeiied based on actual waterlevel data collecteci at the Borden site. On the 

basis of a trend Surface analysis, Farrell at al. Cl9941 concluded that spatialiy, the waterlevel 

data coiiected at each sampling period was best represented by a first-order polynomial 

surface. Thus, the transient behaviour of the waterlevel surface can be represented by: 

Here s,, s, and s, are the trend surface coefficients and x and y are Cartesian coordinates. 

Application of a spectral analysis to the tirne series representing the various surface 

co&cients, dows continuous in tirne expressions for these time series (4.5) to be evaluated. 

Here n represents the number of ibquencies used, i represents the r* fiequeny, and a, S and 

P> represent the angular fiequency, amplitude and phase associateci with the ith fiequency. 

Ushg (4-4) and (4.5). Dirichlet conditions can eady be computed at any wordinate location 

on the boundary at any desired tirne. 



A comparison of the coefkent  time senes generated using (4.5) to the coefficient 

time series estirnated diredy Erom the waterlevel data is presented in Figure 4.1. For this 

comparison, (4.5) was evaluated using the 12 most dominant periods contained within the 

coefEcient thne series. These periods reflect. seasonal and subseasonal phenomena within the 

aquifer- Figure 4.1 shows that the propcjsed modd reproduced the essentiai features contained 

within the field data. 

From the spectral analysis, the mean hydraulic gradients as weli as the steady-state 

flow boundary conditions can be estimateci by u t i l h g  the coefficient values associated with 

zero frequency. Using this approach the estirnated mean hydraulic gradient (m is 0.0049 

and the associated mean groundwater velocity (v=-KG m) ranges fkom 0.101 d '  

(n=0.3) to  0.079 d r h y  (n=0.38) for the range of porosities, n, cornrnonly reported for the 

Borden aquifer. These velocity estirnates show good agreement with the 0.091 d%zy 

commonly reported in literature for the groundwater velocity at the Borden site. 

In high resolution simulations, (4.2) is comrnonly solved using either finite element 

(FE) or the finite difference (FD) methods. For the purposes of this work the FE method is 

utilized. Application of the FE method to the steady-state form of (4.2), Le. S' = O, results in 

a matrix equation of the form: 

where R is the "conductivity" rnatrix, h is a vector of unknown hydraulic heads and g is a 

vector which contains boundary conditions as weîi as sourdsink tenns. Note that for the 
- 

flow @on R is symmettic and positive dennte. A discussion of the numerical scheme used 



to solve (4.6) is reserved for a later section of this work 

4.2.1 Mass Transport Problem 

Mass transport is simulated using the standard advection-dispersion equation for a 

non-rdve ,  neutraliy buoyant species (4.7). 

Here c is the solute concentration, D is a tensor of local hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients 

and v is the groundwater velocity which is obtained by applying Darcy's law (v=-KWn) to 

the solution of the flow equation. The coefficients of the local hydrodynamic tensor are 

computed using the result of Bear [1972]: 

Here Do is the mefiicient of molecular d i s i o n  of the species in the porous medium, and a, 

and a, are the local longinidinal and transverse dispersivities. 

For high resolution simulations, (4.7) is commonly solved using either FE mahods 

Ipobin et ai., 1991; Burr et al., 1994; NaE et al., 19961 or panicle tracking methods 

[Tompson and Gelhar, 1990; Chin and Wang, 19921. The method of choice usualiy depends 
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on the available computaîional resources and the number of simulations to be performed 

Each method has its strengths and weaknesses. In this study, the FE method is utilited in the 

simulations- 

Application of the FE method to (4.7) results in a matrix diierential equation of the 

forrn: 

where c is a vector of unknowns at the nodes of the finite element mesh used to discretize the 

domain 8, K is the "conductivity" ma& and Mis  the "capacity" ma&. For the mass 

transport equation K is ull~ymmetrk whereas Mis symmetric and positive definite- Finally, 

b is a vector which contains the boundary conditions as weil as source/sink t e m .  

To solve (4.7) accurately, two cnteria, the grid Peclet number (Pe) and Courant 

number 0, must be satisfied (Daus et al., 19831: 

(v, 4) 52 Pe, = 
oii 

Here Pe, represents the grid Peclet number in the i* direction, Cn, represents the Courant 

numba, v, represents the groundwater velocity in the i>6 direction, Dit is the ii component of 

the hydrodynamic tensor, Ax, is the mesh discretization in the i"' direction and At  is the tirne 

step used. It should be noted that optimal choiccs for Axi and At  are crucial not ody fiom an 

accuracy perspective but also fkom the perspective of wmputational e8iciency. 



4 -2.3 Moment Estimation 

Freyberg Cl9863 (cf Aris, 1956) defined the if' moment of a concentration 

distribution in space as: 

where n again represents the porosty of the porous medium. Equation (4.1 1) is d e h e d  over 

ai l  space; however, it is clear that the integrand wüi be zero ai: points where the plume 

concentration is zero. Hence, the spatial moment gives an integrated measure of the 

concentdon field over the extent of the plume. Using the zeroth (i+j=O), first ( i+ j=I '  and 

second (i+j=2) moments, properties such as the plume mas ,  velocity of  centre of mass and 

dispersivity may be computed. 

The zeroth moment provides an estimate of the mass of  solute present in solution. 

Hence for a non-reactive solute, this value should approxhate the injected m a s  at aii t h e s .  

Thus the zemth moment provides a measure of the reliability of the field sarnpiing procedure. 

For the numerical simulations in this work, it provides a means of  assessing the perfbmance 

of the numerical method. 

Nonndization of the first moment with respect to the zeroth moment yields the 

location of the centre of mass of the plume (x, yd. 



Using (4.12) the velocity o f  the centre of m a s  of the plume, U, may be calculateci. 

Properties character'rzing solute spread about the centre of mass (eg. dispersion, skew 

and kurtosis) are generaliy estimated using centrai moments (4.14): 

Nonnaüzing the second central moments with respect to the plume mass dows the t e m  of 

the spatial covariance tensor, d, to wmputed (4.15): 

From the Jpatiril covariance tensor, the terms of the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, D, and 

the macrodispersivity tensor, A, are commody wmputed using: 



It is important to note that these expressions are accurate only after the so1ute concentration 

has attained a normal distribution waiciga, 19881. Hence (4.17) should only be applied 

during the later part of the transport proces. 

The plume moments are computed numericaiiy using the integraion method outhed 

by Garabedian et al. 119911, in which a piecewise integration is applied to the solute 

concentrations of a finite element mesh. The method, which utilizes tnangular elements, 

approximates the solute concentration (e,, within an element using linear bais fûnctions 

(4.18). 

Here p(x, y) is a linear basis fùnction and ce, y) is the concentration at the nodes of the 

element. The moment integration is then 

where e is defines the region y, r x s y,, and x,, i x r r,,. Using a similar approach 

expressions for the second centrai moments can be caiculated. 
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Two approaches can be apptied to compute the ensemble averages based on the 

results of Monte-Carlo realizations. One approach involves first averaging the plume 

concentrations over the various redbtions and then computing the M, moments for the 

averaged concentrations (a. 

An altemate approach involves averaging the moments computed for the individual 

realizations /md. 

Here N, represents the number of reatizations- Both approaches genedy give similar 

estimates for the zeroth and first moments; however, signifïcant dzerences can occur 

between the estimates for the second moments FJafFet al., 19961. The relationship between 

the second moment estimaîes can be expresseci as Pagan, 1990; Rajaram and Gelhar, 1993; 

NaEet al., 19961 

where Wi is a positive definite tensor quantifjing the deviation of the centre of mass in a 

realization fiom the ensemble mean centre of mas. Since &,(Io is positive definite, the 

diagonal cornponents of MJi are greater than hJ0) for the case i+j=2. Under ergodic 



conditions, the concentration field of the ensemble can be represented by the concentration 

field of a single realization, hence Me<( = h/n)) and %.;O generaiiy holds. Howwer, when 

ergodicity cannot be assumed Rg 4 so that Mo& fmdi). In such cases ifMd0 is used, then 

signifiant over-pndimon ofthe "trUe7' diSpasiVities is possible mjaram and Gelhar, 19931. 

For most field experiments the assumption of ergodicity may be invalid due to the fact that 

the source dimensions are on the orda of the imegral scale of the hydraulic conductivity field 

[see Rajaram and Gelhar, 1993, Table 11. Thus, the use of methods involving M,() to 

interpret the second moment data associated with such experiments is potentiaiiy problematic. 

Hence, in this work, in order to avoid complications associated with the assumption of 

ergodicity, ensemble averages are estimated using hQ(ii). 

4.3 The Mode1 

Although most of the material properties associated with the model have been 

descriied, several otha aspects of the model still require definition. The physical dimensions 

of the model domain utilized in this study are L, = 80 m and L, = 15 m, where the primed 

coordinates axes are rotated fiom the original x and y coordinate axes (see Figure 4.2) in 

order to coincide with the migration path of the plume. Though not required, rotation of the 

coordinate systern is advantageous since it reduces the transverse dimensions of the modelling 

domain, and hence the number ofelements and nodes required. After several initial runs, a 

rotation angle of appmxhateiy -9.5 O was considerd acceptable. This rotation angle closely 

approximates the 40.5 O [i.a --'&ASI Jj expected based on the direction of the mean 

hydraulic gradient estimated fkom the zero fiequency wmponents of the spectral analysis. 



The d c i e n t  of moleailar diffusion O*) and the longitudinal and transverse 

(ad dispersivities utilized in the mode1 wae  4.3x1C5 d.i, 0.05 m and 0.005 n 

re~pectively~ Substituting these values dong with the estimates for the mean groundwater 

velocity (determineci ushg S, and SIJ into (4.8) and (4.10) indicated the following were 

acceptable estimates for the mesh and tirne step time discretizations; Ax = Ay = O. 1 m and At 

= 0.5 ciClys- This discretization resultd in 120,000 linear quadratic elements and 120,951 

nodes throughout the domain. Since the flow boundary conditions have already been 

discussed, no firther discussion of these boundary conditions is presented. 

The initial and boundary conditions required to solve the mass transport problem are 

ilhistrated in Figure 4.2. Along the extemd boundaries, zero flux boundary conditions were 

enforced at ail times. Within the domain at time, t=O e s ,  the solute concentrations were 

assumeci to be zero except dong the 2.5 m long ihe source located approximately 2.0 m fiom 

the up-gradient boundary. For t > O dqys it was assumed that al1 extemd sources of 

contamination within the domain were removed, and the evolving plume was allowed to 

migrate under "natural gradient" conditions- 

The numerical solution procedure utiiized may be summarized as follows. At each 

tirne-step, the hydraulic heads for the flow boundaries are up-dated and (4.2) is solved. Using 

Darcy's law, the up-dated hydraulic heads are used to up-date the velocity field. Since the 

impact of the veloaty field on the transport process is containeci in the K matrix of (4.9, this 

matrix must also be up-dateû and the associateci equation, (4.9) solved at each tirne step. 

The soiution of (4.9) using the AMRM dcsaibed in Chapters 2 and 3 is problematic 
- 

due to the need to update K. It is apparent from Chapters 2 and 3 that an up-date of K 



requires that a new subspace reduction be performed and new Arnoldi vectors computed. 

Woodbury a al. [1990] and Famll a ai. 11997, d: Chapter 21 have shown that a single 

Amoldi reduction can be the most computatiodly expensive aspect of the AMRM- Thus the 

need to oontinuoudy update and reduce the system of equations associated with (4.9) makes 

the AMRM in its furrent form grossly inefiicient for C O U Q ~ ~  transient simulations. Hence, 

for the posed problem an altemate solver must be utïiized. In this work, (4.6) and (4.9) are 

solved using the iterative conjugate gradient stabilization scheme (CGSTAB) implemented 

in the WATSOLV package by Vanderkwaak et al. [1995]. This irnplementation, which has 

been found to be accurate and efficient, ailows the storage requirements to be minirnized by 

s t o ~ g  oniy the non-zero entries of the matrices. On an IBM RS16000 model 595, the CPU 

time required to solve the coupled problern was generaiiy on the order of 12 hours when 12 

fiequency components were use4 and 5 hours when oniy the zero frequency components 

were used (i-e., under steady-state conditions). It is important to note that in tems of real 

time on a shared machine, this translateci into two to four days in many instances and thus 

sewerely limited the anaiysis by reducing the number of simulations which could be per6ormed 

within a realistic tirne h e .  In ternis of storage, the model required a minimum of 

approxhtely 64 MB of even though dynamic mernory storage structures in Fortran90 

were utilized. These hardware demands and associateci lllnitations heighten the need for faster 

and more efficient matrbc solvers if hydrogeologists are to model field obseweâ phenomena 

realistidy. 



4.4 Analysis of Simulations 

4.4.1 Analysis of Hydraulic Conductivity Rebt ions  

The hydrauiïc condudvity fields utiiized Ui the simulations were produced by 

truncaîing hydraulic conductivity fields generated on a larger mesh using the spectral method 

developed by Robm a al. [1991]. nierelore, pnor to performing the mass transport 

simulations, it is prudent to evaluate the statistical characteristics of the utilued hydraulic 

conductivity fields to ensure that the statistics of the ensemble approximate the input 

statistics. 

Several approaches may be utilized to estimate the statistical parameters present in the 

truncated fields. NafFet ai. 119961 suggest that for Monte Car10 simulations, the ensemble 

average of the statisticai parameters estimated for the fûli hydraulic conductivity fields should 

approximate those of the tmcated hydraulic conductivity fields, provided several correlation 

scaies are contained within the truncated fields. Thus, oniy an analysis of the un-tnincated 

hydraufic conductivity field is required. Using their methodology the integral scale of the 

process can be @y computed fiom the spectmm of the process, with the mean and variance 

being computed using standard statistical approaches. However, if the number of reaiizations 

considered is relatively smali, the results of this methodology may be suspect. 

In the present study, a more traditional approach is utilized to determine the variances 

and integral d e s  of the t n i n d  fields. The approach consists of two steps. In the first step 

variograms of the truncated fields are computed using several estimators; the unbiased 

classical estllnrtor watheron, 19631, the Cressie-Hawkins estimator [1980] which reduces 

the efEécts of outiiers in the data and the SSAD estimator [Orne, 19841. In the second step, 
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a theoreticai variogram is fitted to averaged hydraulic conductivity data to deterrnine the 

average variance and integral d e  of the ensemble. Ofthe three estimaton use& the unbiased 

classical estimator yielded the most accurate estimaies of the input field parameters f i  = 5.33 

rn; crf = 0.212J In addition to these estimates, the geometric mean hydraulic condudvity 

(KJ for the ensemble is approximately 6.12 rdday. Although not exact, the estimates were 

wnsidered reasonable in Light of the limited nurnber of realizations considereà. 

At this point it is important to mention that the hydraulic conductivity used to 

represent the medium in the homogeneous simulation is the value of KG estimated above. 

4.4.2 Flow Field Analysis 

This section discusses the flow fields used in the coupled fluid and mass transport 

simulations. The methodology utiiized foilows that described by N a e t  al. [ 19961 in which 

variances are calculated at a nurnber of locations for several parameters which characterize 

the flow field. In an effort to maintain the focus of this work and avoid unnecessary diversion, 

the parameters considered here are hydraulic head and groundwater flow (hydraulic gradient) 

direction. 

Longitudinal and transverse hydraulic head profiles for the individual steady-state flow 

fields taken dong the mid-sections of the dornain show considerable variability away fiom the 

boundaries of the domain. ni* d t  is ammiamed in the variance plots shown in Figure 4.3. 

From Figure 4.3% it appeam that in the 10ngitudinaI diection boundaxy effects penetrate the 

domain to a depth of approximately 5 m (Le., approximately one integral sde ,  4 of the 

hydraulic conductivity field). The relatively small lateral dimensions of the domain make it 



diflicult to estimate the depth to which boundary effects penetrate the domain in the 

transverse direction (Figure 4.3b). However, a penetration distance equivalent to I, does 

appear plausible. Due to the quasi steady-state formulation used in this analysis, profiles 

similar in fonn (but dïfkbg in magnitude) to those shown in Figwe 4.3 are also observed at 

each t h e  step of the transient simulations. The form of the hydraulic head variance for nodes 

at the centre of the domain is s h o w  in Figure 4.4. The figure shows that temporally the 

variance in the hydraulic head displays a periodicity which appears to rnimic that used to 

compute the hydraulic head boundary conditions (compare to Figure 4.1). 

As mentioned previously, the other panuneter of interest in characterizhg the flow 

field is the groundwater flow direction (hydraulic gradient). Although showing variabiiity 

across realizations, the mean flow angle for the steady-state fiow fields approxhates the - 

10.5 O (measured relative to the positive x-axis) obtained using the zero fiequency terms of 

the spectral analysis. However, the computed flow angle variance initiaüy appears to display 

a directional dependence (Figures 4.5). For exarnple, in the longitudinal direction signïficant 

variances are observed within the intenor of the domain, with near zero variances observed 

at the up-gradient and down-gradient boundaries. h the transverse direction the reverse is 

observed. As wiU be shown in the following paragraph, this directional dependence is related 

to the orientation of the domain with respect to the mean flow direction. The penetration of 

the boundary effects into the domain may also be estimated f?om plots of the flow angle 

variance. From these plots the boundary &e*s are more evident and appear to penetrate the 

domain a depth of approximately 5 m or 4 Thaefore, provided the plumes remain within the 

centrai region of the domain the impact of boundary effects ~ n - ~ l u r n e  evolution should be 



minimized. However, this is not the case at eariy tirne since the line source is Iocated 

approxknately 2 rn fiom the up-gradient boundary. Hence, the early migration of the plume 

needs to be carefùiiy monitored. 

Steady-state hydrogeologic phenornena are g e n d y  exceptions and not the d e .  This 

is also the case for the flow angle variances at the up-gradient and down-gradient boundaries. 

The reader should recail fiom the previous paragraph that at these boundaries the flow angle 

variances were zero- However, under uansient flow conditions these variances varied 

temporally. Figure 4.6a demonstrates this temporal variability. The cause of this temporal 

variabi  may be explained as follows. At times when the mean flow direction is  aligneci with 

the orientation of the domah, flow at the up-gradient and dom-gradient boundaries is normal 

to the boundary, i-e. these boundaries act as constant head boundaries. Hence at such tirnes 

the observed flow angle variance should be zero. However, when the domain and the mean 

flow direction are not aligneci the hydrauüc head along the boundary varies spatiaily. This 

spatial variation in the hydraulic head along the boundary, coupled with local variations in the 

hydraulic wnductivity field, produces highly variable flow directions locally and thus 

produces the non-zero flow angle variances observed. Away fiom the domain boundaries, the 

observed variance in the local flow direction is non-zero and shows a periodicity which is 

refîective of the periodicity containeci in the s, @ component of the hydraulic head gradient) 

time series of the s h c e  fit (compare Figure 4.6b to Figure 4.1 b). 



4.4.3 The Zeroth Moment and PIume Mass Estimates 

The zeroth moment for the individual reaüzations is computted using (4.11) for the 

case i+j=O. Since this moment provides an estimate of the mass of solute being transporteci, 

it is commonly utiiized in field tracer experirnents to assess the amount of mass recovered, 

and hence the reliabii  of the field data In field experiments, variability in the recovered 

rnass estimaies is a cornmon occurrence [see Freyberg, 1986 and Garabedian et al. 19911. In 

most cases this is causeci by les than p e r f d y  designed monitoring networks which result in 

discontinuous and incomplete sampling of the solute concentrations. 

In this worlq the zeroth moment is used to assess the reliability of the simulation 

resuits. Provided no m a s  enters or Ieaves the domain and no adverse numerical problems are 

encountered, the computed m a s  within the system at anytime is expected to approxirnate the 

input mass. For most of the simulations paformed in this work, the computed mass although 

showing some variability, generaiiy approxïmaîes the input rnass (Figures 4.7)- This variability 

results fiom approximations inherent in the numerical procedure WafFet al., 19961 and is 

commonly encountered in numerical simulations of this nature- 

4.4.4 First Moment Analysis: Plume Centre of Mass and Velocity 

The coordinates of the plume centre of m a s  and the velociîy of the centre of mass for 

the individual realizations are computed using (4.11) for the case i+j=l, (4.12) and (4.13). 

As a starting point in this analysis, the r d t s  of the individual simulations mnducted under 

steuiy-state flow conditions are wnsidered. Figure 4.8a shows the total displacement of the 

centre of rnass for the individual simulations as a ninaion of tirne. Trends present in the 
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trajectories shown may be divided into three categories: 0) linear, O convex and ci) 
concave. The first category indicates that the veiocity of the centre of mass remains constant 

over the migration distance, whereas the second and third categories are indicative of 

acceleration and deceleration respectively. The observed acceleration and deceleration 

appears to be related to the spatial d i s t r i ion  of hydraulic conductivity. in Ingh hydraulic 

conductivity zones plume acceleration is observed whereas in low hydraulic conductivity 

zones deceleration is evident Although not obvious fiom Figure 4.8% rninor deviations f?om 

the trend are observed- These result fiom non-uniforrn local velocities caused by local 

variations in the hydrautic conducbvity field- 

The statistics of the velocity estimates for the simulations in the 20 realizations are 

containeci in Table 4.1. The variabiiity in the velocity of the centre of mass, produces varying 

migrations distances within the various redidons d e r  600 &ys, with the average migration 

distance being 58.44 m and the standard deviation being 6.81 m. This variability reflects the 

effect of the hydraulic conductivity variations on plume migration. 

The migration of the centre of mas of the individual plumes under transient flow 

conditions is illustrateci in Figure 4.8b, which shows total displacement of the centre of mass 

as a fiinction of tirne. The displacement of the trajectories of the centres of mass display 

characteristics similar to those previously descrii. However, small amplitude perturbations, 

which may UiitiaDy appear to be due to the random nature of the hydraulic conductivity field, 

are superimposed on the trend. A doser examination of these perturbations reveals 

periods present in the flow boundary 
- 

perturbations, the manifestation of 

periodicities which appear to approximate the longer 

conditions. Due to the srnall amplitude of these 



unsteadiness in the flow field through the trajectory of the centre of mass can go undetected 

in most cases. The unsteadiness in the flow field is best displayed in the y-displacement of the 

centres of mass. In this direction, a strong periodicity is observed to be superimposeci on a 

trend which posse~ses the characteristics previously descflied. As in the steady-state analysis, 

constant mean velocities in the x andy directions are again assumed in order to simpüfjr the 

subsequent analysis. 

The statisbics of the mean velocity estimates for the 20 simulations conducted under 

transient flow conditions were found to approximate those observed under steady-state flow 

conditions (see Table 4.1)- Similady, the statistics computed based on the mean displacements 

in the 20 realizations (mean equalS8.07 rn; standard deviation equa16.81 m) approximated 

those determineci for the steady-state simulations. This suggests that the temporal nature of 

the flow field does not significantly impede the migration distance of the plume relative to 

steady-state conditions. 

The simulations emphasize that plume migration is controUed by the combineci effects 

of the flow boundary conditions and the hydraulic conductivity distriiution within the 

medium- This can be illustrated by considering Figure 4-9a which shows plots of the centres 

of mass computed under steady-state and transient flow conditions for several rralizations of 

the hydraulic conductivity field. Wtthin each reaiization, the migration paths of the plumes 

deviate Corn each other. Although the deviations are generally smali, their magnitudes are 

both variable and unpredictable. This randomness results primarily fiom the variation in the 

hydraulic conductivity field. It is important to note that if the tirne dependence of the flow 

boundary conditions were solely responsible for this deviation, it would be constant and 



predictable for aîi realizations aad would approxirnate that observed for sunilar simulations 

under homogeneous conditions (Figure 4.9b). F i y ,  the reader may recognize that these 

deviations may be equated to the 2 'deviation between the temporal mean hydraulic gradient 

and the mean plume trajectory reported by Freyberg (1986) in his analysis of the migration 

of the cbloride and bromide solute plmes associated with the Stanford-Waterloo experiment. 

Although the results for the individual realizations provide interesthg insights into 

plume dynamics, validation of stochastic theories requues the use of the ensemble averages. 

The ensemble average centres of mass for the plumes migrating under transient and steady- 

state flow conditions were computed using (4.2 1). These are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.10. 

In the x-direction figure 4. IOa), the displacements of the ensemble average centres of mass 

for both flow scenarios are quite similar, with both displayhg strong linear trends as functions 

of the. On the basis of these linear trends, the mean velocities of the centres of mass 

observed under steady-state and transient flow conditions are v, = -0.097 dday and v, = 

-0.100 dday respeCtive1y. These estimates are in the rniddle of the range previously reported 

for the individual reaiizations. In the y-direction (Figure 4.IOb), the ensemble mean 

displacements also display linear trends. However, for the case of transient flow this trend is 

partidy rnasked by the large amplitude, long wavelength periodicities previously described. 

On the basis of the linear trend, the mean velocities of the centres of mass observed under 

steady-state and transient flow conditions are v, = v, = -0.018 mlday respectively; again 

fâlling within the middle ofthe range previously reported for the individual realïzations. ALso 

presented in Figure 4.10 are plots of the centres of mass for the plumes in the homogeneous 

hydraulic conductivity field. It is important to notice that these plots correlate weil with the 



ensemble means reported for the simulaiions performed under transient and steady-state flow 

conditions. Average centre of mass velocity estimates for the plumes rnigrating in the 

homogeneous medium were approximately 0.102 d d a y  for both the steady-state and 

transient flow simulations. This value is in agreement with the velocity estimate of O. 1 m/day 

determined earlier by substituthg the zero fkquency specval tems into Darcy's law (see 

Section 4.2.1). 

In the following discussion, the ensemble mean velocity estimates reported above are 

compared to analytical expressions which predict plume migration under ergodic conditions. 

Dagan El984 and 19911 suggested that under ergodic conditions, the first-order expression 

for the plume centroid is: 

whereJ,j = I... m (m = 2 in this case) are the directional components of the mean gradient 

and K, is the geometric mean hydraulic conductivity. Since ali of the variables in (4.23) are 

well defineci in this work, this expression provides a suitable fkamework for exarnining the 

ensemble centre of mass data. Note that in performing this comparison, the geometric mean 

hydraulic conductivity for the 20 realizations is utilized (Le., KG = 6.12 m/k&qy) and J,  is 

assumed to be equivalent to the components of the hydraulic gradient estimateci fiom fkst- 

order ordùisry least squares surface fits to the waterlevel data [Farrell et al., 1994 1. Although 

the ergodicity of the plumes associatecl with the Stanford-Waterloo experiment may be 

puesîioned, some researchers have nonetheless utilized (4.23) in the evaluation of the 



*eztory of the observed plumes @3ellin et al., 19963. In this work, (4.23) is used de ly  to 

evaluate the trajectory of the ensemble. 

Plots of the traject~ries ofthe centres of mess based on the (4.23), the ensemble mean 

estimates and the estimates fiom the simulations in the homogeneous medium are presented 

in Figure 4.10. The figure shows that in both the x and y diuections, good agreement exists 

between (4.23) and the ensemble results. However, (4.23) agrees best with the results of the 

simulations perfîorrned in the homogeneous medium. Although not shown, a comparison of 

(4.23) to the results for the individual simulations shows some deviations. These deviations 

result because the source dimensions of the individual plumes make it unlikeiy for the 

evolving plumes to become ergodic. 

The fact that idormation regarding the character of the hydraulic gradient may be 

contained within the centre of mas  data has prompted a crude re-examination of such data 

for the non-reactive solute plumes associated with the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experirnent. 

A similar analysis has been descnied by B e h  et al. [1996] who used estimates of the %- 

gradient t h e  series (i-e., the time ~&es of the gradient component perpendicular to the mean 

gradient direction) found in Farreli et al. [1994]. On the basis of their analysis, B e h  et al- 

Cl9961 concluded that the gradients reported by Farrell et al. [1994] were unable to explain 

the trajectory of the chionde and bromide plumes associateci with Stdord-Waterloo (Le., the 

implications of this work suggested that the stationarity assumption utilized by Farrell et al. 

119941 is invalid). Undeterreû by this conclusion a similar analysis was pefiorrned to examine 

whether the gradient field determineci by Farrell et al. 119941 could be used to explain some 
- 

aspects of the migration paths of the centres of mass of the bromide and chloride plumes 



associated with the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment. Two integrations were performed 

using (4.23). The fïrst utilized the aaual %-gradient tirne series whereas the second 

considered only the 12 most dominant fiequency wmponents. The inteption results are 

shown in Figure 4.1 1. The fit of the 12 component model to the transverse centre of mass 

data for the Stantiord-Waterioo experiment is reasonable but imperfi. The imperfeçt fit 

might suggest that the stationarity assumption utilized by Farrell et al. LI9941 for the hydrauiic 

gradient time series is at least weak A second possibility is that the integrations performed 

assume ergodic behaviour, which is not necessarily the case for the plumes associated with 

the Stadiord-Waterioo tracer experiment. Note that the better fit by the 12 component model 

suggests that the short wavelength penodicities present in the gradient tirne series have 

minimal impact on plume migration. 

4.4.5 Plume Variance and Dispersivity Analysis 

The second moment esthates and the terms of the spatial covariance tensor in the 

field coordinate system are computed using a combination of (4.14) for the case i+j=2, (4.15) 

and (4.16). The ternis of the dispersivity tensor are cornmonly defhed with respect to the 

longitudinal and transverse directions of traditional advection-dispersion tenninology. Since 

the longitudinal direction pvallels the mean horizontal trajectoiy of the centre of mass of the 

plume, rotation of the covariance tensor is quired [see Freyberg, 19861. The desired rotation 

is achieved using 



where the rotation angle, F, is assumeci to be positive when measured in a counter-clockwise 

direction. Based on the observeci migration paths of the centre of mas in the simulations the 

average estimate for c is approximately -9.5'. 

As a staiting point in this discussion, the covariances associated with mass transport 

in the homogeneous media are considered. In these simulations it was found that under 

steady-state flow conditions the longinidinal and transverse covariances increase linearly with 

migraton distance and hence travel tirne (see Figure 4.12). Utilizing Ieast squares fits to the 

data dong with (4.1%) yields longitudinal and transverse dispersivities of A,,. = A,, = AL = 

0.049 nt and A,$ = A, = A, = 0.007 m respectively. The effect of unsteady flow on the 

longitudinai and transverse covariances observed in homogeneous media are also considered 

(Figure 4.12). As in the previous case the longitudinal and transverse covariances show strong 

1inea.r trends as fiinctions of migration distance, with the values of the computed dispersivities 

at late time (AL = 0.049 n mid A, = 0.00 7 m) . Although these estirnates appear identical to 

those report& for the case of steady-state flow, it appears fkom the figure that there is a slight 

enhancement in the avariana. Note that these estirnateci dispersivities are not identical to 

the input local dispersivities due to the rotation perforrned. However, theu authenticity may 

be established using Burr a al. 11994, eqn. 181: 



where a;. i = 1. 2, gives the "effectve" local-longitudinal and transverse disperrivity 

estimates. Using (4.25) dong with velocity estimates given in Table 4.1 yields values of a,'= 

0.049 m and qe = 0.007 m, &ch are in p e r f ~  agreement with those estimatecl from Figure 

4-12, 

In the sequel, the evolution of the longitudinal and transverse covariances in 

heterogeneous media are anaiysed under both steady and unsteady flow conditions. As a 

starting point in this analysis the longitudinal covariances are considered. The computed 

longitudinal covariances display considerable variability between realizations and temporaliy 

within reaüzations. This can be demonstrated by considering Figure 4.13a which compares 

the covariances observed under transient and steady-state conditions for several selected 

reahtions. Notice fiom the figure that the growth in the covariance plots is not monotonie 

and that the phases and magnitude of the observexi growth varies aaoss realizations. Similar 

variability is also displayed in the simulation results of Tompson and Gelhar [1990], Burr et 

al. Cl9941 and NaEet al. Cl9963 and is t h d o r e  comrnonly observed. Despite this variability, 

two and in some cases three phases of growth can be identfied in the evolution of the 

longhidina covariance. The nrst phase ocarrs at eady tirne in the near source region and is 

charactethd by d increases in the longitudinal covariance with travel time and migration 

distance. In contnst to the tkst phase, the second phase occurs at late time aAa the plume 

has migrateci over several correlation d e s  and is characterized by much larger increases in 



the longitudinal covariance with travel time and migration distance. The third phase when 

present ocairs at very late tirne and is characterized by a decrease in the rate of growth of the 

covariance as a bc t ion  of migration distance. This phase of growth is not unique to this 

work but rnay also be identified in other numerical simulation experiments [Tompson and 

Gelhar, 1990; Burr et al., 1994; and Naff et ai., 19961. A possible explmation of this 

behaviour bas been pmvided by Naffet al u996J who suggested that the observeci reduction 

in longitudinal variance may be iduenced by the distribution of hydrauiic conductivities 

utilized in the realizations. For exarnple, when plumes encounter regions of low hydraulic 

conductivity, lateral spreadiig is generally obsewed WafF et al., 19961. In doing so, 

horizontal transverse growth is enhanced at the expense of longitudinal growth. This is 

partidarfy the case for two-dimensional simulations, suice in three-dimensional flow systems 

migration and spreading in the vertical direction may also occur. Whether or not 

co~esponding transverse growth occurs will be discussed later in this section. In addition, an 

associated reduction in the longitudinal velocity of the plume centre of mass should also occur 

in response to the low hydrauîic conductivity zone. The reader should recall fiom the previous 

section that such decelerations in the plume velocity have been identified in some of the 

individual simulations- 

#en the longitudinal covariances associated with steady-state and transient flow 

simulations within identical realizations are compared some difîérences are o b s e d .  

However, in tams of the percentage change, these Merenas are in most cases smali. For 

the exceptional cases, significant deviations generally ocaured after considerable migration 

d i i c e  when migration paths for the steaây-state and transient gow simulations showed the 



grnitest deviation, As a resuh, at such times the plumes rmy migrate in regions with diering 

flow characteristics. 

In the transverse direction, the computed covariances also displays considerable 

variabi i  between reaihtions and temporally within reaüzations, with considerable growth 

being observed in some simulations and negligible growth in others (Figure 4.13 b). Notice 

that for case 2 negügible growih is clearly displayed by the simulation wnducted under 

steady-state flow conditions (see Figure 4.13b). Simiiar to the longitudind covariance, the 

transverse covariance generaiiy displays two to three phases of growth which correspond to 

early and late times. The early time behaviour is again generally characterized by marginal 

increases in the transverse covariance with occasional short wavelength periodicities 

superimposed. It is important to recognize that in some of the simulations conducted under 

transient fiow conditions, enhanced transverse spreadiig occurred at much shorter travel 

times than for migration under steady-state flow conditions. Generally, the early time shon 

wavelength periodicities observed in the transverse covariance data computed under transient 

and steady-state flow conditions correlate, and as a resuk they are more than likely due to 

similar local dispersive processes; in this case sùnilar local flow enWonments caused by local 

variations in the hydraulic conductivity. At intemediate to late times, after the plumes have 

traversed severai correlation scales significant growth in the transverse covariance generally 

ocairred. The third phase is genecaUy characterized by an exponential decrease in the growth 

of the covariance with migration distance. 

On the basis of the simulations performed, it was found that at intermediate to late 
- 

tirnes the transverse plume variance estimated from simulations pefiormed under transient 



flow conditions were enhanceci relative to those detemineci fiom simila, simulation performed 

under steady-state conditions (see Figure 4.13b). It is important to note that the onset of 

enhancernent is controUed by the direction, magnitude and spatial variability of the local 

veloQty fields encountered by the plume. From the previous section, the reader should recall 

that for a given reabtion,  plume migration paths and their characteristics can Vary under 

transient and steady-state flow conditions. F i y 9  for the cases in which significant decreases 

in the longitudinal variances were observe& corresponding enhancements in the transverse 

variance were obsewed. Thus* the expianation proposed by Naff a al. Cl9961 appean 

justified. Since only twenty reaüzations were considered, the possible impact of such 

behaviours on the ensemble variances warrants that some degree of  caution be used in 

interpreting the ensemble results at very late times. 

The focus in the e n d g  discussion will be on the ensemble longitudinal and 

transverse covariances. The ensemble average longitudinal and transverse covariances 

computed for both the steady-state and transient flow simulations are shown in Figure 4.12. 

In an &ort to maintain consistency, the ensemble average longitudinal covariances are again 

considered first. Clearly evident in Figure 4.12a are the two phases of growth previously 

associatecl with eariy and late the. Since these phases of growth have already been discussed, 

only a limited discussion is presented here. During the first phase of growdi (O m to 

approximately 25 m; or approximately 54)* the ensemble average variances are similar in 

magnitude and margiiuiny exceeâ those associated with the homogeneous simulations. In the 

second phase, both covariances initially show rapid growth with the growth later demeasing 

at an approximate exponenfial rate. A p w t h  in the ensemble average longitudinal covariance 



is predicted by stochstic theory, however, the decline in the rate ofgrowth observed at late 

time is not. This decline does appear to suggest that the late tirne decreases observed in the 

individual longitudinal plume variances are dominant, with this dominance possibly being 

influenced by the Iimited number of simulations performed. The longitudinal dispersivities for 

the various segments ofthe variance curves are estimated using (4.17). These are swnmarized 

in Table 4.2. Since the normality of solute plumes is questionable at early travel times, 

dispersivities computed for this tirne penod using (4.17) are considered crude. Note that due 

to the reduced gradient of the longitudinal variance plots at large displacements (Figure 

4.12a), dispersivities are alm estimated for the 20 m to 45 m regions of the c w e  where 

maximum gradients are observed. 

Table 4.2 shows that the observed early tirne longitudinal dispersivities are not 

significantly larger than the local longitudinal dispersivities; thus the corrected early t h e  

dispersivities which refiect the impact of spreading due to other mechanisms (e-g., unsteady 

flow and hydrauiic conductivity heterogeneity) are quite smail. This supports the contention 

that at early times spreading is dorninated by local dispersive processes. Wtthin later phases 

the rnaxünum comcted longitudinal dispersivities range nom approlamately 1.75 to 3 -4 times 

the local longitudinal dispwMty, indicating that aquifer heterogeneity and transient flow are 

the major contriiutors to plume spreading. The lack of agreement between the longitudinal 

macrodispersivities is a concem, since it is generally assumed that smd variations in the 

magnitude of the gradient do not produce significant enhancements in the longitudinal 

dispersivity . 

The ensemble average transverse covariances compted for the steady-suite and 



transient Bow simulations (Figure 4.12b) reflect the three phases of growth previously 

disniseci. The plots show that the persistence of the fint phase of growth varies from one 

If for the case of trsuisient flow to three to four times If for the case of steady-state fiow. 

Notice that the persistence of the latter is consistent with that observed in the longitudinal 

direction- The second phase, which is characterized by rapid growth in the covariance as a 

firnction of displacement, extends over a range of one to two If It is important to note that 

the magnitude of the growth observed under transient flow conditions considerably exceeds 

that observeci under steady-state flow conditions. W~thin the third phase, the rate of growth 

of the covariance decreases sipi6cantly and on average rnarginally exceeds the rate of growth 

observed under homogeneous conditions 0.e. the obsewed transverse dispersivity margindiy 

ex& the local transverse dispersivity). For the case of steady-state flow, this result appears 

to wntradict stochastic theories which suggest that at late times the transverse dispersivity 

shouid tend to zero [Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Dagan, 1984 and 19881. However, this is not 

the case, The reader should r d  that in many theoretical studies the local dispersivity is 

cornmonly ignored. Thus it should be expected that at late time the observed transverse 

dispersivity should approximate the local transverse dispersivity. Table 4.3 List the estimated 

transverse dispersivities for the various parts of the plot. 

The table shows that at early tirnes, local dispersive processes are the prirnary 

contributon to plume spreading. Note that the negative dispersivity estimates appear to 

suggest that on average there is some plume shrinkage. Wlthin the second phase of growth 

enhancements of the transvffse dispersivity are observeci under both steady-state and transient 
- 

Bow conditions. For the case of steady-state flow, the corrected transverse dispersivity is 



approximately 1.2 thes that of the local dispersivity indicating that both the heterogeneity 

of the aquifer and local dispersive effects are contriiuting equaüy to transverse dispersion. 

However, under transient flow conditions, the corrected transverse dispersivity is 

approxhately 2 times that of the local transverse dispersivity, or 1.7 times that observed 

under steady-state flow conditions. Tbus transient flow appears to be an important factor 

controliing plume growth during this period. At late times, local transverse dispersivity again 

appears to be dominant, wiîh aiquifer heterogeneity and flow transients contributing rninimaliy 

to plume spreading. 

4.4.6 Comparison of the Simulated Results to Stochastic Analytic Theory 

In this section, the results of the simulation analysis are compared to results derived 

h m  stochastic analytical theones. The analytical solutions under consideration are those of 

Rehfeldt and Geihar [ 19921 and Dagan et al. 119961. As a starting point in this analysis, the 

analytical solution of Dagan et al. [ 1996; 6- Beliin et al., 19961 is considered. 

4.4.6.1 Comparison of the Simulation Results to the Mode1 of Dagan et al- [ 19961 

The plume spatial covariance model proposed by Dagan et al. 119961 (also referred 

to as the DBR model [see Bellin et al,, 19961) is mathematidy expressed as: 

Here X, represemts tenns of the spatial covariance tensor fi, j = 1, 2). CI, and WB represent 
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wmponents of the mean groundwater velocity field (a. b =1. 2). v,,, represents the velocity 

taisor defineci as the covariance between the velocity fluctuations q(x) and uj(j) [see B e h  

et al., 19961 and X represents the trajectory of the plume centroid. Note that in (4.26) the 

integrand represents the velocity covariance- Assumptions implicit in the mode1 are: 

1. An exponentiaf covariance fonn for the log hydraulic conductivity, 

2. The pienmietric head (h), is composeci of a mean F), and a fluctuation fi 3, with 

the instantaneous mean gradient being constant in space; 

3. The flow and Darcy equations can be adequately represented by fim-order 

approximations in O-;  

Dagan et al. Cl9961 evaiuated (4.26) for a flow which fiuctuated periodically around a steady, 

un8omi value @BR>. Using a three-dimensional formulation of the DBR which accounted 

for anisotropy in the hydraulic conductivity, Bellin et al. 119961 attempted an explanation of 

the moments associated with the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment. Their analysis 

considered two models; the first incorporated the waterlevel data reported by Farreli et al. 

[1994], while the second incorporated data obtained fiom a regression analysis performed on 

the transverse component of the plume centre of rnass data obtained fiom the Stanford- 

Waterloo experiment. In both cases the fit to the transverse variance data (XJ was 

cons idd  poor- As a resuit, they concluded that "the large transverse spreadiig in the field 

experiment could not be mmpletely explaineci by the obserwd unsteadiness of the head 

gradient". 

For this analysis, some aspects of the methodology u&ed by both Dagan et al. 



119961 and Bellin et al, [199q were adopted in order to compare the results of the DBR 

mode1 to the simulateci resuits presented earlier. Since the simulations were conducteci in a 

twodimensiol domain only the two-dimensional forms of the DBR need to be considered. 

The methodology utilized by Dagan et al. Cl9961 and B e h  et al. Cl9961 expressed the 

velocity tenns as 

where U, and U, are the velocity components in the longitudinal and transverse directions 

respectively, E s  the mean velocity, and 1 and 1 are parameters estimated fiom a regression 

analysis perforrned on the plume centre of mass data In light of the good agreement between 

the analytical estimates of the centre of mass and the ensemble results (Figure 4-10), the 

regression analysis utilized in the aforementioned works is not necessary for comparison with 

the ensemble X, data. However, note that for comparison with the individual realizations /Y 

and 1 must be used due to possible nonergodic effects. Hence the velocity and displacement 

terms rnay be expressed in the following manner which is consistent with the approach utiiized 

in the simulations. 



In the above, the primeci temu represent spectral tems derived ffom the hydraulic gradient 

tirne series. The reader should note that since w ;=O, then ï=I  simply represents the steady 

state case. The above expressions provide a suitable fiarnework for evaluating the DBR since 

al1 of the input parameters are well dehed- In addition, these expressions ailow XI ,(i) and 

X,(ij for the actual record of the hydraulic gradient, I, to be evaluated. It is noteworthy to 

mention that the accuracy of the formulation proposed in this section bas been validated by 

its ability to reproduce the results described in Dagan et al. Cl9961 using appropriate 

substitutions for w : &, n and S 2. 

Equations (4.26) and (4.28) were evaluated for three cases which are of general 

interest. The first case represented the often discussed steady-state flow scenario (Le., ï= I .  

S ',, # O, w ',, = 0, and S ;, = O, w ',, = O), whereas the second case considered, coupled a 

mean hydraulic gradient in the longitudinal direction (S ;, # O. a, ;, = O) with a periodic 

gradient in the transverse direction, (S ', a, ', I = l ,  .., 12). Note that although the cumulative 

e u  ofthe 12 dominant fiequency terms in the transverse direction have been considered, 

this formulation nonetheless is equivalent to the single penodicity mode1 (DBR') evaluated 
- 

by Dagan et al. Cl9961 and Bellin et al. [1996]. For the thkd case, the actual observeci 



hydraulic gradient J (S ', O> ', i = I .  2, j = 1,. . ,12) is considered. 

Plots of the non-dimensionalized longitudinal and transverse variances for the three 

cases are shown in Figure 4.14. In both the longitudinal and transvene directions, the plots 

show that plume spreading initially increases non-linearly with residenc~ the.  However, at 

late times the growth rates for the two curves appear to tend towards asymptotic values. It 

is evident fkom Figure 4.14, that while having minimal impact on the longitudinal variance, 

penodicity in the transverse component of the hydraulic gradient enhances the transverse 

variance relative to that o b s e n d  under steady-state flow conditions. Finaiiy, rninor 

differences are observed between the results for cases 2 and 3, indicating that due to the 

magnitude of the mean gradient in the longitudinal direction the periodic components in this 

diiection are negligile. 

The observed and corrected ensemble average longitudinal and transverse variances 

computed 60m the numerical simulations are also shown in Figure 4.14. Agreement between 

the DBR and the ensemble average transverse variance computed under transient flow 

conditions is seen in the apparent neglïgïble dispersivities observed at late tirne. Figure 4.14 

also demonstrates areas of disagreement between the theoretid and simulation results. For 

example, in both the longitudinal and transverse directions the analytical solution over- 

estimates the numerid solution Though disappointing, such disagreement between analytical 

solutions and the results of numerical simuiations is not uncomrnon [see for example Burr et 

al., 19941. Some of the reasons for this disagreement will be discussed later in this work. 

F d y ,  the enhancement in the transverse variance predicted by the DBR formulation is much 

tess than that observed fiom the simulation results. 



4.4.6.2 Cornparison of the Simulation Results to the Mode1 of Rehfeldt and G e h r  [1992] 

The model proposed by Rehfeldt and Gelhar 119921 to predict the enhanced 

dispersivity due to transient groundwater flow, is in essence a generabtion of the 

dispersivity model of Ge& and Axness [1983] which was based on steady-state fluid flow 

assumptions. in th& formuiation, Rehfeldt and Gelhar [lW2 ] demonstrated that the late t h e  

macrodispersivity can be demmposed into two independent cornponents, which reflect the 

impacts of spatial variabiiity within the hydraulic conductivity field (the Geihar and Axness 

119831 solution) and temporal variations within the hydraulic gradient field. For this 

cornparison the latter component is the more important of the two. The general expression 

descn'bing this component of the macrodispersivity, A:, is of the form Fehfeldt and Gelhar, 

19921: 

where q is the specific discharge in the mean flow direction, n is the porosity, is the 

integral scale of the hydraulic gradient fluctuation, qa2 is the covariance of the i"' andf 

components of the gradient and y is a fiow fiïctor which can be defined for two- and three- 

dimensional isotropic and anisotropic flow systems. Implicitly the model assumes: 

1. The hydraulic gradient is compnsed of three components: (i) an ensemble mean 

onnponent C i  a component wtiich is temporally variable but spatiaiiy constant 

at a scale similar to that ofLnK', 4 'and Ci) a local-scale component which is 

variable in both space and tirne; 
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2. Storage e f f i  in the aquifer are negligiile; 

3. The covariance hctions for the log hydrauiic conductivity and hydraulic gradient 

are exponentiai in f o q  

4- The plume is ergodic. 

As part of their anaiysis, Rehfeldt and Gehar [1992] showed that for the case of 

isotropie hydfaulic conductivÎty (such that q and J are aiîgned) and z=J, '=O, (4.29) may be 

broken down into two components which represent the impacts of flow angle variation 

(4.30a) and gradient magnitude variation (4.30b) on the macrodispersivity. 

In the above expressions cg' is the variance in the hydraulic gradient direction, A, is the 

integral sale present in the hydraulic gradient direction tirne series, o,f is the variance in the 

hydrauiic gradient magnitude and A,. is the integral scale present in the hydrauiic gradient 

magnitude t h e  senes. Generally, A,,@ is enhanced by variations in the gradient magnitude, 

whereas A,? is enhanced by variations in the gradient direction. 

Although the derivation of (4.29) was based on flow and transport in a three- 

dimemional s y ~ a n ,  it is asswned fkom its form that it can be applied to NO-dimensional flow 

configurations by simply setting the Z=J, '=O and using an appropriate expression for y. The 



essumption, .&=4 '=O, simpîy implies that hydtautic gradient fluctuations are restncted to the 

horizontal plane of a three-dimensional porous medium. Although this assurnption may 

initialiy appear to be unredistic, evidence fiom several field sites suggest that in some cases 

it may be a reasonable assumptior For example, at the Cape Cod site, researchers were 

unable to detect vertical gradients in nested pierometers located at the site [LeBlanc et al., 

1991 and Garabedian et al., 19911. Similar observations were also reportai for the Borden 

site wackay et ai., 1986; Freyberg, 1986; and Sudicky, 19861. However, in spite of these 

observations Mackay et al. Cl9861 and Freyberg [1986] used available plume migration data 

at the site to infer the presence of "w& vertical gradients. 

Validation of (4.30a) and (4.30b) using the resuIts of the numerical simulations 

requires estimation of the variances and integral scales present in both the gradient magnitude 

time senes and the gradient direction tirne series. As show in the works of Rehfeldt and 

Gelhar [1992] and later FarrelI et al. [1994], these properties may be estimated using 

experimental semivaxiograms. Since the gradient fluctuations in the mode1 were desmieci by 

continuous hctions, two sampling procedures were employed to generate the discrete data 

required to generate the variograrns. In the first procedure, it was assumed that the fùnction 

was sampled at an intenml which was identical to that used in the spectral andysis described 

eariier fdr =2 WS), samphg proc. #1; whereas in the second case it was assumed that the 

sarnpiing intewai was irregular and identical to that utilized during the waterlevel recordhg 

phase at the Bordai aquifd [see F d  et ai., 19941, samphg proc. #2. This approach allows 

the effm of waterlevel sampling on the estimated variances and integral scaies containeci 

within the time series to be assesseci. Due to the short length of the time series, two cases 



were considered for each sampling procedure. For the first case (case #1) the actual flow 

angle and gradient magnitude time series were analysed, whereas for the second case (case 

#2) what were assumed to be the mean and the annual periodicity present in these time series 

were removed- The first case essentiaiiy assumes that the actual t h e  series can be treated as 

part of a much longer random function, whereas the second case assumes that periodicities 

less than one year are entirely fandom, 

Figure 4.15 shows the flow angle semi-variograms estimated fiom an application of 

Jackknifing [Shafer and Varljen, 19901 and the classical variogram estknator [Matheron, 

19631. The Jackluihg procedure is utilized so that confidence intervals can be established 

for the variograms and the estimated macrodispersivities. The variograms in the figure appear 

exponential in form with perhaps some hole effects being observed. Although not presenteâ, 

serni-variograms for the gradient magnitude time series showed similar traits. The variances 

and integral scales contained within these variograms were estimated using a regession 

analysis in which the covariance fùnction for the theoretical variogram mode1 was assumed 

to be exponentiai in form. The estimated variances and integral scales are shown in Tables 

4.4a and 4-4b. 

The tables show that when the actual tirne series is analysed (case #1), the estimated 

semi-variogmns are extremely sensitive to the changes in the sampling rate. If it is assumed 

that sampling proc. #1 represents the true semi-variograms, then it is clear that "poor" 

sampihg of the tirne series @roc. #2) results in questionable estimates of the variances and 

integral d e s  present in the data These produce questionable estimates of the horizontal 

transverse macmdispersivity when (4.31a) and (4.31b) are used. For case #2, the 



semivariograms for both sampling procedures yielded reduced variances and integral scales, 

Note that for the f3ow angle tirne series, the parameter estimates obtahed under both 

sampling procedures are consistent, thus indicating that the samplimg procedure is not an 

important factor (i.e., all of the important features of the tirne-series are captureci by both 

methods). However, this is not the case for the hydraulic gradient magnitude tirne series 

where differenas between the parameter estimates indicate a sensitivity to the sampling 

procedure utilized. 

The expected enhancernents in the horizontal transverse maaodispersivities computed 

using (4.3 la) and (4.3 1b) as weii as their associated 95% confidence limits are listed in Table 

4.5. The table shows that case #2 generaiiy produces dispersivities which better approximate 

those deterrnined from the ensemble average variance (Table 4.3), with case #1 signincantly 

over-predicting the listed dispersivities. Since the shulated results represented the combined 

effects of dispersion due to heterogeneity and transient fiow, some over-prediction of the 

transverse dispersivity is implied by the enhancements presented for case #2. The over- 

prediction present in the dispersMties computed using the analytic expressions can be fùrther 

emphasized if one assumes that these enhanced dispersivities can be directly added to the 

dispersivities estimated fiom the ensemble average variances associated with steady-state 

Bow. When this exercise was performed using the expected values, the predicted transverse 

dispersivities were found to range bnween 1.9 to 2.5 times the maximum conected transverse 

dispasMty detennined f?om the ensemble average of the transient flow simulations. Also note 

that at late time the ensemble average results indicate the corrected transverse dispersivity to 

be zero whereas the analytical mode1 suggests a non-zero value. 



In the longitud'd diredon similar r d t s  are also observeci. For example, the 

enhancements in the longitudinal dispersMty determined for case #I significantly exceed the 

co~reded longitudinal dispersivities determîned fiom the numencal simulations; whereas the 

results computed for case #2 are more in line with those obtained fiom the simulation 

experiment. As More it is assumed that the dispersivities computed fiom the anaiytical model 

can be added to the correcfed longitudinal dispersMties detemineci fiom the steady-state flow 

simulations. Table 4.6b shows that when this methodology was employed the resulting 

longïtud'i dispersivity estimates agreed weil with the corrected longitudinal dispersivity 

estimates derived from the transient fiow simulations. Thus the model of Rehfeldt and Gelhar 

[1992] appears to account for the enhancement in the longitudiial dispenivity under transient 

flow conditions; however, the over-prediction of the transverse dispersivity estimates (Table 

4.6a) is signifiant- 

4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter presented the results of a detailed numerical simulation experiment 

designeci pximariiy to address the impact of unsteady or transient flow on solute migration and 

dispersion in heterogeneous, statistidy isotropic hydrogeologic systems. The statistics 

characterizhg the heterogeneity of the media were based on values previously reported for 

the Borden site by Woodbury and Sudicky [1991], while the temporal nature of the flow field 

was based on waterievel data recordeci at the site over a 1.5 year penod Farrell et al., 19941. 

It was hoped thaî by using field baseci vaiues for the Borden site, certain aspects of the non- 
- 

reactive plumes associatecl with the Stadord-Waterloo tracer experiment could be directly 



addressed or uiferred fiom the resuits- 

In order to accurately and efficiently pefionn the detailed numerical simulations 

several simpli@ing assumptions were adopted. Chief arnongst these was the assumption of 

fluid flow and m a s  transport in a two-dimensional domain. In addition, the porosity of the 

domain was assumed to be constant and d o d y  distniuted, with all pores being utilized 

in the aâvective process. Despite these simplincations the results of this work have provided 

some insights into the dynamics of plume evolution- 

The prirnary goal of this work was to assess whether transient flow enhanced solute 

spreading relative to that observed under steady-state fiow conditions. In this analysis solute 

spceading was quantifieci through the plume spatial variance. Under both transient and steady- 

state flow conditions the spatial variance of the evolved plumes displayed two to three phases 

of growth which confomed to those commonly described in literature. These were the early 

tirne growth phase during which local dispersive processes dorninated the dispersion process; 

the mid-tdate time phase in which signincant increases in dispersion were observed. Wthin 

and aaoss reaiizations the evolution of the plume variance diered. These differences were 

controiled not only by the d i s i n i o n  of hydraulic conductivities but also by the nature of the 

flow boundary conditions. 

Within most of the realizations transient fluid flow produced an enhancement of the 

transverse plume variance. In the longitudinal direction enhancement of the plume variance 

was observeci within some realizations; however this enhancement was not consistent across 

realizatons. In both directions enhancement of the variance generally occurred at Md-to-late 

travel tirnes. The enhancements in the l o n g i t u d i  and transverse variances observed in the 



individuai reahtions were also captured in the d l e  averages. These averages reiterated 

that under transient conditions enhancements in the variances primarily occurred during mid 

to late travel times. 

The simulation data was also used to investigate the validity of proposed first-order 

stochastic formulations which attempt to predict solute dispersion under transient flow 

conditions. The models considered were those of Rehfeldt and Gelhar Cl9921 and Dagan et 

al. 119961 - To summarite, it was found that bot h models were unable to fiiliy account for the 

enhanced dispersion observed in the simulations. For example, aithough the model of Dagan 

et al. 119961 predicted the general fonn of  the longitudinal and transverse variances, it 

nevertheless over-predicted these quantities. In addition, the model was unable to reproduce 

the observed enhancements in the longitudinal and transverse variances observed in the 

simulation experiment S. 

The model of Rehfeldt and Gelhar Cl9921 was used to compute the enhanced 

macrodispersivities at late tirne- These enhancements were later used to augment the late tirne 

dispersivities determined fiom the steady-state simulations in order to predict the 

dispersivities expected under field conditions. Cornparison of the augmented longitudinal 

dispersivity values to those estimateci fiom the simulations showed reasonable agreement; 

however, in the transverse direction the predicted dispersivities generally overestirnated those 

based on the simulation experiments. R e d  that under transient flow conditions the 

simuiation experiments generally produced on average a negiigible transverse dispersivity at 

late time whaeas the model of ReMeldt and Gehar [1992] generated a non-zero transverx 
- 

dispasivity at such times. 



nie lack of d o r m  agreement between the nmulated and theoretical results may be 

infiuenced by severai &ors, with the primary causes being the ergodic assumption inhaent 

in the theoreticai analyses and the limited number of simulations used for cornparison. The 

ergodicity assumption poses several problerns. As pointed out, (4.22) relates the second 

moments computed based on averaged solute concentrations, M, to those cornputed fiom an 

average of the individual plume second moments, h)- These quantities approximate each 

other unda ergodic conditions when R,=O; however, under non-ergodic conditions R,-O as 

1-- Hence for relatively short travel distances Mcan signiticantly exceed fm). Thus the use 

of analytic modds based on M (for example the models of GeIhar and Axness [1983], Dagan 

[1984,1988], and Naff[l99O 1) can lead to an over prediction of the second moments under 

nonergodic conditions such as those inherent in the simulations performed in this work. 

The over prediction present in the transverse dispersivity mode1 of RehfeIdt and 

Gelhar [1994 is not only a consequence of the ergodic assumption but may aiso resuit fiom 

the fàct that the mode1 essentiaüy considen uniform mean flow in the longitudinal direction. 

Under such assumptions Dagan [1996] agreed that at late time D, shouid tend toward a 

constant non-zero t'Fick.ian" limit. Dagan [1990] firther argued that this is not equivdent to 

the case of steady-state fiow through a heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field. If this is 

indeed the case, thm it miplies that it may be more appropriate to compare the enhancement 

predicted by the ReMeldt and Gelhar Cl9921 model with that observed for the transient 

simulations in the homogeneous medium. Such a comparison shows that the transverse 

dispersivities predicted by the Rehfeldt and GeIhar Cl9921 model overestimates that 

determined fkom the homogeneous mode1 based on transient flow. 



Other fktors which may contribute to the disagreement between the ensemble resuits 

and theory include source geometry (the stochastic theones utilized were based on the 

assumption of an innntely small pulse source, whereas the simulations in this analysis were 

based on a finte puise source) and the inclusion of local dispersion (the stochastic formulation 

of Dagan et al. LI9961 negiect local dispersive processes whereas such processes were 

considered in this work). The latîer argument has been used by Burr et al. [1994] to explain 

the relatively good agreement between their simulation results for a highly stratined aquifer 

and the stochastic solution ofNafT Cl9901 which accounted for local dispersion. In contrast, 

a less than satisfactory agreement was obtained between their simulation results and the 

Dagan [1988] mode1 which did not account for local dispersion. Note that for highly stratified 

aquiférs local dispersive phenomena are considered important factors in the redistribution of 

solutes pafit; 1990; Burr et al., 19941. 

The first moment analyses penormed in this work were informative. It was 

demonsbated that that under non-ergodic conditions, the migration paths associated with the 

transient and steady-state flow c m  be highly variable and cornplex. Further, within any 

reaiization the migration of the centres of m a s  observeci under transient and steady-state flow 

conditions may either diverge or converge in response to the distribution of hydraulic 

conductivities. The reader may recall that during the Stadiord-Waterloo experiment a 2' 

divergence was observed between the mean gradient duection and the horizontal trajectory 

of the non-reactive plume. On the bais of the simulation experiments it may be argued that 

this observed deviation d t e d  h m  the c o m ô i i  efEcts oftransient flow and heterogeneity 

in the hydraulic conductivity field and is not necesdy  caused-by a misalignment between 



the mean hydraulic gradient and the axes of anisotropy in the hydrdc  conductivity field. This 

resuit suggests that in some cases it may be difficuit to determine whether such deviations are 

due to anisotropy in the hydraulic conductivity field or whether they result fiom the 

combination descn'bed above. Ais h partiailady the case if the hydraulic gradient field is not 

caremy monitored. 

In spite of the complexity of the migration paths associated with the transient 

simulations, the long wavelength periodicities contained within the flow boundaq conditions 

are discemable, especidy in the y-component of the centre of mass data The fact that these 

periodicities can be discerneci suggests that for field tracer experiments information regarding 

the nature of the hydraulic gradient field may be recovered fkom the centre of mass data. 

Assuming that such information can be recovered fiom the centre of mass data, then it can 

be conjectured that the additional information containai in the tirne senes simply reflects what 

may be tenned an "aquifer response". It may be further conjectured that the idonnation 

contained 4 t h  this response fbnction reflects various aspects of aquifer heterogeneity. 

However, in this work such a decouphg has not been attempted. 

In addition to shedding light on issues regardmg plume dynarnics, this work has 

illustrated a practicai framework which can be used to incorporate field observed hydraulic 

gradients into numerical simutation models provided that sources iduencing these gradients 

are not Iocated within the dornain of interest. The approach, which has been shown to be 

efficient and relatively easy to implement, allows complex tirne dependent flow boundaries 

to be introduced into the model, 

Finally, the fkt that transient flow has been shown to intluence the migration and 



dispersion of solutes in hydrogeologic environrnents suggests that a possible re-analysis of 

field tracer tests be undertaken, partidarly for cases where the assurnption of steady-state 

flow may have severely biased the r d î s  of the analysis. This is especially the case where 

choices have been made between competing models as is the case when modeliing the 

migration and dispersion of reactive solutes. For such cases, an appropriate sorption mode1 

must be chosen fiom a number of wmpeting models with the decision being partiaily based 

on the goodness to fit of the modelied data to some field observed data [see Srivastava and 

B~sseau, 19961. Further, it is comrnon in contaminant modeliing efforts to assume a steady- 

state groundwater veloaty. The r d t s  presented in this work suggest that such an approach 

rnay not be universally applicable and that variations in the hydraulic conductivity as well as 

time variations in the hydraulic head must also be taken into account. This has implications 

in site and nsk assessment ifperhaps years of prior monitoring at designated sites are required 

before comrnissioning. 
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Figure 4.1 : Cornparison of the modeiied d c i e n t  t h e  series to those detemllned diectly 
fiom first-order fits to the Borden waterlevel data: (a) s, component; @) s, 
component; (c) s, component. 
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Figure 4.3: Computed spatiai hydrauiic head variance for the - of steady-state flow; (a) 
longitudinal direction; (b) transverse direction. 
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Figure 4.5: Computed spatial fiow angle @ydraulic gradient) variance for the case of 
steady-state flow, (a) longitudinal direction; @) m m e r s e  direction- 
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Figure 4.6: Temporel variation of the flow angle variances (a) in the longitudinal direction 
and (b) at the centre of the mesh. 



Figure 4.7: Computed mass estimates for individuai simulations under (a) steady-state flow, 
(b) transient flow. Note that the thin dashed lines represent the r d t s  for the 
individuai simulations and the thick dashed line represents the ensemble average 
for the simulations, 
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Figure 4.8: Displacement of the centre of mass for the individual simulations under (a) 
steady-state fiow, @) transient flow. Note that t& thin dashed lines represent 
the r d t s  for the individual shdationq the thick dashed line represents the 
ensemble average values for the simulations and the thick solid line represents 
the simulation remlts in the homogeneous medium. 
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(b) 

Cornparison of the displacements observeci under steady-staîe and transient flow 
conditions (a) selected heterogeneous reaütations; @) homogeneous medium. 
The dashed line represents the migration path o f  the centre of  mass obsaved 
under steady-state conditions whereas the solid iine represents the migration 
path ofthe centre of maos obswed under transient fiow conditions. Note that 
the plumes migrate fkom right to left (~ee Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of ensemble centre of mass estimates with the analytïcal solution 
of Dagan 119841 (a) X-direction; @) y-directiot)~ Note that results for the 
simulations in the homogeneous medium are also plotted. ("het. " represents 
hetaogenebus, "hama " represents homogeneous, "stea&" represents steady- 
state flow, and "trm " represents transient flow) 
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Figure 4.1 1 : Cornparison of centre of mass displacements computed using estimates of the arcomponent 
of the hydraulic gradient to the observed bromide centre of mass data reported by Freyberg 
[ 19861 and Barry and Sposito [ 1 9901 for the Stanford-Waterloo tracer experiment. 
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Figure 4.12: Spatial dependence of  the covariances detennined for the simulations in the 
hornogeneous medium as well as ensemble average estimates for the steady- 
state and transient cases; (a) longitudinal direction; @) transverse diiection. 
("het. " represents heterogeneous and the abbnviation "hoino. " represents 
homogeneous) 
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Figure 4.13: Covariances detennined under transient and steady-state flow conditions for 
selected reaüzations; (a) longitudinal direction; (b) transient direction. The 
simuiaticms in each rrrlinbion of InK are identifiai by similar symbols, with the 
transient cases represented by the solid lines end the steady-state cases-by the 
dashed lines. 
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Figure 4.14: Non-dUnensioMLized covariance plots comparing the results of the DBR to the 
ensemble cotrected and uncorrected variances determinecl fiom the simulations 
(a) longitudinal & d o n ;  @) transverse direction. ' 



Figure 4.15: Classical serni-variograms for the flow angle (hydraulic gradient) direction tirne series; (a) 
Case #1 for the flow angle tirne series sarnpling proc. # 1 ; (b) Case #1 for the flow angle tirne 
series sampling proc. #2; (c) Case #2 for flow angle time series sampling proc. #I;  (d) Case 
#2 for flow angle tirne series sampling proc. #2. 



Table 4.1 
Velocity Estimates for the Steady-State and 

Transien t Simulations 

V, (-1 ( d d a ~ )  

Steady-state 

-0,125 

Transient 

-O- 120 



Table 4.2 
Apparent Longitudinal Dispersmty Estimates Based on the Ensemble 

~ v e r a ~ e  ~ongitudind Second Moments 

1 1 Apparent Longitudinal Dispersivity (rn) 1 

* indicuies t h  the I o c d  dispersive component has been removed 

1 Distance (m) I 

Steady-state Transient 



Table 4.3 
Apparent Transverse Dispersivity Estimates Based on the Ensemble 

Average Transverse Second Moments 

Distance (m) 
STEADY-STATE 

Apparent Transverse 
Dispersivity (m) 

Distance (m) 
TRANSIENT 

Apparent Transverse 
Dispersivity (m) 

0.005 
-0.002 

* zndicates t h  the local dispersive componenr has been removed 



Table 4'4a 
Semi-Variogram Aaaiyses of the Gradient Time Series: 

Flow Angle Results 
(Expected Value) 

Nwget (a9 
02 

Variance 
(rad2) 

0: 

Integral Scale 
(daYs) 

h 

represents the lower 95 % confidence ümit. 

Table 4'4b 
Semi-Variogram Anaiyses of the Gradient Time Series: 

Gradient Magnitude Results 
(Expected Value) 

represents the upper 95 % confidence liMt. 
represents the lower 95 % confidence ümit. 

t 

Nugget 
6,: 

Variance 
0: 

Integral &aie 
(daYs) 
-- 

Case #1 

Sampliag 
Pmc. #l 

0~000 
-0.Ooo 
'0 .m 

0.02 1 
'0.033 
'0.009 

65- 18 
'81-15 
'39.90 

Case #2 

represenk the upper 95 % confidence k t .  

Sam pling 
ProcProc #2 

0.000 
-0.OOo 
'0snnl 

0.0 17 
'0,029 
'0,005 

53 -4 1 
'70.15 
'20.35 

Sampüng 
Proc. #1 

0.000 
'0 .m 
to.000 

0.0 12 
'0.0 19 
To.oos 
16.37 
'18.68 
T10.91 

Case #l 

Sampling 
ProcProc #2 

0.000 
'0.ooo 
'0.ooo 

0.0 12 
'0.022 
'0.003 

16.21 
'17.95 
T8.07 

Sampling 
ProcProc #l 

0.000 
' O ~ o o o  
ro.OOO 

7.27~ 10'' 
'9.92 x 10" 
*3 -3 1 x 10'~ 

63 -45 
'57.29 
'63-79 

Case #2 

Sampting 
Proc. #2 

0.000 
'0.000 
TO.000 

7 .37~  10" 
'1 1 . 5 5 ~  10'' 
t2.S7x 10" 

80.42 
'63.45 
'69.47 

Sampling 
P m .  #1 

0.000 
-0.000 
'0.000 

4 .05~  10'' 
' 7 . 2 8 ~  10" 
t1.13x10" 

26.86 
'34.33 
'17.63 

Samplùig 
Proc. #2 

0,000 
-0.000 
'0.ooo 

3 .77~  10" 
'5.28~ IO-' 
1 .64~  10" 

17-38 
' 17.63 

* 
'24.26 



Table 4.5 
Enbancement of the Macrodispersivities Due to Transient Flow 

Based on the Mode1 of Rehfeldt and Gelhar (1992) 

An(') (m) 

- - 

A,," (ml 

I Case #1 I Case #2 

represents 
represents 

Sampling 
Proc. #1 

he Iower 95 % confidence lirnit. 

0.186 
'0.230 
'0.085 

Sarnphg 
Proc. #2 

Sampiing 
Proc. #2 

Sampiing 
Proc, #1 

the upper 95 % confidence limit. 

0.23 9 
'0.296 
r0.072 

0.043 
'O, IO 1 
t0.0û8 



Table 4.6a 
Expecteâ Macrodispersivities Due to Transient Flow: 

Transverse Component 
(mid to late t h e  expected values) 

Table 4.6b 
Expected Macrodispersivities Due to Transient Fiow: 

Longitudinal Component 
(mid to late time expected values) 

Distance 
(m) 

L 

17 to 25 

25 to 45 

25 to 60 

RG : Rehfeldt and Geihar [1992] model. 

Predicted Transverse Dispersivity 
(steady-state + RG) 

(ml 
Case #2 

Distance 
(m) 

25 to 45 

25 to 60 

Samplïng 
Proc. #1 

0-025 

0-0 18 

0,022 

S ampling 
Proc- #2 

0.025 

0.018 

0.022 

RG : Rehfeldt and Gelhar [1992] model. 

Predicted Longitudinal Dispersivity 
(steady-state + RG) 

(m) 
, Case #2 

Sampiing 
Proc. #1 

O, 129 

0.111 

Samphg 
Proc. #2 

O. 1 12 
I 

0.094 
* 



Chapter 5 

Discussion and Conclusions 

5.1 Introduction 

The format utilited in this work provided for in-depth discussions and conclusions at 

the end of each research chapter. In an attempt to avoid unnecessary repetition, brief 

Summanes of these results are presented in this chapter. Part of this chapter deals with placing 

the major aspects ofthis entire work into a common perspective which ultimately reflects its 

contniution to the field of hydrogeology. This chapter concludes with a discussion of fbture 

research activities which have evolved as a consequence of the work presented in this thesis. 

5.2 Summary 

As mentioned above, the aim of this section is not to reproduce the in-depth 

discussions and conclusions contained in the previous chapters but to summarize the major 

issues addressed in those discussions- Such a summary is considered prudent due to the Iength 

of the work and the number of issues addressed. The foilowing summary is presented on a 

chapter by chapter basis. 

The primary aim of Chapter 2 was to show that the Amoldi modal reduction method 

(AMRM) htroduced into the hydrogeology literature by Woodbuly et al. [1990] is an 

accunite and &cient approach for solving the system of equations which result fiom the 

finite demenî discretkation ofiinear forms ofthe mass transport ëquation under steady-state 



conditions- In an attempt to demonstrate these aspects, the performance of the AMRM was 

compared to that of the LTG method proposed earlier by Sudicky 119891 and ut- 

extensiveh in a number of high resolution thre~dimensionai simulation studies [cf. Chapter 

4; Wb, 1991; Burr et al, 1994; NaEet ai., 19961. Note that Sudicky Cl9891 compared the 

LTG approach to the standard LU decomposition approach to demonstrate the greater 

efficiency and accuaccy to be gained fiom the former, while Woodbury et al. [Il9901 used a 

similar cornparison between the AMRM and the LU decomposition scheme to establish the 

improved efficiency of the former. The results contained in this work showed that for 

problems involving heterogeneous hydrauiïc conductivity fields and steady-state velocities 

such as those utilized in the high resolution simulation experiments described eariier, 

implementations of the AMRM were more efficient (direct solver version) or at least as 

efficient (iterative solver version) as the most efficient irnplementations of the LTG method 

for identical discretizations, while maintainkg similar levels of accuracy. For most problems 

involving homogeneous hydraulic conductivities and steady-state velocities it was 

demonstrateci that the LTG method was in most cases more accurate and as efficient as the 

AMRM. In the case of sharp front pmblems in homogeneous hydraulic conductivity fields the 

LTG was cleariy the more superior of the two methods. It is aiso noteworthy to mention that 

the work in Cbapter 2 dernonstrated the modularity ofthe AMRM, in that it showed that the 

method easily dows both iterative and direct solvers to be implemented without significant 

modifications to the structure of the cornputer program. 

Chapter 3 explond one aspect ofùnproving the convergence rate associated with the 

AMRM. nie method considered was O "shift" variant of the m. The primary objective 



o f s w g  is to improve the approximation ofthe eigenvaiues of the sub-space system relative 

to those of the system in the original space. By hproving the approximation of the 

eigenvalues of the system, the rate of convergence of the solution is improved. Shifting was 

found to be a "double edged sworci", in that the choice of the shift could either irnprove or 

degrade the accuracy of the solution. The former generaliy occurred when the shift moved 

the eigaisp&tnim of the reduced system closer to the spectrum in the original problem space, 

whereas the latter occurred when the shi .  moved the eigenspectrum of the reduced system 

to the outer parts of the spectnim in the original problem space. These observations suggested 

the presence of an "optimal shift". This work showed that for the advection-dispersion 

equation (ADE) prediction and utilizattion of the optimal shift is a difficult task because the 

optimal shift cannot be predicted a priori. The analysis presented shows the optimal shiA to 

be sensitive to changes in the number of Arnoldi vectors utilized, the material properties used 

and the degree ofmesh discretkation considered. Note that the last two indicate a sensitivity 

to the grid Peclet n u m k  These sensitivities indicate that d u ~ g  the model calibration phase 

use of the optimal shat can present various challenges especially if several model parameters 

are altered simultaneously. For the practicing hydrogeologist wishing to calibrate a model, 

continuous &on of the optimal shift is a distraction and thus a potential Limitation of the 

shift AMRM. 

The work in Chapter 4 is mnsidered to be represent the major scientific achievement 

of this research since it marks the first time (based on available Iiterature) that numerical 

simulation studies of non-reactive solute transport in high resolution hydraulic conductivity 

fields have been attempted under quasi steady-suite (referred to in this work as "transient") 



flow conditions. in order to make inferences about available field based observations the 

parameters used in the simulations were representative of those reported for the Bordm site. 

Due to the domain size and the degree of discretization required to maintain a numendy 

stable and acairate systern throughout the course of the simulations, the problem space was 

restricted to two-dimensions. Despite this ümitation the study provides considerable insight 

with respect to plume dynamics. Since studies of this nature have not been previously 

reporte& a means of implernenting field observed gradients into the simulation methodology 

was devised based on the earIier arguments provided by Goode and Konikow [1990], and 

Rehfeldt and Gelhar [1992]. The devised approach which is based on a fkequency spectnirn 

a d y s i s  of waterievel time series data is considered practical and relatively easy to implement. 

The r d t s  of the simulations show that under non-ergodic conditions, solute migration and 

dispersion in subswface envüonments are strongly influenced not only by local variations in 

the hydraulic conductivity field as  is comrnonly assumed but also by the temporal state of the 

flow field. In the various simulations the non-ergodic effects are demonstrated by the 

considerable varïability present in the first and second moments, both within and across 

realizations. An important finding fkom an analysis of the simulations is that the transverse 

variance estimated under transient flow conditions is generaiiy enhanced relative to that 

observed under steady-state conditions. Also, the longitudinal variances cornputeci under 

transient conditions are in some cases found to be enhanced relative to those estimated under 

steady-state conditions; however this observation is not consistent across reahtions and thus 

may be dective ofthe nature of the hydrauiic conductivity field. The enhancements observed 

under transient conditions are reinforceci when ensemble avefaging is perfonned on the 



computed second moments. Cornparisons of the ensemble moments estimated fiom the 

simulation anaiysis to those predicted by various stochastic theories yielded mixed results. 

These results were generally assurneci to reflect possible shortmmings of the theories, the 

eff'ects of finite source dimensions used in the simulations, as weli as possible effects due to 

the limited number of sinnrlations. Nevertheless it was concluded that the mode1 of Dagan et 

al. [lm reflected the trends in the ensemble data quantitatively better than that of Rehfeldt 

and Gelhar [1992]. 

5.3 Perspective 

The disaission in this section is focused towards placing this work into perspective. 

This is necessitated due to the varied issues addressed in this work An appropriate 

perspective fkom which to view this work is to focus on its primary objective: the effects of 

transient flow on the evolution of nomeactive solute plumes. As with previous studies of 

plume evolution in heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity fields, a numerical simulation 

methodology was adopted for this study. This approach aliowed not only various scenarios 

to be considered but also allowed proposed analytical formulations describing dispersion in 

heterogeneous media to be evaluated. 

Prior to developing the tiamework for the intended numerical simulator it was 

recognized that the transient nature of the groundwater flow field prevented the efficient 

implementation of data storage schemes and mat& solvers utilized in previous simulation 

attempts [Robin, 199 1; and Burr a ai., 19941. In fact the wmputational effort required to 
- 

solve the systems utilized by Robin [1991] and Burr et ai. [1994] is generally considered to 



be a major factor limiting the wide-spread use of high resolution simulation experiments. 

Thus in order to overame potedal computational limitations, part of the focus of this work 

involved idaaaying and developing altemate matrk solvers and data storage schemes for use 

in this work as weii as in other simulation attempts. Work on the subspace Arnoldi modal 

reduction method (AMRM) by Woodbury et al. [1989] showed the method to be 

computationally efncient comparecl to the standard LU decomposition scheme (see Chapter 

2). Although not Wiy exploited at that time due to software limitations (use of Fortran77 as 

opposed to FortranSO), the method does appear efficient in terms ofdata storage. Shce the 

computationalefEciency of the method was never evaluated relative to other efficient matrix 

solvers, it was considered prudent to first perform such an evaluation- Thus the work in 

Chapter 2. On the basis of the work pefiorrned in Chapter 2 accuracy and efficiency 

improvements to the AMRM were investigated in Chapter 3. The work performed in both 

Chapters 2 and 3 suggest that for high resolution simulations such as those reported by Robin 

[1991] and Burr et al. Cl9941 the AMRM is a highiy efficient matrk solver, which if utilized 

can allow larger and more complex linear mass transport problems to be solved within 

realistic tirne fiames. 

Due to time constraints the applicability of the AMRM to mass transport in transient 

velocity fields was not investigated in this work. However, if the current irnplementation of 

the AMRM is Bcamined several potentiai short cornings become evident if it is applied to such 

problems. Of particuiar interest is the matrix K (Chapter 2, eqn. 2.5) which captures the 

effect of fluid velocity on the mass transport process. Changes in the fluid velocity field 

necessitate that K be updated. However, an update of K requires that a new subspace 



reduction be pediormed and new Arnoldi vectors computed. In theu works, Woodbury a ai. 

[1990] and Farreii et aL [1997; c£ Chapter 21 showed the Amoldi reduction process to be by 

far the most expensive aspect ofthe AMEZh4, thus the need to contùiously update and refàctor 

the system of equations detracts fkom the efficiency of the AMRM Hence for the transient 

simulations an aitemate solver was utilized. It is important to note that the above should not 

be interpreted as a negative result- Instead it signifies that more in-depth research is needed 

to identify if and how the AMRM can be improved so that it can be efficiently applied to a 

larger class of problems. 

5.4 Future Research 

In this section, issues related to the various topics presented which warrant firrther 

investigation are summarized in point form. 

On the basis of the work perfonned in Chapter 4 it was postulated that fiom the 

center of rnass data, aspects of the periodicity in the hydraulic gradient field may 

be recovered with any additional signa1 being interpreted as an "aquifer response 

&naion". This conjecture requires further study since it indicates that fiom a 

knowledge of the history of a plume's centre of mass properties of the hydraulic 

conductivity field through which it migrated can be determined. If this is indeed 

the case then the conditions under which it is possible need to be investigated 

since these conditions will aect  the design of field tracer tests. 

In Chepta 4 possible dimensionality effects were recognized as potential 



limitations to these results being representative of field-sale behaviours. To 

address this issue there is a need for an analysis similar to the one presented here 

to be pertormed in a three-dimensional domain- In order for such a simulation to 

be performed improved matrix solvers are required (especiaily for the finite 

element method) or alternate simulation rnethodologies such as particle tracking 

must be implemented. 

The enhanced dispersion of nonreactive plumes observed under transient fiow 

conditions was demonstrated in Chapter 4. Whether similar enhancements are 

observed for ail classes of reactive solutes as well as the possible ramifications 

(i-e., impact on reactive models) are unknown and requires investigation. Thus, 

data associated with known tracer experiments could be careiiiiy re-evaluated 

(taking into account possible effects due to flow transients), especiaiiy if 

information is being sought in an effort to decide on or validate possible reactive 

models. In this vein it is also suggested that simulations under transient conditions 

be penormed to examine the both reactive and nomeactive mass transport in 

domains containing spatially variable mobile and immobiie porosity zones as well 

as spatially variable hydraulic conductivities to gage the effect of such 

combinations on the dispersion process. An analysis similar in principle was 

perfonned by Burr et al. 11 9941 for the case of steady-state flow and constant 

porosity. They concluded that smail increases in the second moments were 

generally obsaved due to the high mass transfer rates. 



This study concludeci that improvernents in the AMRM are required if the method 

is to becorne more efficient and robust. Among the improvements which require 

fbrther study are: a stnrctu~g of the cornputer code used in the solver to take 

advantage of new structures in Fortran90 which improve data storage efficiency, 

the implementation of fâst iterative solvers in an attempt to better improve data 

storage efficiency, the implementation of fast and efficient approaches for 

estimating the optimal shift which do not negate the potential performance gains 

relative to the standard AMRM; and the possible development of variants of the 

AMRM whkh do not require a fùli reduction when single parameters are changed 

within a smaii percentage of their original value; 

Fiiy, this work suggest the need for ''intelligent" systems which are capable of 

selecting the most accurate and efficient solver for particular aspects of a 

simulation problem- For exarnple it was shown that the LTG method is more 

accurate and efficient than the AMRM for solving problems involving sharp 

fkonts. Thus in a simulation environment this procedure could be utilized at early 

times when large concentration gradients are observed at the solute fiont. At later 

times when the concentration gradients at the fiont are reduced, other methods 

such as the AMRM can be implemented if they are judged to be more efficient at 

this stage of the problem. 
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